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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

HOW DO I GET MORE 
INFORMATION?
From April 11 to April 29, 2019, read the 
bylaw and related material in the Planning 
Division at City Hall:  Mondays between 
8:00 am and 7:00 pm and Tuesdays 

through Fridays between 8:00 am and 5:00 pm except 
statutory holidays, and online at www.newwestcity.
ca/publicnotices.

HOW CAN I BE HEARD? 
Email clerks@newwestcity.ca or call 604-
527-4523 to register to speak.  Everyone 
who attends the Public Hearing may 

address Council, however registered speakers will 
speak first.  Note all speakers have five minutes.

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS? 
Email:  clerks@newwestcity.ca
Post: Legislative Services Department 

511 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9 

Written comments addressed to Mayor and Council 
are received until the closing of the Public Hearing 
and will be published. 

MONDAY, APRIL 29, 2019 AT 6:00 P.M.
Council Chamber, Second Floor of City Hall, 511 Royal Avenue

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement application has been received for 218 
Queen’s Avenue, which is a Designated heritage property. The application is 
to subdivide the single detached dwelling property into three single-detached 
dwelling properties: one fronting Queen’s Avenue, and two fronting Manitoba 
Street. The lane running east to Peele Street would be extended to provide 
vehicle access to the newly created lots. In exchange for the zoning relaxations 
required to achieve the subdivision, the applicant proposes to restore and 
relocate a heritage house onto each new lot, and protect them both through 
two new Heritage Designation Bylaws. The existing Designated heritage house 
on the Queen’s Avenue lot would not be altered as part of this application and 
would continue to be protected.

Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 for 
218 Queen’s Avenue (HER00676)

Jacque Killawee, City Clerk



511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, BC  V3L 1H9

 

Please note that the City of New Westminster deems any response to this notification to be public 
information.   If you have a financial interest in the land subject to this Public Hearing and have 
contracted to sell or lease all or part of your property to any person, firm or corporation, we strongly 
urge you to deliver this notification, as soon as possible, to the prospective buyer or tenant.

<<Name 2>>
<<Name 1>>
<<Address1>>
<<Address2>>
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SCHEDULE “A” 

HERITAGE REVITALIZATION AGREEMENT (218 Queens Avenue) 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference the 8th day of March 2019 is 

BETWEEN: 

STEPHEN NORMAN, executor of the will of Mary Kathleen O’Callaghan, 218 Queens 
Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia, V3L 1J9 

(the "Owner") 

AND: 

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER, City Hall, 511 Royal Avenue, New 
Westminster, British Columbia, V3L 1H9  

(the "City") 

WHEREAS: 

A. The Owner is the registered owner in fee simple of the land and all improvements located at 218 
Queens Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia, legally described as PID: 009-753-249 Block 
34 Group 1 Plan 13054 (the "Land”); 

B. There is one principal building currently situated on the Land, located at 218 Queens Avenue 
(the "H.R. Davidson House"), which is protected through Heritage Designation Bylaw No.6144, 
1993 and which building is shown on the site plan attached as Appendix 1 (the “Site Plan”); 

C. The Owner intends to apply to the City’s Approving Officer for approval to file a subdivision plan 
(the “Subdivision Plan”) in the Land Title Office in order to subdivide the Land into three 
separate parcels, generally as shown on the Site Plan;  

D. If the proposed subdivision of the Land is approved by the City’s Approving Officer, the Owner 
wishes to relocate two heritage houses (the “Heritage Houses”); one onto each of the two newly 
created lots fronting Manitoba Street; 

E. The Owner wishes to make certain alterations to the Heritage Houses in order to restore and 
rehabilitate them (the “Work”); 
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F. The City and the Owner agree that the Heritage Houses have heritage value and should be 
conserved; 

 
G. The City and the Owner agree that the H.R. Davidson House has heritage value and should be 

conserved;  
 

H. Section 610 of the Local Government Act, RSBC 2015, Chapter 1 authorizes a local government 
to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement with the owner of heritage property and to 
allow variations of, and supplements to, the provisions of a bylaw or a permit issued under Part 
14 or Part 15 of the Local Government Act; 

 

I. The Owner and the City have agreed to enter into this Heritage Revitalization Agreement setting 
out the terms and conditions by which the heritage values of the H.R. Davidson House and the 
Heritage Houses are to be preserved and protected, in return for supplements and variances to 
City bylaws specified in this Agreement; 

 
THIS AGREEMENT is evidence that in consideration of the sum of ten dollars ($10 .00) now paid by each 
party to the other and for other good and valuable consideration (the receipt of which each party 
hereby acknowledges) the Owner and the City each covenant with the other pursuant to Section 610 
of the Local Government Act as follows: 

 
Heritage Designation 

 
1. The Owner irrevocably agrees to the designation of the Heritage Houses as protected heritage 

property, in accordance with Section 611 of the Local Government Act, and releases the City 
from any obligation to compensate the Owner in any form for any reduction in the market value 
of the Land, any lands into which the Land is subdivided, the H.R. Davidson House, or the 
Heritage Houses that may result from the designation. 

 
Variances to City's Zoning Bylaw 

 
2. The City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw No.6680, 2001, is varied and supplemented in its 

application to the Land in the manner and to the extent set out in Appendix 7.  
 
Conservation of Heritage Houses 

 
3. Promptly following the date on which the Owner deposits the Subdivision Plan in the Land Title 

Office, the Owner shall commence and complete the Work, at the owner’s sole expense, in strict 
accordance with the heritage conservation plans prepared for the Heritage Houses by Elana 
Zysblat of Ance Building Services Co. Inc., dated November, 2018 and attached as Appendix 4 
(the “Conservation Plans”) and with the design plans and specifications prepared by Dave Nicol 
Designs, dated February 2019 attached as Appendix 5 (the “Design Plans”), full-size copies of 
which plans shall be on file at the New Westminster City Hall. 
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4. The Work shall be done at the Owner's sole expense in accordance with generally accepted 
engineering, architectural, and heritage conservation practices. If any conflict or ambiguity 
arises in the performance of the Work or the interpretation of the Conservation Plans, the 
parties agree that the conflict or ambiguity shall be resolved in accordance with the “Queen’s 
Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines”, published by the City of New Westminster 
in 2017 or the “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, 2nd 
Edition”, published by Parks Canada in 2010. 

 
5. The Owner shall erect on the Land and keep erected throughout the course of the Work, a sign 

of sufficient size and visibility to effectively notify contractors and tradespersons entering onto 
the Land that the Work involves protected heritage property and is being carried out for 
heritage conservation purposes. 

 
6. The Owner shall, at the Owner's sole expense, engage a member of the Architectural Institute of 

British Columbia or the Canadian Association of Heritage Professionals with specialization in 
Building or Planning (the "Registered Professional") to oversee the Work and to perform the 
duties set out in section 7 of this Agreement. 

 
7. The Registered Professional shall: 

 
(a)  prior to commencement of the Work, provide to the City an executed and sealed 

Confirmation of Commitment in the form attached as Appendix 2 and, if the Registered 
Professional is a member of the Canadian Association of Heritage Professionals, the 
Registered Professional shall provide evidence of their membership and specialization when 
submitting such executed and sealed Confirmation of Commitment; 

 
(b) supervise the Work and ensure compliance of the Work with the Conservation Plans in 

Appendix 4; 
 

(c) provide regular reports to the City on the progress of the Work; 
 

(d) upon substantial completion of the Work, provide to the City an executed and sealed 
Certification of Compliance in the form attached as Appendix 3; and 

 
(e) notify the City within one business day if the Registered Professional's engagement by the 

Owner is terminated for any reason. 
 

Permits and Licenses  
 

8. Prior to commencement of the Work, the Owner shall obtain from the City all necessary permits 
and licenses, including a building permit and heritage alteration permit. 
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9. The Owner agrees that the City may, notwithstanding that such a permit may be issuable under 
the City’s zoning and building regulations and the BC Building Code, withhold a building permit 
applied for in respect of the Work if the work that the Owner wishes to undertake is not in 
accordance with the Conservation Plans or the Design Plans. 

 
10. The Owner shall obtain written approval from the City’s Director of Development Services for 

any changes to the Work, and obtain any amended permits that may be required for such 
changes to the Work, including a building permit and heritage alteration permit.  

 
Timing and Phasing  
 

11. The Owner shall commence and complete all actions required for the completion of the Work, 
as set out in the Conservation Plans and Design Plans, within three years following the date on 
which the Owner deposits the Subdivision Plan in the Land Title Office. 

 
No Separate Sale of New Parcels 

 
12. The Owner shall, concurrently with the deposit of the Subdivision Plan, deposit in the Land Title 

Office a covenant under s.219 of the Land Title Act in favour of the City, in the form attached as 
Appendix 6, by which the Owner covenants and agrees not to transfer separately the parcels 
created by the Subdivision Plan until the Owner has completed the Work for the preservation, 
restoration, and rehabilitation of the Heritage Houses to the satisfaction of the City’s Director of 
Development Services.  

 
13. The City shall execute and deliver to the Owner a discharge of the covenant described in section 

12 above on the request and at the sole cost of the Owner if the Owner has complied with the 
requirements of this Agreement for the preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation of the 
Heritage Houses and wishes to transfer the parcel containing the H.R. Davidson House or any 
one of the Heritage Houses separately from the other parcels charged by the covenant, and 
have provided the Certification of Compliance described in section 7(d) above in respect of the 
Heritage Houses.  

 
Ongoing Maintenance 

 
14. Following completion of the Work, the Owner shall maintain the H.R. Davidson House and the 

Heritage Houses in good repair in accordance with the maintenance requirements set out  in the 
Conservation  Plans and the maintenance standards set out in City of New Westminster Heritage 
Properties Minimum Maintenance Standards Bylaw No. 7971, 2018, as amended or replaced 
from time to time. 
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Damage to or Destruction of Heritage Buildings 

 
15. If, in the opinion of the City, the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage Houses are damaged, the 

Owner shall obtain a heritage alteration permit and any other necessary permits and licenses 
and, in a timely manner, shall restore and repair the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage 
Houses to the same condition and appearance that existed before the damage occurred. 

 
16. If the H.R. Davidson House or one or more of the Heritage Houses is completely destroyed, as 

defined by City of New Westminster Building Bylaw No. 6897, 2003, the Owner shall construct a 
replica, using equivalent contemporary materials if necessary, of the H.R. Davidson House or the 
destroyed Heritage House that complies in all respects with the Conservation Plans, the Design 
Plans, and with City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001 as amended (the “Zoning 
Bylaw”), and as varied by this Agreement, after having obtained a heritage alteration permit and 
any other necessary permits and licenses. 

 
 

17. The Owner shall use its best efforts to commence and complete any repairs to the H.R. Davidson 
House or the Heritage Houses, or the construction of any replica building, with reasonable 
dispatch. 

 
Inspection 

 
18. Upon request by the City, the Owner shall advise or cause the Registered Professional to advise 

the City's Development Services Department, Planning Division, of the status of the Work, and, 
without limiting the City's power of inspection conferred by statute and in addition to such 
powers, the City shall be entitled at all reasonable times and from time to time to enter onto the 
Land for the purpose of ensuring that the Owner is fully observing and performing all of the 
restrictions and requirements in this Agreement to  be observed and performed by the Owner. 
 

19. The City may, notwithstanding that a final inspection may be issuable under the City’s zoning 
and building regulations and the BC Building Code, withhold a final inspection applied for in 
respect of the Heritage Houses if the Owner has not completed the Work to the satisfaction of 
the City’s Director of Development Services. 

 
Conformity with City Bylaws 

 
20. The Owner acknowledges and agrees that, except as expressly varied by this Agreement, any 

development or use of the Land, including any preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and 
repairs done with respect to the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage Houses, must comply with 
all applicable bylaws of the City. 
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No Application to Building Interiors 
 

21. Unless otherwise stated in this Agreement or in the Conservation Plans, the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement respecting the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage Houses apply 
only to the structure and exterior of the buildings, including without limitation the foundation, 
walls, roof, and all exterior doors, windows and architectural ornamentation. 

 
Future Alterations 

 
22. Following completion of the Work in accordance with this Agreement, the Owner shall not alter 

the heritage character or the exterior appearance of the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage 
Houses, except as permitted by a heritage alteration permit issued by the City. 

 

 
Statutory Authority Retained 

 
23. Nothing in this Agreement shall limit, impair, fetter or derogate from the statutory  powers of 

the City, all of which powers may be exercised by the City from time to time and at any time to 
the fullest extent that the City is enabled. 

 
Indemnity 

 
24. The Owner hereby releases, indemnifies, and saves the City, its officers, employees, elected 

officials, agents and assigns harmless from and against any and all actions, causes of action, losses, 
damages, costs, claims, debts and demands whatsoever by any person, arising out of or in any 
way due to the existence or effect of any of the restrictions or requirements in this Agreement, 
or the breach or non-performance by the Owner of any term or provision of this Agreement, or 
by reason of any work or action of the Owner in performance of its obligations under this 
Agreement or by reason of any wrongful act or omission, default, or negligence of the Owner. 

 
25. In no case shall the City be liable or responsible in any way for: 

 
(a) any personal injury, death or consequential damage of any nature whatsoever, howsoever 

caused, that be suffered or sustained by the Owner or by any other person who may be on 
the Land; or 

 
(b) any loss or  damage of  any nature whatsoever, howsoever  caused to  the Land, or any 

improvements or personal property thereon belonging to the Owner or to any other 
person, arising directly or indirectly from compliance with the restrictions and requirements 
in this Agreement, wrongful or negligent failure or omission to comply with the restrictions 
and requirements in this Agreement or refusal, omission or failure of the City to enforce or 
require compliance by the Owner with the restrictions or requirements in this Agreement 
or with any other term, condition, or provision of this Agreement. 
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No Waiver 

 
26. No restrictions, requirements, or other provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed to  have 

been waived by the City unless a written waiver signed by an officer of the City has first been 
obtained, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no condoning, excusing or 
overlooking by the City on previous occasions of any default, nor any previous written waiver, 
shall be taken to operate as a waiver by the City of any subsequent  default or in any way defeat 
or affect the rights and remedies of the City. 

 
Interpretation 

 
27. In this Agreement, "Owner" shall mean all registered owners of the Land or subsequent 

registered owners of the Land, as the context requires or permits.  
 

28. Nothing in this Agreement commits the Approving Officer to approve the proposed subdivision 
of the Land.  

 
Enforcement of Agreement 

 
29. The Owner acknowledges that it is an offence under Section 621(1)(c) of the Local Government 

Act to alter the Land, the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage Houses in contravention of this 
Agreement, punishable by a fine of up to $50,000.00 or imprisonment for a term of up to 2 years, 
or both. 

 
30. The Owner acknowledges that it is an offence under Section 621(1)(b) of the Local Government 

Act to fail to comply with the requirements and conditions of any heritage alteration permit 
issued to the Owner pursuant to this Agreement and Section 617 of the Local Government Act, 
punishable in the manner described in the preceding section. 

 
31. The Owner acknowledges that, if the Owner alters the Land or the H.R. Davidson House or the 

Heritage Houses in contravention of this Agreement, the City may apply to the British Columbia 
Supreme Court for: 

 
(a) an order that the Owner restore the Land or the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage 

Houses, or both, to their condition before the contravention; 
 

(b)  an order that the Owner undertake compensatory conservation  work on the Land or 
the H.R. Davidson House, or the Heritage Houses; 

 
(c)  an order requiring the Owner to take other measures specified by the Court to 

ameliorate the effects of the contravention; and 
 

(d)  an order authorizing the City to perform any and all such work at the expense of the 
Owner. 
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32. The Owner acknowledges that if the City undertakes work to satisfy the terms,  requirements or 
conditions of any heritage alteration permit issued to the  Owner  pursuant to this Agreement 
upon the Owner's failure to do so, the City may add the cost of the work and any incidental 
expenses to the taxes payable with respect to the Land, or may recover the cost from any 
security that the Owner has provided to the City to guarantee the performance of the terms, 
requirements or conditions of the permit, or both. 

 
33. The Owner acknowledges that the City may file a notice on title to the Land in the land title 

office if the terms and conditions of this Agreement have been contravened. 
 

34. The City may notify the Owner in writing of any alleged breach of this Agreement and the Owner 
shall have the time specified in the notice to remedy the breach. In the event that the Owner 
fails to remedy the breach within the time specified, the City may enforce this Agreement by: 

 
(a) seeking an order for specific performance of the Agreement; 

 
(b) any other means specified in this Agreement; or 

 
(c) any means specified in the Community Charter or the Local Government Act, 

 
and the City's resort to any remedy for a breach of this Agreement does not limit its right to 
resort to any other remedy available at law or in equity. 
 

Consultation  
 

35. If a concern arises out of the ongoing implementation of the Agreement, either party may 
request a meeting with the other party to discuss and seek a resolution to the concern.  The 
parties shall meet within a reasonable time and work in good faith towards a resolution of the 
matter. 

 
Headings 
 

36. The headings in this Agreement are inserted for convenience only and shall not affect the 
interpretation of this Agreement or any of its provisions. 

 
Appendices 

 
37. All appendices to this Agreement are incorporated into and form part of this Agreement. 

 
Number and Gender 

 
38. Whenever the singular or masculine or neuter is used in this Agreement, the same shall be 

construed to mean the plural or feminine or body corporate where the context so requires. 
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  Joint and Several 
 

39. If at any time more than one person (as defined in the Interpretation Act (British Columbia)) 
owns the Land, each of those persons will be jointly and severally liable for all of the obligations 
of the Owner under this Agreement. 

 
Successors Bound 

 

40. All restrictions, rights and liabilities herein imposed upon or given to the respective parties shall 
extend to and be binding upon their respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors and 
assigns.  

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Owner and the City have executed this Agreement as of the date written 
above. 
 

Signed, Sealed and Delivered in the   ) 

Presence of:      ) 

       ) 

       ) __________________________________ 

 ________________________________ ) Stephen Norman 

Name      ) 

       ) 

________________________________ ) __________________________________ 

Address     )  

       ) 

________________________________ ) 

Occupation     ) 

        

 

THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER 

by its authorized signatories: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________  __________________________________ 

Mayor:       City Clerk: 
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APPENDIX 1 

 
SITE PLAN 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

CONFIRMATION OF COMMITMENT BY REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL 
 

 
Date: _______________________________ 
 
 
City of New Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9 
 
Attention: Director of Development Services 
 
 
Re: Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queens Avenue 
 
The undersigned hereby undertakes to be responsible for field reviews of the construction carried out at 
the captioned address for compliance with the requirements of Appendices 1, 4, and 5 of the Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement applicable to the property, which the undersigned acknowledges having 
received and reviewed, and undertakes to notify the City of New Westminster in writing as soon as 
possible if the undersigned’s contract for field review is terminated at any time during construction. This 
letter is not being provided in connection with Part 2 of the British Columbia Building Code, but in 
connection only with the requirements of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement. 
 
 
 
_____________________________________ 
Registered Professional’s Name 
 
 
 
_____________________________________ 
Address 
 
         Signature and Seal 
 
_____________________________________ 
Telephone No.  
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APPENDIX 3 
 

CERTIFICATION OF REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL 
 
 
 
Date: _____________________________ 
 
 
 
City of New Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9 
 
Attention: Director of Development Services 
 
 
 
Re: Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queens Avenue 
 
 
I hereby give assurance that I have fulfilled my obligations for field review as indicated in my letter to 
the City of New Westminster dated _________________________ in relation to the captioned property, 
and that the architectural components of the work comply in all material respects with the 
requirements of Appendices 1, 4, and 5 of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement referred to in that 
letter. This letter is not being provided in connection with Part 2 of the British Columbia Building Code, 
but in connection only with the requirements of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement. 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Registered Professional’s Name 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Address 
 
         Signature and Seal 
 
___________________________________ 
Telephone No. 
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APPENDIX 4 
 

HERITAGE CONSERVATION PLANS 
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Heritage Conservation Plan 

219 Manitoba Street, New Westminster, BC 

Sandick House ~ 1909 (originally located at 217 St. Patrick Street) 

Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services :: John Atkin - History + Research                November 2018



Heritage Conservation Plan   ::   219 Manitoba St. New Westminster, BC    ::   November 2018
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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

Built in 1909, the subject house is a small, one-and-a-half storey traditional Early Cottage located on 
the north side of St. Patrick Street, between 2nd and 3rd Street in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood of 
New Westminster. 

Heritage Values 

The Sandick House holds value for its association with Queen’s Park’s Edwardian development phase 
that occurred during the years leading up to the First World War. Although significant development in 
the neighbourhood began in the 1890s, a major growth spurt occurred from roughly 1905 until 1913. 
It was during this time period that Queen’s Park became one of the most appealing neighbourhoods 
in New Westminster, attracting many wealthy elites, as well as those, like the Sandicks, who built 
homes with more modest means. 

The Sandick House holds value for its continuous single-family use for over 100 years. From 1909 to 
2009, the building was home to only two families; the Sandick family from 1909-1929, and the 
Robinson family from 1929-2009. Born in 1913, Miss Jean Robinson lived in the subject house for her 
entire adult life. The daughter of Charles & Edith Robinson, Miss Robinson moved in when her parents 
purchased the home in 1929, and remained there for nearly 80 years, until shortly before her death in 
2009. This degree of continuity is very rare for homes in the region. 
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The subject property has value for its association with the Sandick family - early Queen’s Park residents 
who came to the west coast area as retirees; and with the Robinson family, whose long-term ties to the 
property span two generations and roughly 80 years.  

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 
working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 
with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 
Cottage architectural style. This example is rare in that it retains all of its original exterior materials. 

Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1909 

- original location on St. Patrick Street with deep setback from the street  

- modest residential design, size and form 

- hipped-roof design with small, front-facing dormer 

- cut-away porch enclosing the front entrance with single wood turned column 

- wood double-hung and casement windows with original trim 

- wood cladding 

- ornate brick chimney 
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Historic Brief 

Although parks and public plazas 
w e r e a l l o c a t e d i n N e w 
Westminster’s first plan drawn by 
the Royal Engineers in the early 
1860s, there was almost no 
development beyond the Royal 
City’s original northern boundary 
of Royal Avenue until the 1880s.  

The announcement of the arrival 
of the CPR to Vancouver, with a 
branch line to New Westminster, 
sparked a significant  building 
boom between 1887-1898, 
transforming the small town into 
a real city.  

At the time this map (right) was 
drawn in 1892, New Westminster 
not only had a train station, but 
also a streetcar system, electric 
street lights, and expanded 
boundaries well beyond Royal 
Avenue to include suburbs such 
as Queen’s Park, Sapperton and 
Queensborough. Queen’s Park 
was refined and laid-out with 
public gardens, walkways and 
sports fields.  

It was during this Victorian-era growth and investments in infrastructure that residential development 
really began in the streets around Queen’s Park which would become a neighbourhood named after 
the park. Numerous late 1880s and early 1890s grand homes were built in the Queen’s Park 
neighbourhood, establishing its reputation as a prestigious area located at a commanding distance 
from the industrial riverfront and busy downtown core. 

After the devastating fire of 1898, which burned down much of New Westminster but did not reach  
Queen’s Park or other areas north of Royal Avenue, another 12-year growth spurt commenced in the 
city. Specific improvements to Queen’s Park were sparked by the 1905 Canadian National Exhibition 
held in the park, for which new exhibition buildings were constructed. Paving and concrete sidewalks  
were introduced to the neighbourhood in 1906 and by 1913 the number of homes in Queen’s Park 
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(portion of) City of New Westminster map, by R.J. Williams, Ottawa. 1892. The 
subject property at 217 St. Patricks is marked in red. source: City of Vancouver 
Archives Map 617
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had doubled. The subject house at 217 St. Patrick Street, built in 1909, is linked directly to this 
Edwardian-era growth and the general economic and building boom throughout the Lower Mainland 
in the years before World War I. 

217 St. Patrick Street - History

The subject property was built in 1909 by retired farmer John Sandick (1842-1930) and his wife 
Elleanor (1849-1928), both Ontario-born newcomers to New Westminster. The pre-World War I 
building boom saw the filling in of about 50% of lots in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, except for 
the blocks which housed the streetcar line where the majority of lots were developed before the war. 
217 St. Patrick was the third house built on this block of St. Patrick between 2nd and 3rd Streets. The 
below newspaper ad from April 1909 provides precise insight into the land and dwelling costs of the 
time and could very well be referring to the subject block or even the subject property. It advertises an 
undeveloped 66’ x 132’ lot on the north side of St. Patrick for $650 while the same sized lot with a 
‘nice new cottage’ was for sale for $2000.

On the eve of World War I there were eight houses on the block in total, seven of which survive today. 
This would be the status quo until the late 1920s and early 1930s when the rest of the lots on the 
block were developed. The Sandicks resided here for 20 years until 1928 when Elleanor died and John 
returned to his hometown in Ontario where he too passed away in 1930.

The second family to call 217 St. Patrick Street home was that of Charles and Edith Robinson and their 
daughters Frances and Jean. Prior to purchasing the subject house in 1929, the family resided in 
Sapperton and Charles had been employed as a watchman at a sawmill. While living in the subject 
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New Westminster Daily News newspaper - April 14, 1909.                            source: UBC Special Collections
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house Charles worked as a school janitor. Charles Sandick retired in 1934 and died in 1940. Edith and 
Jean cohabited in the house until Edith passed away in 1960. Jean Robinson, a secretary and then 
traffic manager at Barnett Lumber Co. lived in the subject house on her own until close to her death in 
2009. Altogether, members of the Robinson family owned and inhabited the subject house for roughly 
80 years. 

The house style has been coined Early Cottage by the Vancouver Heritage Foundation and is 
characterized by a modest 1.5 storey hip roofed cottage with a small dormer, front verandah and a 
very practical layout. Although the verandah is often full-width, some variations, as in the case of 217 
St. Patrick, feature a cutaway front porch occupying half the façade’s width, providing more enclosed 
living space in the small scale house. Examples of the early cottage can be found all over the Lower 
Mainland, dating as early as 1890 and as late as 1925  - although the majority tend to have been built 
in the Edwardian era between 1907 and 1910. Early, small houses were sometimes relocated on the 
property to accommodate new or larger houses. Photographs of two additional New Westminster 
examples can be seen below. Although the subject house has been covered in vinyl siding and its 
wood front stairs have been rebuilt in concrete, the original form, roofline, eaves, and wood windows 
survive. The turned wood front porch column is hidden behind metal casing, and the original cladding 
likely survives underneath the vinyl siding.
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426 Ash St. in 1907 source: NWPL #30                                       323 Ash St. in 1982 source: NWMA IHP14617
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Research Findings 

Civic Address: 217 St. Patrick Street, New Westminster BC 

Legal Description:  
  
Lot: 23  Suburban Block: 7 of lot 2, 3, 30, & 31 New West District: Plan NWP2620   
          
Date of Construction: 1909 (New Westminster CityViews & directories) 

Builder: John Sandick (CityViews)  

Architect: unknown 

Original occupants: John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

Residents at 217 St Patrick Street 

- 1909-28: 
- John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

- 1929-39: 
- Charles E & Edith Maud Robinson (Charles d. January, 1940) 
- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1940-60: 
- Edith Maud Robinson (d. January, 1960) 
- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1961-2009: 
- Miss Jean Robinson 
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Current Photographs 
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front view (south)

rear view (north)
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side view (west) 
showing original wood 
cladding and trim 
beneath vinyl siding, as 
well as original turned 
porch column.

side view (east)
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Conservation Objectives 
The building originally constructed at 217 St. Patrick Street will be relocated to the rear of a large 
property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 
Manitoba Street with the new address of 219 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 
vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 
introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 
development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 
modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 
finished, full-height basement level will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 
existing 900 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 
Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 
development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 
Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 
Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 
integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value.

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 
of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value.

Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 
historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 
heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Architectural renderings of the restored, Early Cottages on Manitoba St. Source: Dave Nicol Design.
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Site Plan
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The red outline on the 
proposed site plan 
(right), illustrates the 
current location of the 
existing historic house 
(218 Queen’s Avenue) 
and its garage, sited 
at the north edge of 
its large lot. 

The proposed 
location of the two 
Early Cottages on 
Manitoba Street are 
coloured in green 
(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 
incorporates a new 
lane separating the 
Manitoba properties 
from the Queen’s 
Avenue property, as 
well as parking spaces 
for all three lots - 
coloured in pink.

The existing four 
neighbouring houses 
on Manitoba Street 
are marked in grey. 
The propose 
development would 
fill-in the 200 bloc of 
Manitoba 
introducing 
compatibly sized and 
sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 
failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building was clad in several layers of siding 
- vinyl, asbestos shingles, and cedar shingles, 
but a portion of these were removed to inspect 
the original wood siding cladding. The visible 
wood siding, cladding the entire exterior plane, 
appears to be in good condition, as are the 
surviving trim boards, wood soffits and front 
porch column. 

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing metal shingle roof is in excellent 
condition. The gutters were installed at the 
same time and are in functional, good 
condition.  

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 
windows on the main floor and fixed dived-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 
wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 
new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 
operability - as they are mostly are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to 
accommodate the application of the metal siding and are thus in fair condition. 

Doors - The original wood front in good condition. The original wood rear door is in fair condition. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation:

Rehabilitate the property by: 
• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 
• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 
mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 
discreet concrete foundation.

c. Exterior Elements - Preservation and Restoration: 

• Preserve the wood cladding, wood trim around the doors and 
windows, the soffits, and wood porch column. Replicate in kind any 
base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall replicated water 
table board, if the existing board doesn’t survive the relocation, at 
new foundation. 

d. Roof and gutter - Preservation:

• Preserve existing metal roof. 

• Preserve gutters. Plan to replace gutters and downspouts within 5-10 years.

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration:

• Repair the wood windows and original doors as needed to 
ensure their operability. 

• Reinstate window sill ends 

• Replace glass on upper sash of facade window (currently non-
original translucent, textured glass at living room) with 
transparent glass 

f. Front porch - Restoration:
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Rebuild wood front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 

A - Retain original turned porch column 
B - Reinstate capped wood railing comprised of square spindles at historic height on front and side of 
porch (approximately 30” high) 
C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 
34” to meet code. 
D - Introduce newel posts replicating the lower portion of the original porch column at the top and 
base of the stair enclosure, one on either side 
E - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 
F - The stair rail should mimic the porch railing but with a wide base to cap the stair enclosure 
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g. Finishes - Restoration:

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint:

Body cladding and porch railing- Strathcona Gold VC-9 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

Trim, soffits, railing cap and sills - Oxford Ivory VC-1 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

Window sash and porch column - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore)

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26 

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours)
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 
affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 
Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 
the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 
Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 
is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 
1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 
residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 
properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 
first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 
precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 
single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 
method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 
well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area.
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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 
good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 
local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 
maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 
maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 
condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 
from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 
rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 
12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 
of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer. 

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily. 

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 
efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 
indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 
critical in preventing water ingress into buildings. 

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 
corrective repair/replacement action: 

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 
deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years. 

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years. 

d.     Windows and Doors

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs. 

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually. 

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity. 
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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for:

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips;
o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees;
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 
downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure. 

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 
building onto concrete splash pads. 

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground. 

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 
maintenance problems. 

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually. 

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 
hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©. 

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 
and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems. 
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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  

Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888), Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of New Westminster 

Building permit records - CityViews database, New Westminster Heritage Inventory Vol 2., Barman, Burton & 

Cook. 2009. Queen’s Park Historical Context Statement

New Westminster Museum and Archives 

Archival photographs 

New Westminster Public Library 

Historic directories, Fire insurance maps, Municipal Voters Lists 

Columbian Daily newspaper - various archival editions  

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Jean Robinson obituary - January 7, 2009 http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/vancouversun/obituary.aspx?n=jean-

robinson&pid=122304287 

Site visits 

April 8, 2017 and  July 17, 2018 
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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

1011 East 45th Avenue is a one storey (with basement) vernacular cottage on the north side of East 
45th Avenue at the southern edge of Memorial Park in the Sunset neighbourhood of Vancouver, BC. 

Heritage Values 

Constructed in 1911, 1011 East 45th Avenue is valued for its vernacular cottage form, the association 
with the area’s development linked to the expansion of street car service and its history as a rental 
property. 

Offering frequent service to downtown and jobs, the southward expansion of street car service in the 
early part of the 20th Century opened up large parts of the city to development. The house at 1011 
East 45th Avenue was built following the completion of the Fraser Street street car line in 1910 and is 
valued for its vernacular cottage form of hip roof, central dormer and full porch that stood in contrast 
to the later development of the area. 

1011 East 45th Avenue is valued as an example of local, small scale speculation and development with 
the builder placing three small cottages, whose design originates in one of the many available plan 
books, across the lot line to orient them to 45th. Avenue instead of Windsor Street. Additional value 
lies in the homes long history as a rental property reflecting early neighbourhood settlement patterns. 

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 
working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 
with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 
Cottage architectural style.  
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Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1911 
- residential form and massing as expressed in its vernacular cottage form of above ground 

basement, hip roof with central dormer and full front porch with a canted bay window 
- original window openings and assembles featuring a 3/4 height bottom sash and 1/4 height top 

sash for the front and side windows, square 4 paned windows at the basement level 
- drop siding on the two side walls and on the front wall at the porch level 
- lap siding on the back wall and below the front porch deck 

Other examples of Early Cottages in New Westminster:

and in Vancouver:
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Historic Brief 

1011 East 45th Avenue was built during the rapid expansion of the streetcar network which opened up 
swathes of the city to development. 1011 East 45th Avenue was a small scale piece of speculation by 
an unknown builder who bought 2 lots on the then 47th Avenue between Windsor and Ross Streets 
and put up three small houses across the lot lines to face 45th Avenue. 

The first tenant at 1011 East 45th Avenue was the English-bornJohn Herbert who had immigrated to 
Canada the year before the house was constructed. He and his wife Ruth would have 5 children and he 
worked as a labourer and a trackman for the BC Electric Railway. Herbert and his family were in the 
house until 1917 when he moved to the west side of the city. 

Memorial Park which is to the north of the property was originally known as Wilson Park and was 
created by the municipality of South Vancouver from land acquired through the non-payment of taxes. 
South Vancouver Municipal Engineer E. Dundas Todd designed the park as a memorial to soldiers who 
lost their lives in World War I. The park opened on May 22, 1926. 

The war memorial that had stood at South Vancouver’s city hall was relocated to the park and was 
unveiled to the public on November 11, 1939.  

Research Findings 

Original Civic Address: 1011 East 45th Avenue, Vancouver BC 

Original Legal Address: District Lot  664 Block 17  Lot B 

Date of construction: 1911 

Source: Vancouver water applications, BC Directories 

Builder: unknown 

Original occupant: John Herbert, a trackman with the BC Electric Railway 

Occupants: the occupants of 1011 East 45th Avenue tended to be short term residents for much of 
the property’s history. A small sample shows the turnover: 

1912 - 1917: John Herbert, BCER trackman 
1920: _ Robins 
1921- 1923: Mrs. Mary Huggert 
1924: J. Parr, driver 
1925: A.F. Leese 
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Current Photographs (November 2018) 
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Top: front of the house facing 45th Avenue showing porch and cant bay, dormer and above ground basement. 

Middle: the east and west sides of the house, the shingles are a later renovation. 

Bottom: the rear of the house showing enclosed porch and addition. Original drop siding and colour found 
under the cedar shingles .
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Conservation Objectives 
The building originally constructed at 1011 E 45th Avenue in Vancouver will be relocated to the rear of 
a large property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 
Manitoba Street with the new address of 221 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 
vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 
introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 
development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 
modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 
finished, full-height basement suite will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 
existing 1000 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 
Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 
development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 
Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 
Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 
integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value.

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 
of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value.

Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 
historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 
heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Architectural renderings of the restored, Early Cottages on Manitoba St. Source: Dave Nicol Design.
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Site Plan
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The red outline on the 
proposed site plan 
(right), illustrates the 
current location of the 
existing historic house 
(218 Queen’s Avenue) 
and its garage, sited 
at the north edge of 
its large lot. 

The proposed 
location of the two 
Early Cottages on 
Manitoba Street are 
coloured in green 
(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 
incorporates a new 
lane separating the 
Manitoba properties 
from the Queen’s 
Avenue property, as 
well as parking spaces 
for all three lots - 
coloured in pink.

The existing four 
neighbouring houses 
on Manitoba Street 
are marked in grey. 
The propose 
development would 
fill-in the 200 bloc of 
Manitoba 
introducing 
compatibly sized and 
sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in fair to good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no 
visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 
failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building is clad in wood drop siding and cedar 
shingles on top of this on the side elevations and 
half of the rear elevation, likely during a later 
renovation. The visible wood siding, cladding the 
entire exterior plane, is in fair condition. It appears 
dry and fragile due to lack of paint and 
maintenance. The surviving trim boards are in fair 
to good condition, with many sections missing, 
however, apart from the facade trim, all other trim 
boards were added on top of the cedar shingle 
layer and are not original to the house. The soffits 
have been clad in vinyl and could not be assessed. 
The front porch columns are hollow assemblies 
installed in recent decades, not original to the 
building.  

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing roof, softies and gutters are in poor condition and will be removed for relocation. 

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 
windows on the main floor and fixed divided-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 
wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 
new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 
operability - as most are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to accommodate 
the application of the vinyl siding and are thus in fair condition. No original or early exterior doors 
survive on the house. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition.
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A combination of drop siding and cedar shingles and 
missing trim boards.
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation:

Rehabilitate the property by: 
• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 
• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 
mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 
discreet concrete foundation.

c. Exterior Elements - Restoration: 

• Preserve (where possible) the wood cladding. Replicate in kind 
any base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall 
replicated water table board as per the existing water table 
board, if it doesn’t survive the relocation, at new foundation. 
Introduce replicated solid wood columns as per sketch on page 
12, archival photos on page 4 in one of the two options to the 
right- turned columns or square, cambered columns. In both 
cases the column should have a decorative base and cap with 
moulding. The columns should have a 4” or 5” diameter, not 
bigger. 

• Reinstate 1x trim boards on corners and around windows and 
doors, the precise width to be determined as per the shadows 
of the removed trim boards on the drop on the siding. 
Reinstate projecting wood window sills. Restore wood soffits. 
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Water table 
on 219 Manitoba to 
be introduced at 221 
Manitoba

turned column 
If flared, ideal 
dimensions would 
be a 3” diameter 
at top and a 4”- 6” 
diameter at base. 
If not flared, 
averaging a 4.5” 
diameter at centre.

square column 
If chamfered, 
traditions vary from 
only chamfering  the 
top 2/3rds or the 
entire column, 
leaving a 4”- 
6”unchamfered 
section at each end.
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d. Roof and gutter - Rehabilitation: 

• Install new roof and gutters. 

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

• Repair the wood windows as needed to ensure their operability. 

• Install Edwardian-era replica or salvaged partially glazed wood front door, similar to the original 
panelled door on 219 Manitoba or like in the photos below. 

• Reinstate projecting, traditionally angled wood window sill ends. 
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g. Front porch - Restoration: 
 

Rebuild front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 
A - Introduce replica or reclaimed porch columns with a 4” or 5” diameter or depth. Full or rail height 
options both work (the above sketch illustrates rail height columns). 
B - Build capped, enclosed balustrade, clad in siding at historic height on front and sides of porch 
(approximately 30” high). Incorporate drainage slots at the wall base on either side. 
C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 
34” to meet code. 
D - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 
F - The stair rail can be internal to the enclosure or positioned on top of the wood cap. A subtle metal 
rail will not compete with the replicated stars enclosure design. 
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h. Finishes - Restoration:

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint:

Body cladding and porch railing- CPR Red (Benjamin Moore 2080-10) 

Trim, soffits, railing caps and sills, porch columns - Kitsilano Gold VC-11 (Benjamin 
Moore True Colours) 

Window sash - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore)

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain (or sash colour, above, if a painted finish is desired) 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours)
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 
affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 
Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 
the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 
Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 
is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 
1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 
residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 
properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 
first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 
precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 
single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 
method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 
well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area.
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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 
good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 
local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 
maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 
maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 
condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 
from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 
rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 
12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 
of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer. 

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily. 

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 
efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 
indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 
critical in preventing water ingress into buildings. 

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 
corrective repair/replacement action: 

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 
deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years. 

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years. 

d.     Windows and Doors

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs. 

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually. 

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity. 
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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for:

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips;
o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees;
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 
downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure. 

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 
building onto concrete splash pads. 

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground. 

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 
maintenance problems. 

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually. 

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 
hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©. 

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 
and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems. 
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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  

Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888) 

National Library & Archives of Canada 

Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of Vancouver Archives 

Historic water connection applications and fire insurance maps 

New Westminster Museum and Archives 

Archival photographs 

Vancouver Public Library Special Collections  

digitized historic BC directories 

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Site visit 

April 30 and  October 17, 2018
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TERMS OF INSTRUMENT – PART 2 

SECTION 219 COVENANT – NO SEPARATE SALE OF SUBDIVIDED PARCELS 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference the ____ day of _______________, 20___ is 

BETWEEN: 

STEVEN NORMAN 
218 Queens Avenue 
New Westminster, BC  V3L 1J9 

(collectively, the “Owner”) 

AND: 

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER, City Hall, 511 Royal 
Avenue, New Westminster, BC  V3L 1H9 

(the “City”) 

WHEREAS: 

A. The Owner is the registered owner in fee simple of those lands in New Westminster, 
British Columbia legally described as NO PID, _______________________ and NO PID, 
_______________________ (together, the “Lands”); 

B.

C. Section 219 of the Land Title Act (British Columbia) provides that there may be 
registered as a charge against the title to any land a covenant in favour of a municipality 
in respect of the use of land, the use of a building on or to be erected on land, or that 
parcels of land designated in the covenant are not to be sold or otherwise transferred 
separately; 

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the sum of $10.00 now paid by the City to the Owner and 
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which the Owner hereby 
acknowledges, the parties covenant and agree pursuant to Section 219 of the Land Title Act 
(British Columbia) as follows: 

Pursuant to a Heritage Revitalization Agreement between the City and the Owner, dated 
for reference January 14, 2019 (the “HRA”), the Owner is required to deposit in the Land 
Title Office, concurrently with the subdivision plan creating the Lands as separate fee 
simple parcels, a covenant under s.219 of the Land Title Act in favour of the City, by 
which the Owner covenants and agrees not to transfer separately the Lands until the 
Owner has complied with the requirements of the HRA for the preservation, restoration, 
and rehabilitation of the Heritage House (as defined in the HRA); 
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1. Lands Not to be Separately Sold or Transferred – The Lands shall not be sold or 
otherwise transferred separately. 

2. Discharge – The City shall, at the written request of the Owner, execute and deliver to 
the Owner a registrable discharge of this Agreement but only if the City has determined, 
in its sole and unfettered discretion, that the Owner has completed and complied with 
all requirements in the HRA for the preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation of the 
Heritage House by the deadlines set out therein. 

3. Notice – All notices and other communications required or permitted to be given under 
this Agreement must be in writing and must be sent by registered mail or delivered as 
follows: 

(a) if to the Owner, to the address shown on the Land Title Office title search to the 
Lands, 

(b) if to the City, as follows: 

City of New Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue  
New Westminster, BC, V3L 1H9 
Attention: Heritage Planner 
 

Any notice or other communication that is delivered is considered to have been given 
on the next business day after it is dispatched for delivery. Any notice or other 
communication that is sent by registered mail is considered to have been given five days 
after the day on which it is mailed at a Canada Post office. If there is an existing or 
threatened strike or labour disruption that has caused, or may cause, an interruption in 
the mail, any notice or other communication must be delivered until ordinary mail 
services is restored or assured. If a party changes it address it must immediately give 
notice of its new address to the other party as provided in this section. 

4. Interpretation – In this Agreement: 

(a) reference to the singular includes a reference to the plural, and vice versa, unless 
the context requires otherwise; 

(b) article and section headings have been inserted for ease of reference only and 
are not to be used in interpreting this Agreement; 

(c) reference to a particular numbered section or article is a reference to the 
correspondingly numbered section or article of this Agreement; 

(d) reference to the “Lands” or to any other parcel of land is a reference also to any 
parcel into which those lands are subdivided or consolidated by any means 
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(including the removal of interior parcel boundaries) and to each parcel created 
by any such subdivision or consolidations; 

(e) if a word or expression is defined in this Agreement, other parts of speech and 
grammatical forms of the same word or expression have corresponding 
meanings; 

(f) reference to any enactment includes any regulations, orders, permits or 
directives made or issued under the authority of that enactment; 

(g) unless otherwise expressly provided, reference to any enactment is a reference 
to that enactment as consolidated, revised, amended, re-enacted or replaced; 

(h) time is of the essence; 

(i) all provisions are to be interpreted as always speaking; 

(j) reference to a “party” is a reference to a party to this Agreement and to their 
respective heirs, executors, successors (including successors in title), trustees, 
administrators and receivers; 

(k) reference to the City is a reference also to its elected and appointed officials, 
officers, employees and agents; 

(l) where the word “including” is followed by a list, the contents of the list are not 
intended to circumscribe the generality of the expression preceding the word 
“including”; and 

(m) any act, decision, determination, consideration, opinion, consent or exercise of 
discretion by a party or person as provided in this Agreement must be 
performed, made, formed or exercised acting reasonably, except that any act, 
decision, determination, consideration, consent, opinion or exercise of discretion 
that is said to be within the “sole discretion” of a party or person may be 
performed, made, formed or exercised by that party or person in the sole, 
unfettered and absolute discretion of that party or person. 

5. No Waiver – No provision or breach of this Agreement, nor any default, is to be 
considered to have been waived or acquiesced to by a party unless the waiver is express 
and is in writing by the party. The waiver by a party of any breach by the other party of 
any provision, or default, is not to be construed as or constituted a waiver of any further 
or other breach of the same or any other provision or default. 

6. No Effect on Laws or Powers – This Agreement and the Owner’s contributions, 
obligations and agreements set out in this Agreement do not: 
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(a) affect or limit the discretion, rights, duties or powers of the City or the Approving 
Officer under any enactment or at common law, including in relation to the use, 
development, servicing or subdivision of the Lands; 

(b) impose on the City or the Approving Officer any legal duty or obligation, 
including any duty of care or contractual or other legal duty or obligation, to 
enforce this Agreement; 

(c) affect or limit any enactment relating to the use, development or subdivision of 
the Lands; or 

(d) relieve the Owner from complying with any enactment, including in relation to 
the use, development, servicing, or subdivision of the Lands. 

7. Remedies for Breach – The Owner agrees that, without affecting any other rights or 
remedies the City may have in respect of any breach of this Agreement, the City is 
entitled, in light of the public interest in securing strict performance of this Agreement, 
to seek and obtain from the British Columbia Supreme Court a mandatory or prohibitory 
injunction, or order for specific performance, in respect of the breach. 

8. Binding Effect – This Agreement enures to the benefit of and is binding upon the parties 
and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, trustees, receivers and successors 
(including successors in title). 

9. Covenant Runs With the Lands – Every provision of this Agreement and every obligation 
and covenant of the Owner in this Agreement, constitutes a deed and a contractual 
obligation, and also a covenant granted by the Owner to the City in accordance with 
section 219 of the Land Title Act, and this Agreement burdens the Lands to the extent 
provided in this Agreement, and runs with them and binds the Owner’s successors in 
title. This Agreement also burdens and runs with every parcel into which the Lands are 
consolidated (including by the removal of interior parcel boundaries) or subdivided by 
any means, including by subdivision under the Land Title Act or by strata plan or bare 
land strata plan under the Strata Property Act. 

10. Further Acts – The Owner shall do everything reasonably necessary to give effect to the 
intent of this Agreement, including execution of further instruments. 

11. Severance – If any part of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable 
by a court having the jurisdiction to do so, that part is to be considered to have been 
severed from the rest of this Agreement and the rest of this Agreement remains in force 
unaffected by that holding or by the severance of that part. 

12. Amendment – This Agreement may be amended from time to time by agreement 
between the Owner and the City. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
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Agreement, amendments to this Agreement must be by an instrument in writing duly 
executed by the Owner and the City. 

13. Deed and Contract – By executing and delivering this Agreement each of the parties 
intends to create both a new contract and a deed of covenant executed and delivered 
under seal. 

As evidence of their agreement to be bound by the above terms, the parties each have 
executed and delivered this Agreement under seal by executing Part I of the Land Title Act Form 
C to which this Agreement is attached and which forms part of this Agreement. 

 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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APPENDIX 7 
 

VARIATIONS TO ZONING BYLAW NO. 6680, 2001 
 
 

 Queen’s Park Single 
Detached Residential 
District (RS-4) 
Requirement/Allowance 
 

218 Queen’s 
Avenue 

221 Manitoba 
Street 

219 Manitoba 
Street 

Minimum Lot 
Size 

6,000 square feet 
(557.4 square meters) 

No variance 5,651 square feet 
(525 square 
meters) 

5,651 square feet 
(525  square 
meters) 

Front Yard 
Setback 

19 feet 
(5.8 meters) 

9 feet 
(2.7 meters) 

No variance No variance 

(Left) Side Yard 
Setback  

5 feet 
(1.5 meters) 

4.1 feet 
(1.3 meters) 

No variance No variance 

Height (Roof 
Peak) 

35 feet  
(10.7 meters) 

38 feet 
(11.6 meters) 

No variance No variance 

Height (Roof 
Midpoint) 

25 feet 
(7.6 meters) 

32 feet 
(9.8 meters) 

No variance No variance 
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Minutes Extract for Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 
regarding 218 Queen’s Avenue 

R-2 April 9, 2018 – Land Use and Planning Committee – Report 

6. 218 Queen's Avenue: Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement and
Temporary Use Permit - Pre-Application Review Report

Ms. Teed, Acting Director of Development Services, commented on the unique
situation of moving heritage homes on the site as part of a Heritage Revitalization
Agreement application.

In response to queries from the Committee, staff commented:

• There is a physical limit to the width of a house which could be moved to
this location; and,

• Stipulations would be added to the agreement so that heritage buildings
would be required to be situated on the lot within a certain time limit, and
that the restoration of the houses would be required prior to the owner
having the ability to sell the subdivided parcels.

Steve Norman, proponent of the proposal, commented in regard to the restricted 
size of the homes to be located on the site, noting the street access along Manitoba 
Street was the limiting factor.  

MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend staff advise the 
applicant that a three-lot subdivision would be considered reasonable to propose 
as part of a Heritage Revitalization Agreement application; 

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend staff advise the 
applicant that it would be considered reasonable to propose a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement which would include “Zoning-like” provisions, rather 
than specific building dimensions; 

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend staff advise the 
applicant that storing houses on the property would be considered reasonable to 
propose as part of a Temporary Use Permit application, should a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement application be in progress for that property. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion. 
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R-3 May 28, 2018 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report 
 
20. 218 Queen’s Avenue: Temporary Use Permit – Consideration of Notice of 

Opportunity to be Heard 
 

MOVED and SECONDED 
Council consider issuance of Temporary Use Permit No. 00016, subject to the 
conditions outlined within this report, following an Opportunity to be Heard on 
June 25, 2018. 

ADOPTED BY CONSENT. 
 
 
R-4 May 29, 2018 – Community Heritage Commission – Report 
 
5.2 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application 
 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated May 29, 2018, 
regarding an HRA application for 218 Queen’s Avenue which would subdivide a 
designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area and 
create three single-detached dwelling lots, and provided the following information: 
 

• The two new properties would be located on Manitoba Street; 
• To accommodate the lane and subdivided lots, and allow an increase in 

FSR on the primary house, the applicant is moving forward with an HRA; 
• Two houses, which fit certain parameters, would be re-located on to the site 

to face on Manitoba Street, but which particular houses will be acquired is 
not yet known; and, 

• Council has issued a Temporary Use Permit to re-locate houses onto the lot 
prior to the adoption of the HRA bylaw, and an Opportunity to be Heard 
will occur June 25, 2018. 

 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 
information: 

 
• The newly created lots would be 43 feet across, which is wider than most 

lots in the City, and would comfortably fit one house per lot; 
• The logistics of how to move the houses in will depend on the houses 

selected; 
• The HRA would be for two lots and two houses – if the applicant requested 

a change to this arrangement, they would have to re-start the process; 
• The applicant is aware of all the costs associated with moving heritage 

houses; 
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• The public consultation process is still in process on this project; and, 
• If the City became aware of a heritage house to save, staff could approach 

the owner of the house and the applicant, but the City would have no 
authority to require the house to be used in the HRA. 

 
Steve Norman, owner of 218 Queen’s Avenue, made the following comments: 
 

• The limiting factor of the project is the width of Manitoba Street in terms of 
the ability to accommodate move-in of the house – the maximum 
supportable house would be 24 feet wide, and excavation may be 
necessary; 

• The removal of a hedge may be necessary to give access; 
• The truck proposed for moving of the houses has hydraulic lifts that would 

help with the turning radius required; 
• It is possible that the houses may arrive at different times, therefore the first 

may not be permanently situated until the second house arrives; 
• One heritage house has been identified already; and, 
• This project has been developed out of care for heritage houses. 

 
Upon discussion, the Commission commended the owner for the project and noted 
that his commitment to retaining and promoting heritage houses is admirable. 
 
MOVED and SECONDED  
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council 
support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 218 Queen’s 
Avenue. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 

 
 
R-5 June 25, 2018 – Opportunity to be Heard 
R-6 June 25, 2018 – Opportunity to be Heard, On-Table Correspondence 
 
 
21. Temporary Use Permit for 218 Queens Avenue (TUP00016) 

 
Mayor Coté provided a statement regarding the process and procedures for the 
Opportunity to be Heard. 
 
Required notification has been completed. 
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Attachments: 
i. Copy of Temporary Use Permit notice 
ii. Acting Director of Development Services’ report dated May 28, 2018 
 
a. Motion to receive the following correspondence concerning this 

application: 
 

Written Submissions 
Name Correspondence Date Date Received # 

V. Pappas June 25, 2018 June 25, 2018 C-1 
 
b. Statement concerning the number of written submissions received (City 

Clerk) 
 

Jacque Killawee, City Clerk, reported that one written submission was 
received on-table. 
 
MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the written submissions be received. 

CARRIED. 
All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 
 

c. Invitation to those present to address the application 
 

Steve Norman, owner of 218 Queens Avenue, noted that a Temporary Use 
Permit (TUP) is necessary as the availability of houses that fit the criteria 
for the site is limited. The TUP would allow two small heritage houses that 
would otherwise have been demolished, to be saved and stored on the site. 
The new restored houses would meet the parameters of the site’s 
underlying RS-1 zoning. 
 
Mayor Coté requested three times for speakers. No additional speakers 
came forward. 

 
d. Motion to approve issuance of Development Variance Permit DVP00646 
 

MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT Council approve the issuance of Temporary Use Permit No. 00016. 

CARRIED. 
All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 
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R-7 December 5, 2018 – Community Heritage Commission – Report 
 
4.1 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Update 
 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, reviewed the December 5, 2018 staff 
Memorandum in regards to the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 
Queen’s Avenue, noting that the Commission had already supported the HRA in 
principle at the May 29, 2018 meeting. 
 
Ms. Quail noted that the Memorandum included the Statements of Significance for 
the two additional houses to be located on the property and asked the Commission 
for their feedback on the appropriateness of the work proposed. 
 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 
information: 
 

• The two additional houses selected for the site had to adhere to fairly 
specific site constraints and maneuverability limitations on the back of the 
property; and, 

• The new houses have already been secured and would likely be moved in to 
place shortly. 

 
The Commission noted that it is very suitable that the two houses are so 
compatible with each other. 
 
MOVED AND SECONDED 
THAT the Community Heritage Commission support the appropriateness of the 
houses selected to be relocated as part of the proposed Heritage Revitalization 
Agreement at 218 Queen’s Avenue ; and, 
 
THAT the Community Heritage Commission support the heritage restoration work 
proposed for each house in their respective Heritage Conservation Plans, and that 
these plans be included in the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queen’s 
Avenue. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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R-8 January 15, 2019 – Advisory Planning Commission – Report 
R-9 January 15, 2019 – Advisory Planning Commission – Presentation 
R-10 January 15, 2019 – Advisory Planning Commission – Presentation 
 
4.1 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
 

Britney Quail, summarized the staff report dated January 15, 2019, regarding a 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) proposal to subdivide a Designated 
heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area into three RS-4 
single-detached dwelling properties.  

 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 
information: 

 
• Parking pads are proposed at the rear of the two new properties, and the 

existing garage would be moved and repurposed by the existing residence; 
• The open house produced generally supportive comments, with nothing 

significant or concerning being submitted at the event; 
• The development has undergone one tree permit process as part of the 

Temporary Use Permit awarded in June and a second tree permit is 
underway currently; 

• The tree permit process allowed the property owner to clear three protected 
trees, and required protection of six others to prepare for the new houses to 
be stored; and, 

• The species of the replacement trees is not yet known.  
 
Elena Zysblat, Heritage Consultant, and Steve Norman, Owner, provided the 
Commission with a PowerPoint presentation covering the following information: 
 

• The history of house raising and moving, which is a well-established and 
common practice in North America and New Westminster; 

• The property’s uniqueness as one of the last large land parcels in Queen’s 
Park to be subdivided; 

• Details on the design and size of the two proposed houses, which are 
similar in style to adjacent houses on Manitoba Street and very common in 
Queen’s Park; and, 

• Details of the planned restorations to the houses, and their protection under 
the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (HCA), and the potential for 
carriage houses or secondary suites  on the properties in future. 
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In response to questions from the Commission, Mr. Norman provided the 
following information: 

• The replacement trees would likely be columnar trees, such as poplars; 
• Both proposed houses were donated, were saved from demolition elsewhere 

in the region, and were selected due to their size; and, 
• The sidewalk proposed on Manitoba has been stipulated as a requirement 

by the City’s Engineering department, and it would be constructed as a new 
addition to  the current streetscape.  

 
The Chair called for any speakers from the public. 

 
Monica Forberger, Resident, expressed her support for the HRA, noting that it is 
agreeable to see two heritage houses of similar size being saved and incorporated 
into the neighbourhood. Ms. Forberger was also supportive of the parking pads for 
the two new houses, noting that parking on Manitoba Street can often be limited. 
 
The Chair called a further two times for speakers from the public and none came 
forward. 

 
The Commission made the following comments in regards to the proposed 
development: 

 
• Appreciation was shown for saving the two heritage houses and the added 

value the proposal would provide to the neighbourhood; 
• The proposed new houses match the scale and character of Manitoba 

Street; 
• The project is consistent with the objectives of the Queen’s Park HCA 

and the preservation of heritage properties; 
• The proposal provides an appropriate means of increasing density in the 

neighbourhood and would create relatively affordable houses and more 
potential density through the future infill opportunity; 

• The sidewalk on Manitoba Street would likely be appreciated by the new 
owners; 

• The remaining yard appears personal and large enough for the existing 
house; 

• There may have been a missed opportunity to integrate landscaping 
comments or feedback into this project; and, 

• It would have been helpful to include the arborist information in order to 
provide the Commission with the ability to balance the removal of trees, 
and the resulting effects to the tree canopy, with the project. 
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MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the Advisory Planning Commission recommend that Council support the 
project proposed for 218 Queen’s Avenue. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 

 
 
R-11 March 11, 2019 – Land Use and Planning Committee – Report 
R-11 March 11, 2019 – Land Use and Planning Committee – Presentation 
 
12. 218 Queen’s Avenue:  Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Heritage 

Designations – Bylaw for Consideration of Readings 
 

MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommends that Council consider 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement (218 Queens Avenue) Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 
for First and Second Reading, and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on 
April 29, 2019. 

ADOPTED BY CONSENT. 
 
 
The following minutes are at draft stage only and have not been adopted: 
 
R-12 April 8, 2019 – Regular Meeting of Council – Report 
 
29. 218 Queen’ s Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement –  Bylaw for Two 

Readings 
 

MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT Council consider Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 
for 218 Queen’ s Avenue for First and Second Readings, and forward the bylaw to 
a Public Hearing on April 29, 2019. 

ADOPTED BY CONSENT. 
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R E P O R T  
Development Services 

To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: 4/9/2018 

From: Jackie Teed 

Acting Director of Development 

Services 

File: PAR01203 

Item #: 21/2018 

Subject: 218 Queen's Avenue: Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement and 

Temporary Use Permit - Pre-Application Review Report  

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend staff advise the applicant 

that a three-lot subdivision would be considered reasonable to propose as part of  a 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement application;  

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend staff advise the applicant 

that it would be considered reasonable to propose a Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement which would include “Zoning-like” provisions, rather than specific 

building dimensions;  

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend staff advise the applicant 

that storing houses on the property would be considered reasonable to propose as 

part of a Temporary Use Permit application, should a Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement application be in progress for that property;  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A pre-application review has been requested in order for the City to provide initial feedback 

on a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) application at 218 Queen’s Avenue that 
would subdivide a Designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood into 

three single-detached dwelling properties. In exchange for the zoning relaxations required to 

achieve the subdivision, the applicant proposes to restore and relocate a heritage house onto 

R-2
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each new lot, and protect them both through two new Heritage Designation Bylaws. The 

existing house would continue to be protected through designation, resulting in three 

protected and restored heritage houses.  

 

Heritage houses available for relocation are infrequent, come into availability very quickly, 
and often have a short window in which to reach an agreement. Suitable houses for this 

project may become available prior to, or at some time after, Council consideration of the 

adoption of the HRA Bylaw. As such, staff is seeking feedback from the Land Use and 

Planning Committee on two proposed approaches which would allow flexibility to respond 

to house availability, while ensuring certainty regarding the property entitlements and 

heritage benefits: 1) Heritage Revitalization Agreement With “Zoning-like” Provisions (for 

houses identified after consideration of an HRA); and 2) Temporary Use Permits (for houses 

identified prior to consideration of an HRA). 

 

After receiving comments from staff and the Land Use and Planning Committee, the 

applicant will need to determine if they wish to make a formal application for an HRA. 

Should they choose to proceed, the application would follow the standard HRA application 

review process. 

 

1. PURPOSE 

 

The application would permit subdivision toward restoration and protection of heritage 

houses. The purpose of this report is to seek preliminary feedback from the Land use and 

Planning Committee. 

 

2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS 

 

2.1 Official Community Plan Land Use Designation 

 

The Official Community Plan (OCP) designation for this site is “Residential: Detached and 

Semi-Detached” which allows low density residential, primarily in the form of single 

detached dwellings with secondary suites, duplexes, and accessory dwelling units  

(e.g. laneway house, carriage house). The OCP also indicates that, through a Heritage 

Revitalization Agreement, a property may be eligible for incentives such as a smaller 
minimum lot size, an increase in density, or reduced parking requirements, which would 

make it viable to conserve assets with heritage merit.  

 

The proposed application is consistent with the OCP designation for this site. 
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2.2 Zoning Bylaw 

 

The existing zoning for the site is RS-1 (Single Detached Dwelling District). The new lots 

which would be created through the subdivision proposed in this application would also be 

RS-1. The intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings with secondary suites 
and a laneway or carriage house. No carriage houses are currently proposed as part of this 

application, though secondary suites would be permitted in each house.  

 

In order to retain the existing Designated heritage house, and provide the lane dedication 

being requested by the City, relaxations to the Zoning Bylaw would be required for the size 

of two new lots proposed in this application, and for the density of the existing Designated 

heritage house on the proposed the third lot. A Heritage Revitalization Agreement is 

proposed which would allow these relaxations.  

 

2.3 Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City and 

a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-term legal 

protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, including an increase in 
density or smaller lot size, are considered. An HRA does not change the zoning of the 

property, rather it adds a new layer which identifies the elements of the zone that are being 

varied or supplemented. An HRA is not legally precedent setting as each one is unique to a 

specific site. Provisions for the local government to negotiate an HRA are set out in Section 

610 of the Local Government Act.   

 

2.4 Heritage Designation  

 

A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that places long-term legal 

protection on the land title of a property. Any changes to a protected heritage property must 

first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a Heritage Alteration 

Permit (HAP). Future development is no longer entitled, but could be permitted by Council 

with an HAP. Provisions for a municipality to place a Heritage Designation Bylaw on a 

property is set out in Sections 611-613 of the Local Government Act.  

 
2.5 Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area 

 

The subject property is in the protected (Advanced) category of the Queen’s Park Heritage 

Conservation Area. However, the existing Heritage Designation and the proposed Heritage 

Revitalization Agreement would provide a higher level of protection and development 

regulations than the Heritage Conservation Area.   
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2.6 Temporary Use Permits 

 

A Temporary Use Permit (TUP) is a special permit issued by Council that allows a land use 

not permitted in the current zoning of a property to be situated on site for a limited period of 

time. The land use permitted in a TUP must be consistent with the Official Community Plan. 
The TUP sets out the terms and conditions of the use and may require securities to ensure 

these terms and conditions are adhered to. A TUP may be permissible under Section 493 of 

the Local Government Act. 

 

A TUP has a maximum term of three years, and can be renewed once by Council for the 

same length of term.  The site can be used in accordance with the terms of the permit until 

the expiration date. 

 

3. BACKGROUND 

 

3.1 Site Characteristics  

 

The 1910 house at 218 Queen’s Avenue has been protected through a Heritage Designation 

Bylaw since 1993. The house is 5,596 sq. ft. (520 sq.m.) and faces onto Queen’s Avenue, 
mid-block between Second and Third Streets. The lot has dual frontage:  Queen’s Avenue at 

the front and Manitoba Street at the rear. Overall the lot is relatively flat, and is very large for 

a single-detached dwelling, as compared to others in the city. The Floor Space Ratio (FSR) 

for the site is 0.247, approximately half of the Zoning Bylaw entitlement for the site. Below 

is a table of statistics for the existing site and house: 

 

Figure A: Existing Site and House Statistics 

 

 Existing Statistics 

Total Site Area 22,617 sq. ft.  (2,101 sq.m.) 

Lot Frontage 85.8 ft. (26.2 m.) 

Lot Depth 263.8 ft.  (80.4 m.) 

Total Floor Space 5,596 sq. ft. (520 sq.m.) 

Floor Space Ratio 0.247  

Site Coverage 9%  

 

3.2 Context 

 

The subject site is located in the southern section of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The 
site is located three blocks west of Queen’s Park and one block east of Tipperary Park. A site 

context map is included in this report as Attachment 2.  

 

All neighbouring properties on Queen’s Avenue are zoned RS-1 are single-detached 

dwellings. The properties on either side of the Manitoba Street frontage are zoned RS-1 and 
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are single-detached dwellings. However, across the street on Manitoba are two low rise 

apartment buildings zoned RM-2, and at the corner of Manitoba and Third Street is Robson 

Manor (zoned for institutional use), current home of the Urban Academy School until it is 

relocated to 100 Braid Street.  

 
A lane has been partially developed between Queen’s Avenue and Manitoba Street, to the 

east of the property, accessed from Peele Street to the east. 

 

4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 

4.1 Three-lot Subdivision  

 

The proposal would split the large existing lot into three smaller lots, with the largest of the 

three (9,896 sq.ft./919.6 sq.m.) facing Queen’s Avenue, and two narrower lots (each 5,653 

sq.ft./525.3 sq.m.) facing Manitoba Street. The proposed site plan is included in this report as 

Attachment 1.  

 

The subject lot has sufficient square footage to redevelop into three lots without variances 

under the RS-1 zone, if all three houses were new construction. However, the property is 

subject to a Heritage Designation Bylaw and as such the existing house must be retained. 
Additionally, through the subdivision, a dedication would be required for an extension of the 

lane, from which parking to all three properties would be accessed. Given these constraints, 

the property could only be subdivided into two lots without zoning relaxations.  

 

4.2 Proposed Zoning Relaxations  

 

Relaxations to the Zoning Bylaw would be required for the size of the two new lots  facing 

Manitoba Street, and for the density of the existing heritage house (facing Queen’s Avenue) 

on its proposed lot size. With the lot configurations proposed, the existing Designated 

heritage house would also require a relaxation for Floor Space Ratio (FSR) requirements, as 

it would have an FSR of 0.57, which is higher than the 0.5 FSR permitted in the RS-1 

(Single Detached Dwelling District) zone. Below is a table of statistics for the proposed lot 

sizes and relaxations being requested through the HRA: 

 
Figure B: Proposed Lot Areas 

 

Proposed Lots Frontage Lot Depth Lot Area Relaxation 

Existing Lot  85.8 ft. 

(26.2 m.) 

263.8 ft. 

(80.4 m.) 

22,617 sq. ft.  

(2,101.8 sq.m.) 

--- 

RS-1 Requirement n/a n/a 6,000 sq. ft.  

(557.4 sq.m.) 

--- 

Queen’s Avenue Lot 85.8 ft. 

(26.2 m.) 

115.5 ft. 

(35.2 m.) 

9,896 sq. ft. 

(919.6 sq.m.) 

None 
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Manitoba Street Lot A 42.9 ft. 
(13.1 m.) 

131.9 ft. 
(40.2 m.) 

5,653 sq. ft. 
(525.3 sq.m.) 

347 sq.ft. 
(32.2 sq.m.) 

Manitoba Street Lot B 42.9 ft. 

(13.1 m.) 

131.9 ft. 

(40.2 m.) 

5,654 sq. ft. 

(525.4 sq.m.) 

346 sq. ft. 

(32.1 sq.m.) 

Proposed Lane Area  85.8 ft. 
(26.2 m.) 

16.4 ft. 
(5.0 m.) 

1,415.5 sq.ft. 
(131.5 sq.m.) 

--- 

 

4.3 Heritage House Relocation  

 

Generally, HRAs exchange long-term legal protection and exterior restoration of a heritage 

house for certain zoning relaxations, including an increase in density or smaller lot size. In 

this case, the heritage house on site is already protected through a Heritage Designation 

Bylaw, and has been well restored. The heritage component of the HRA being proposed by 

the applicant is the relocation and full restoration of two heritage houses onto the newly 

created lots facing Manitoba Street, and protection of each relocated house through a 
Heritage Designation Bylaw. Ideally, the houses would be sourced from New Westminster, 

or the surrounding region.  

 

5. DISCUSSION  

 

5.1 Timing Constraints 

 

Heritage houses available for relocation are infrequent, come into availability very quickly, 

and often have a short window in which to reach an agreement (usually less than two 

months). Generally, the sites from which the heritage houses are purchased are to be 

redeveloped in the near future. As such, the houses are infrequently able to be stored at their 

original location. There are moving companies who have storage lots  for such houses, 

though space cannot be guaranteed, and moving the house from its original location to a 

storage lot, and then to its new location increases cost. It is possible that suitable houses for 
the proposed project may become available prior to Council consideration of adoption of an 

HRA bylaw for the site, or after.  

 

In order to facilitate the applicant’s goal of relocating heritage houses on the lot, staff has 

identified two approaches to the HRA process which could allow the applicant to be nimble 

when a suitable heritage house becomes available, further detailed in the sections below:  

 

5.2 Approach 1: Heritage Revitalization Agreement With “Zoning-like” Provisions 

 

Houses Identified After HRA is Adopted 

 

HRAs generally include complete plans for the proposed work with fully dimensioned 

drawings, material specifications, and detailed heritage conservation plans. Should the 

appropriate heritage houses not be identified prior to the adoption of the HRA, the exact 
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dimensions of the houses, and the extent of restoration work to be undertaken on each, would 

not be known. As such, these elements could not be incorporated directly into the HRA. 

To address this, the HRA could include provisions in the agreement that would require full 

architectural drawings sets and heritage conservation plans to be completed once the houses 

were identified, prior to the issuance of any Building Permits. Additionally, though specific 
dimensions would not be available for each house and lot, the HRA could include key zoning 

requirements for the new houses, such as Floor Space Ratio (FSR), permitted units, yard 

setbacks, height, and site coverage. These requirements would be based on the site’s 

underlying RS-1 zoning, though some relaxations may be considered through the HRA 

process. The applicant would be required to identify and relocate houses which would “fit” 

within the requirements laid out in the agreement.  

 

As part of this approach, the applicant would be required to register a No-Separate-Sale 

covenant on all three lots, which would only be removed once the heritage work was 

completed consistent with the HRA, and the Heritage Designation Bylaws for both new 

properties would then be adopted. 

 

5.3 Approach 2: Temporary Use Permit(s) 

 

Houses Identified Before HRA is Adopted 
 

Should the appropriate heritage house(s), with suitable dimensions (per the above HRA 

approach), be located prior to the adoption of the HRA, the applicant could apply for a 

Temporary Use Permit (TUP) to allow more than one house on the lot. This would permi t 

storage of one or both of the relocated houses on the existing single lot with the existing 

heritage house.  In this case, the applicant would assume the risk of obtaining and moving a 

heritage house prior to the HRA being approved. However, the applicant would not be 

required to store the house(s) at an off-site location.  

 

Temporary Use Permit Conditions 

 

Staff proposes that any TUPs related to this project would include the following conditions:  

 

 that the temporary siting of the house(s) be approved by staff, prior to the move; 

 that the stored house(s) be vacant; 

 that the stored house(s) be secured against vagrancy and to prevent damage; 

 that there be no service connections to the stored house(s) (i.e. water, sanitary, storm, 
electrical);  

 that levelling the site be approved, prior to siting the house(s), but no other 
excavation, fill, or foundation work be permitted; 

 that the site be secured with perimeter fencing; and 

 that the site and houses be insured. 
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Additionally, staff would recommend conditions that would hold the applicant responsible 

for the removal of the house(s) from the site, either through a second relocation, or through 

demolition if: 

 

 the HRA was not adopted by Council; 

 the subdivision was not approved; or 

 the house(s) did not meet the conditions of an adopted HRA.   
 

5.4 Feedback from the Land Use and Planning Committee 

 

Feedback is requested from the LUPC on the following three items: 

 

1. Does the LUPC support the development concept (three-lot subdivision with zoning 

relaxations) as proposed for the site? 

 
2. Does the LUPC support the negotiation of a Heritage Revitalization Agreement which 

would include “Zoning-like” provisions, rather than specific dimensions for the 

relocated heritage houses? 

 

3. Does the LUPC support the Temporary Use Permit approach? 

 

6. NEXT STEPS 

 

After receiving comments from staff and the Land Use and Planning Committee, the 

applicant will need to determine if they wish to make a formal application for an HRA. 

Should they choose to proceed, the application would follow the standard HRA application 

review process which includes consultation with City committees such as the Community 

Heritage Commission and the Advisory Planning Commission, and public consultation 
through a presentation to the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association and hosting a public Open 

House.  

 

7. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON 

 

A staff-led project review team has been assigned to this inquiry, consisting of staff from the 

Engineering, Fire, Parks and Recreation, and Development Services Departments, The team 

has reviewed the proposal and will be providing comments to the applicant as part of the  

pre-application review process.  
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8. OPTIONS 

 

The following options are presented for the Land Use and Planning Committee’s 

consideration:  

 
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend staff advise the applicant that 

a three-lot subdivision would be considered reasonable to propose as part of  a 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement application;  

 

2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend staff advise the applicant that 

it would be considered reasonable to propose a Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

which would include “Zoning-like” provisions, rather than specific building 

dimensions;  

 

3. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend staff advise the applicant that 

storing houses on the property would be considered reasonable to propose as part of a 

Temporary Use Permit application, should a Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
application be in progress for that property;  

 

4. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback. 

 

Staff recommends Options 1, 2, and 3.  

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 

Attachment 1: Proposed Site Plan 

Attachment 2: Site Context Map 

 

 

This report has been prepared by: 
Britney Quail, Heritage Planner 

 

This report was reviewed by: 

John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning 

 

 

  

Jackie Teed 

Acting Director of Development 

Services 
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R E P O R T  
Development Services 

To: Mayor Coté and Members of Council Date: 5/28/2018 

From: Jackie Teed 

Acting Director of Development 

Services 

File: TUP00016 

Item #: 223/2018 

Subject: 218 Queen's Avenue: Temporary Use Permit - Consideration of Notice 

of Opportunity to be Heard 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT Council consider issuance of Temporary Use Permit No. 00016, subject to the 

conditions outlined within this report, following an Opportunity to be Heard on June 

25, 2018. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement application has been received for 218 Queen’s Avenue 

that would subdivide a Designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood into 

three single-detached dwelling properties. In exchange for the zoning relaxations required to 

achieve the subdivision, the applicant proposes to restore and relocate a heritage house onto 

each new lot, and protect them both through two new Heritage Designation Bylaws.  

Heritage houses available for relocation are infrequent, come into availability very quickly, 

and often have a short window in which to reach an agreement. Suitable houses for this 

project may become available prior to the adoption of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
bylaw. As such, the owner has applied for a Temporary Use Permit for the purpose of 

hosting suitable houses on the site while the negotiations for the Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement are underway. Should the HRA not be approved, or if the house(s) stored on the 

lot do not meet the final parameters of the HRA, the owner would be responsible for their 

R-3
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removal. This approach to the HRA was supported by the Land Use and Planning Committee 

on April 9, 2018. The TUP has been attached as Attachment 1. 

 

PURPOSE 

 
This application would allow the owner to store up to two suitable heritage houses on the 

subject site which has an active Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) application. The 

purpose of this report is to request that Council consider issuance of the Temporary Use 

Permit (TUP), subject to the conditions outlined within this report, following an Opportunity 

to be Heard on June 25, 2018.  

 

POLICY AND REGULATIONS 

 

Temporary Use Permits 

 

A Temporary Use Permit (TUP) is a special permit issued by Council that allows a land use 

not permitted in the current zoning of a property to be situated on site for a limited period of 

time. The land use permitted in a TUP must be consistent with the Official Community Plan. 

The TUP sets out the terms and conditions of the use and may require securities  to ensure 

adherence to these terms and conditions. A TUP is authorized under Section 493 of the Local 
Government Act. The TUP requirements are outlined in section 190.46 of Zoning Bylaw No. 

6680, 2001. 

 

A TUP has a maximum term of three years, and can be renewed once by Council for the 

same maximum term.  The site can be used in accordance with the terms of the permit until 

the expiration date. 

 

Official Community Plan 

 

Land Use Designation 

 

The Official Community Plan (OCP) designation for this site is “Residential: Detached and 

Semi-Detached” which allows low density residential, primarily in the form of single 

detached dwellings with secondary suites, duplexes, and accessory dwelling units (e.g. 

laneway house, carriage house). The OCP also indicates that, through a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement, a property may be eligible for incentives such as a smaller 

minimum lot size, an increase in density, or reduced parking requirements, which would 

make it viable to conserve assets with heritage merit.  

 

The proposed application is consistent with the OCP designation for this site. 
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Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City and 

a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-term legal 

protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, including an increase in 
density or smaller lot size, are considered. Provisions for the local government to negotiate 

an HRA are set out in Section 610 of the Local Government Act.  As previously noted within 

this report, the applicant has also applied for an HRA which is being processed by staff. 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Site Characteristics  

 

The 1910 house at 218 Queen’s Avenue has been protected through a Heritage  Designation 

Bylaw since 1993. The house is 5,596 sq. ft. (520 sq.m.) and faces onto Queen’s Avenue, 

mid-block between Second and Third Streets. The lot has dual frontage:  Queen’s Avenue at 

the front and Manitoba Street at the rear. Overall the lot is relatively flat, and is very large for 

a single-detached dwelling, as compared to others in the city. The Floor Space Ratio (FSR) 

for the site is 0.247, which amounts to approximately half of the Zoning Bylaw entitlement 

for the site. Below is a table of statistics for the existing site and house: 
 

Figure A: Existing Site and House Statistics 

 Existing Statistics 

Total Site Area 22,617 sq. ft.  (2,101 sq.m.) 

Lot Frontage 85.8 ft. (26.2 m.) 

Lot Depth 263.8 ft.  (80.4 m.) 

Total Floor Space 5,596 sq. ft. (520 sq.m.) 

Floor Space Ratio 0.247  

Site Coverage 9%  

 

Site Context 

 

The subject site is located in the southern section of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The 

site is located three blocks west of Queen’s Park and one block east of Tipperary Park. A site 

context map is included as Appendix A of the Temporary Use Permit (Attachment 1). 

 

All neighbouring properties on Queen’s Avenue are zoned RS-1 Single-Detached Dwellings. 

The properties on either side of the Manitoba Street frontage are also zoned RS-1 and are 

single-detached dwellings. Across the street on Manitoba are two low rise apartment 

buildings zoned RM-2, and at the corner of Manitoba and Third Street is Robson Manor 
(zoned for institutional use), current home of the Urban Academy School until it is  relocated 

to 100 Braid Street.  
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Previous Feedback 

 

The project proposal underwent a Pre-application Review. The goal of a Pre-application 

Review is to identify potential challenges to a project, and for a range of City Departments to 

provide feedback to the applicant, prior to their moving forward with a formal application. In 
this case, the review process identified some potential issues with relocating heritage houses 

as part of a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA). The process then explored potential 

approaches to address those concerns. At their meeting on April 9 2018, the Land Use 

Planning Committee endorsed two approaches: 1) negotiating an HRA with “zoning-like” 

provisions in the case where houses for relocation are found after the HRA process ; and, 2) a 

Temporary Use Permit (TUP) for houses found prior to / during the HRA process. More 

information on the formal HRA application, and the endorsed approaches, is available in the 

Project Description section below.  

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application 

 

An HRA has been proposed for this site which would split the large existing lot into three 

smaller lots, with the largest of the three lots (proposed at 9,896 sq.ft./919.6 sq.m.) facing 
Queen’s Avenue, and two narrower lots (both approximately 5,653 sq.ft./525.3 sq.m.) facing 

Manitoba Street. The proposed site plan is included in this report as Attachment 2.  

 

The subject property has sufficient square footage to redevelop into three lots without 

variances under the RS-1 zone. The property is subject to a Heritage Designation Bylaw and 

as such the existing house must be retained. Additionally, through the subdivision, a 

dedication would be required for an extension of the lane, from which parking to all three 

properties would be accessed. Given these constraints, the property could only be subdivided 

into two lots without amending the zoning. The HRA would authorize relaxations to those 

regulations. 

 

The proposed HRA would continue to protect the existing heritage house, and would relocate 

and fully restore two heritage houses onto the newly created lots facing Manitoba Street, and 

protect each relocated house through a Heritage Designation Bylaw. Ideally, the houses 

would be sourced from New Westminster, or the surrounding region.  
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Approaches Established through Pre-Application Review Process 

 

On April 9, 2018 the Land Use and Planning Committee reviewed possible approaches and 

recommended the following to address two scenarios: 1) houses for relocation found 

after HRA process, and 2) houses found prior to / during HRA process, which are described 
below: 

 

1) Houses for Relocation Found After HRA Process 

 

HRAs generally include complete plans for the proposed work with fully dimensioned 

drawings, material specifications, and detailed heritage conservation plans. Should the 

appropriate heritage houses not be identified prior to the adoption of the HRA, the exact 

dimensions of the houses, and the extent of restoration work to be undertaken on each, would 

not be available. As such, these elements could not be incorporated directly into the HRA. 

Instead, the HRA could include provisions in the agreement that would require full 

architectural drawings sets and heritage conservation plans to be completed once the houses 

were identified, prior to the issuance of any Building Permits. Additionally, though specific 

dimensions would not be available for each house and lot, the City could include parameters 

for the new houses which would cover the zoning elements typically included in HRAs, such 

as Floor Space Ratio (FSR), permitted units, yard setbacks, height, and site coverage. These 
parameters would be based on the site’s underlying RS-1 zoning, and would function in the 

same way: as maximum and minimum requirements for a building, though some relaxations 

may be considered through the HRA process. The applicant would be required to identify 

and relocate houses which would “fit” within those parameters laid out in the agreement. 

  

As part of this approach, the applicant would be required to register a No-Separate-Sale 

covenant on all three lots, which would only be removed once the heritage work was 

completed, if the work was consistent with the HRA, and the Heritage Designation Bylaws 

for both new properties would then be adopted. 

 

2) Houses Found Prior to / During HRA Process 

 

Heritage houses available for relocation are infrequent, come into availability very quickly, 

and often have a short window in which to reach an agreement (usually less than two 

months). Generally, the site from which the heritage house is purchased is to be redeveloped 
in the near future. As such, the houses are infrequently able to be stored at their original 

location. There are moving companies who have storage lots for such houses, though space 

for a house cannot be guaranteed, and moving the house from its original location, to a 

storage lot, and then to its new location, can substantially increase costs. It is possible that 

suitable houses for the proposed project may become available prior to the adoption of an 

HRA bylaw for this site. The proposed Temporary Use Permit will facilitate the applicant’s 

goal of relocating heritage houses on the lot by allowing the applicant to be nimble in being 

able to secure a suitable heritage house when one becomes available on the market.  
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DISCUSSION  

 

Temporary Use Permit 

 

Should the appropriate heritage house(s) be located prior to the adoption of the HRA, the 
attached Temporary Use Permit (TUP) would allow more than one house on the lot (i.e. to 

allow both the existing heritage house and one or both relocated houses to be on the one lot).  

In this case, the applicant would assume the risk of purchasing a heritage house, prior to a 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement being approved by Council, and should the HRA be 

unsuccessful the applicant would be required to remove the additional houses prior to 

expiration of the TUP. 

 

Conditions 

 

Staff proposes the TUP include the following conditions: 

 

 that the temporary siting of the house(s) be approved by staff, prior to the move; 

 that the stored house(s) be vacant; 

 that the stored house(s) be secured against vagrancy and to prevent damage; 

 that there be no service connections to the stored house(s) (i.e. water, sanitary, storm, 
electrical);  

 that levelling the site be approved, prior to siting the house(s), but no other 

excavation, fill, or foundation work be permitted; 

 that the site be secured with perimeter fencing; 

 that the site and houses be insured; 

 that the houses be regularly monitored; and 

 that the applicant source the houses from New Westminster, but may, if no suitable 

houses are found in New Westminster within six months, source the houses from a 

community within the lower mainland. 

 

Additionally, the TUP has conditions which hold the applicant responsible for the removal of 

the house(s) from the site, either through a second relocation, or through demolition if:  

 

 the HRA was not adopted by Council; 

 the subdivision was not approved; or 

 the house(s) did not meet the conditions of an adopted HRA.   
 

NEXT STEPS 

 

The next steps for the application would be for Council to consider issuance of the TUP, 

subject to the conditions outlined within this report, following an Opportunity to be Heard on 
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June 25, 2018. Notification for the Opportunity to be Heard would be undertaken by staff in 

accordance with the City’s policy and process. 

 

INTERDEPARTMENTAL REVIEW 

 
A staff-led project review team has been assigned to the HRA, consisting of staff from the 

Engineering, Fire, Parks and Recreation, and Development Services Departments. The team 

has reviewed the TUP proposal and provided comments to the applicant as part of a pre-

application review process.  

 

OPTIONS 

 

The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:  

 

1. That Council consider issuance of Temporary Use Permit No. 00016, subject to the 

conditions outlined within this report, following an Opportunity to be Heard on June 

25, 2018. 

 

2. That Council direct staff not to proceed with the proposed Temporary Use Permit. 

 
3. That Council provide alternative direction.  

 

Staff recommends Option 1. 

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 

Attachment 1: Temporary Use Permit No. 00016 

Attachment 2: Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement Site Plan 

 

 

This report has been prepared by:  

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner 

 

This report was reviewed by: 

John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning 
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  Approved for Presentation to Council 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Jackie Teed 

Acting Director of Development 

Services 

 Lisa Spitale 

Chief Administrative Officer 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment 1 

Temporary Use Permit No.00016 

 



CORPORATION OF 

CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER 

 
 

218 Queen’s Avenue 

  
 

1. This Temporary Use Permit (the “Permit”) is issued to: 
 

Stephen Laurence Norman 
218 Queen’s Avenue 
New Westminster, B.C. 
V3L 1J9   
 

 (the “Permittee”) 
 
 
2. This Permit applies and only to the lands, as shown on Appendix “A”, within the City of New 

Westminster (“City”) described below, and any or all buildings, structures and other 
development thereon: 

 
  Legal:   Parcel Identifier: 009-753249 
  

Description:  LOT A BLOCK 34 PLAN 13054 
 

Civic Addresses: 218 Queen’s Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia 
 
 (the “Site”) 
 
 
3. This Permit is issued subject to compliance with all the bylaws of the City of New 

Westminster (the “City”) applicable thereto except as specifically allowed by this Permit. 
This Permit allows for the following land uses at the Site: 

 • Storage of up to two additional heritage houses (the “Stored Houses”) on the 
Site, pending an application for subdivision of the Site and the approval of a 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement. 

 
 
4. This Permit expires on May 31, 2021 at 12:00 midnight or upon the adoption of a Heritage 

Revitalization Agreement for the Site. The permittee may apply to have the permit renewed.  
A Temporary Use Permit may be renewed by City Council only once.   

 
 
5. The following conditions apply to the temporary use: 
 

(a) The temporary siting of the Stored Houses must be approved by the City prior to the 
Stored Houses being relocated to the Site. 

 
(b) The Stored Houses must remain vacant for the duration of the Permit. 
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(c) The Permittee must take all reasonable measures to ensure that the Stored Houses 

are secured against vagrancy for the duration of the Permit. 
 
(d) The Permittee must take all reasonable measures to prevent damage, including 

from unauthorized access to the Stored Houses or from general disrepair of the 
Stored Houses, from occurring to the Stored Houses for the duration of the Permit.  
 

(e) The Stored Houses must not be connected to any services or utilities for the 
duration of the Permit.  

 
(f) The levelling of the Site must be approved prior to the Stored Houses being 

relocated to the Site. No foundation work will be permitted for the duration of the 
Permit. 

 
(g) Perimeter fencing must be installed so as to prevent unauthorized access to the 

Stored Houses for the duration of the Permit.  
 

(h) The Permittee must ensure that the Site and the Stored Houses are insured against 
property damage or personal injury arising from unauthorized access for the 
duration of the Permit.  

 
(i) The Permittee must ensure that the Site and the Stored Houses are monitored daily 

for the duration of the Permit.  
 

(j) The Stored Houses located on the Site pursuant to this Permit must be relocated 
from another location in New Westminster or from other municipalities within the 
Lower Mainland of British Columbia.  
 

(k) The Stored Houses must be relocated or demolished and the Site must be returned 
to its original condition, at the sole expense of the Permittee, if any of the following 
occur: 
 
a. the City does not adopt a Heritage Revitalization Agreement for the Site; or 

 
b. the City does not approve a subdivision plan for the Site; or 

 
c. the Stored Houses do not meet the conditions or terms of a Heritage 

Revitalization Agreement which the City adopts for the Site.  
 

(l) The Permittee may be required to deposit up to $20,000 with the City, to be held as 
security (the “Deposit”). The Deposit would be returned upon the expiration of this 
Permit or, if required, once the Site has been returned to its original condition, 
whichever occurs later. If a deposit is required under a future-approved Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement, any funds remaining in the Deposit may be applied to the 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement.  
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6. City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001, as amended is varied as follows: 
 
(a) For the duration of the Permit, the Site will be exempt from all provisions in Section 

310 which limit the number of buildings that may be located on a site within the RS-
1 zone, or that limit the floor space ratio or density of a site within the RS-1 zone.  
 

 
7. This Permit is non-transferrable. 

 
 

Authorizing Resolution of Council on ____________, 2018. 

 

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT Temporary Use Permit No. 00016 for 218 Queen’s Avenue be issued. 

CARRIED. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

   

Date of Issue  Jacqueline Killawee, City Clerk 
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City of New Westminster 

R E P O R T 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

To:            Community Heritage Commission Date: May 29, 2018 

From: Britney Quail, 
Heritage Planner 

File: HER00676 

Subject: 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) application has been received for 218 
Queen’s Avenue that would subdivide a Designated heritage property in the Queen’s 
Park Heritage Conservation Area into three single-detached dwelling properties. A Site 
Context Map is attached as Appendix A. In exchange for the zoning relaxations required 
to achieve the subdivision, the applicant proposes to restore and relocate a heritage house 
onto each new lot, and protect them both through two new Heritage Designation Bylaws. 
The applicant has submitted a proposed HRA site plan which has been attached as 
Appendix B. 

Heritage houses available for relocation are infrequent, come into availability very 
quickly, and often have a short window in which to reach an agreement. Suitable houses 
for this project may become available prior to the adoption of the HRA bylaw. As such, 
the owner has applied for a Temporary Use Permit (TUP) for the purpose of hosting 
suitable houses on the site while the negotiations for the HRA are underway. The TUP is 
being considered by Council on May 28, 2017 and an oral report will be provided to the 
Commission at the May 29, 2018 meeting. The TUP approach and the HRA were 
endorsed in principle by the Land Use and Planning Committee on April 9, 2018. 

The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to provide a recommendation to 
Council on whether to support the application.  
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POLICY AND REGULATIONS 
 
Official Community Plan Land Use Designation 
 
The Official Community Plan (OCP) designation for this site is “Residential: Detached 
and Semi-Detached” which allows low density residential, primarily in the form of single 
detached dwellings with secondary suites, duplexes, and accessory dwelling units (e.g. 
laneway house, carriage house). The OCP also indicates that, through a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement (HRA), a property may be eligible for incentives such as a 
smaller minimum lot size, an increase in density, or reduced parking requirements, which 
would make it viable to conserve assets with heritage merit.  
 
The proposed application is consistent with the OCP designation for this site. 
 
Zoning Bylaw 
 
The existing zoning for the site is RS-1 (Single Detached Dwelling District). The new 
lots which would be created through the subdivision proposed in this application would 
also be RS-1. The intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings with 
secondary suites and a laneway or carriage house. No carriage houses are currently 
proposed as part of this application, though secondary suites would be permitted in each 
new house.  
 
In order to retain the existing Designated heritage house, and provide the lane dedication 
being requested by the City, relaxations to the Zoning Bylaw would be required for the 
size of two new lots proposed in this application, and for the density of the existing 
Designated heritage house on the proposed the third lot. The proposed Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement would allow these relaxations. 
 
Heritage Revitalization Agreements  
 
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City 
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-
term legal protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, including an 
increase in density, are considered. An HRA does not change the zoning of the property, 
rather it adds a new layer which identifies the elements of the zone that are being varied 
or supplemented. An HRA is not legally precedent setting as each one is unique to a 



specific site. Provisions for the local government to negotiate an HRA are set out in 
Section 610 of the Local Government Act.   
 
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada 
 
Council adopted the “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada” (Standards and Guidelines) in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects 
within the city. The goal of the Standards and Guidelines is to promote heritage 
conservation best practice while ensuring respectful and sensitive new construction. HRA 
proposals are carefully evaluated against it by staff to confirm compliance with these 
guidelines.  
 
Heritage Designation Bylaw 
 
A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a Heritage 
Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that 
places long-term legal protection on the land title of a property and which is the primary 
form of regulation that can prohibit demolition. Any changes to a protected heritage 
property must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a 
Heritage Alteration Permit. Provisions for a municipality to place a Heritage Designation 
Bylaw on a property is set out in Sections 611-613 of the Local Government Act.  
 
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area 
 
The subject property is in the protected (Advanced) category of the Queen’s Park 
Heritage Conservation Area. However, the existing Heritage Designation and the 
proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement would provide a higher level of protection, 
design control, and development regulations than the Heritage Conservation Area. The 
additional protection and sensitive infill proposed by this HRA is consistent with the 
goals of the Heritage Conservation Area.   
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Site Characteristics 
 
The 1910 house at 218 Queen’s Avenue has been protected through a Heritage 
Designation Bylaw since 1993. The house is 5,596 sq. ft. (520 sq.m.) and faces onto 



Queen’s Avenue, mid-block between Second and Third Streets. The lot has dual frontage:  
Queen’s Avenue at the front and Manitoba Street at the rear. Overall the lot is relatively 
flat, and is very large for a single-detached dwelling, as compared to others in the city. 
The Floor Space Ratio (FSR) for the site is 0.247, approximately half of the Zoning 
Bylaw entitlement for the site. Below is a table of statistics for the existing site and 
house: 
 
Table 1: Existing Site and House Statistics 
 Existing Statistics 
Total Site Area 22,617 sq. ft.  (2,101 sq.m.) 
Lot Frontage 85.8 ft. (26.2 m.) 
Lot Depth 263.8 ft.  (80.4 m.) 
Total Floor Space 5,596 sq. ft. (520 sq.m.) 
Floor Space Ratio 0.247  
Site Coverage 9%  

 
Neighbourhood Context 
 
The subject site is located in the southern section of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. 
The site is located three blocks west of Queen’s Park and one block east of Tipperary 
Park. A site context map is included in this report as Appendix A.  
 
All neighbouring properties on Queen’s Avenue are zoned RS-1 are single-detached 
dwellings. The properties on either side of the Manitoba Street frontage are zoned RS-1 
and are single-detached dwellings. However, across the street on Manitoba are two low 
rise apartment buildings zoned RM-2, and at the corner of Manitoba and Third Street is 
Robson Manor (zoned for institutional use), current home of the Urban Academy School 
until it is relocated to 100 Braid Street.  
 
PROPOSAL  
 
Project Overview  
 
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) application has been proposed for this site 
which would split the large existing lot into three smaller lots, with the largest of the 
three lots (proposed at 9,896 sq.ft./919.6 sq.m.) facing Queen’s Avenue, and two 



narrower lots (both approximately 5,653 sq.ft./525.3 sq.m.) facing Manitoba Street. The 
proposed site plan is included in this report as Appendix B.  
 
The lot in question has sufficient square footage to redevelop into three lots without 
variances under the RS-1 zone, if all three houses were new construction. However, the 
property is subject to a Heritage Designation Bylaw and as such the existing house must 
be retained. Additionally, through the subdivision, a dedication would be required for an 
extension of the lane, from which parking to all three properties would be accessed. 
Given these constraints, the property could only be subdivided into two lots without 
zoning relaxations. The HRA would authorize those relaxations. 
 
Heritage House Relocation  
 
Generally, HRAs exchange long-term legal protection and exterior restoration of a 
heritage house for certain zoning relaxations, including an increase in density or smaller 
lot size. In this case, the heritage house on site is already protected through a Heritage 
Designation Bylaw, and has been well restored. The heritage component of the HRA 
being proposed is the relocation and full restoration of two heritage houses onto the 
newly created lots facing Manitoba Street, and protection of each relocated house through 
a Heritage Designation Bylaw. Ideally, the houses would be sourced from New 
Westminster, or the surrounding region. 
 
Temporary Use Permit 
 
Heritage houses available for relocation are infrequent, come into availability very 
quickly, and often have a short window in which to reach an agreement (usually less than 
two months). Generally, the site from which the heritage house is purchased is to be 
redeveloped in the near future. As such, the houses are infrequently able to be stored at 
their original location. There are moving companies who have storage lots for such 
houses, though space for a house cannot be guaranteed, and moving the house from its 
original location, to a storage lot, and then to its new location, can substantially increase 
cost. It is possible that suitable houses for the proposed project may become available 
prior to the adoption of an HRA bylaw for the site.  
 
 
 
 



Should the appropriate heritage house(s), with suitable dimensions be located prior to the 
adoption of the HRA, a Temporary Use Permit (TUP) would allow more than one house 
on the lot (i.e. to allow both the existing heritage house and one or both relocated houses 
to be on the one lot). The Land Use and Planning Committee endorsed the use of a TUP 
for this project at their meeting on April 9, 2018.  
 
On May 28, 2018, Council will consider issuing a TUP for this site. This approach means 
the applicant would assume the risk of purchasing a heritage house, prior to the 
agreement being approved. However, the applicant would not be required to store the 
house(s) at an off-site location. The TUP proposed to Council has the following 
conditions: 

• that the temporary siting of the house(s) be approved by staff, prior to the move; 
• that the stored house(s) be vacant; 
• that the stored house(s) be secured against vagrancy and to prevent damage; 
• that there be no service connections to the stored house(s) (i.e. water, sanitary, 

storm, electrical);  
• that levelling the site be approved, prior to siting the house(s), but no other 

excavation, fill, or foundation work be permitted; 
• that the site be secured with perimeter fencing; 
• that the site and houses be insured;  
• that the houses be regularly monitored; and 
• that the applicant source the houses from New Westminster, but may, if no 

suitable houses are found in New Westminster within six months, source the 
houses from a community within the lower mainland. 
 

Additionally, the TUP under consideration includes conditions that would hold the 
applicant responsible for the removal of the house(s) from the site, either through a 
second relocation, or through demolition if: 

• the HRA was not adopted by Council; 
• the subdivision was not approved; or 
• the house(s) did not meet the conditions of an adopted HRA.   

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Heritage Benefit 
 



When Council considers entering into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) with a 
property owner, one of the objectives is to balance the benefits to the property owner with 
the benefits to the public. The proposed HRA would secure Heritage Designation for two 
additional heritage homes, which would potentially be demolished if relocation cannot be 
achieved. This Designation would provide long-term legal protection for the buildings. 
The relocated heritage houses would also be fully restored. 
 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement based on Zoning Provisions 
 
HRAs generally include complete plans for the proposed work with fully dimensioned 
drawings, material specifications, and detailed heritage conservation plans. Should the 
appropriate heritage houses not be identified prior to the adoption of the HRA, the exact 
dimensions of the houses, and the extent of restoration work to be undertaken on each, 
would not be available. As such, these elements could not be incorporated directly into 
the HRA.  
 
Instead, the HRA would include provisions in the agreement that would require full 
architectural drawings sets and heritage conservation plans to be completed once the 
houses were identified, prior to the issuance of any Building Permits. Additionally, 
though specific dimensions would not be available for each house and lot, the City would 
include parameters for the new houses which would cover the zoning elements typically 
included in HRAs, such as Floor Space Ratio (FSR), permitted units, yard setbacks, 
height, and site coverage. These parameters would be based on the site’s underlying RS-1 
zoning, and would function in the same way: as maximum and minimum requirements 
for a building. The applicant would be required to identify and relocate houses which 
would “fit” within those parameters laid out in the agreement. The parameters would be 
based on the RS-1 zone (see Appendix C), though some relaxations may be considered 
through the HRA process. This approach to an HRA was endorsed by the Land Use and 
Planning Committee on April 9, 2018. 
 
As part of this approach, the applicant would be required to register a No-Separate-Sale 
covenant on all three lots, which would only be removed once the heritage work was 
completed, if the work was consistent with the HRA, and the Heritage Designation 
Bylaws for both new properties were adopted. 
 
Proposed Zoning Relaxations  
 



Relaxations to the Zoning Bylaw would be required for the size of the two new lots 
facing Manitoba Street, and for the density of the existing heritage house (facing Queen’s 
Avenue) on its new proposed new lot size. Below is a table of statistics for the proposed 
lot sizes, including the relaxations being requested through the HRA: 
 
Table 2: Proposed Lot Areas 

Proposed Lots Frontage Lot Depth Lot Area Relaxation 
Existing Lot  85.8 ft. 

(26.2 m.) 
263.8 ft. 
(80.4 m.) 

22,617 sq. ft.  
(2,101.8 sq.m.) 

--- 

RS-1 Requirement n/a n/a 6,000 sq. ft.  
(557.4 sq.m.) 

--- 

Queen’s Avenue Lot 85.8 ft. 
(26.2 m.) 

115.5 ft. 
(35.2 m.) 

9,896 sq. ft. 
(919.6 sq.m.) 

None 

Manitoba Street Lot A 42.9 ft. 
(13.1 m.) 

131.9 ft. 
(40.2 m.) 

5,653 sq. ft. 
(525.3 sq.m.) 

347 sq.ft. 
(32.2 sq.m.) 

Manitoba Street Lot B 42.9 ft. 
(13.1 m.) 

131.9 ft. 
(40.2 m.) 

5,654 sq. ft. 
(525.4 sq.m.) 

346 sq. ft. 
(32.1 sq.m.) 

Proposed Lane Area  85.8 ft. 
(26.2 m.) 

16.4 ft. 
(5.0 m.) 

1,415.5 aq.ft. 
(131.5 sq.m.) 

--- 

 
With the lot configurations proposed, the existing Designated heritage house would have 
a Floor Space Ratio (FSR) of 0.57, which is higher than the 0.5 FSR permitted in the RS-
1 (Single Detached Dwelling District) zone. 
 
NEXT STEPS 
 
The Heritage Revitalization Agreement has been endorsed in principle by the Land Use 
and Planning Committee. A Temporary Use Permit will be considered for First and 
Second Reading by Council on May 28, 2018. An oral report on Council’s direction will 
be provided to the Community Heritage Commission by staff at the May 29, 2018 
meeting.  
 
Overall, the HRA application is now in its community consultation phase. As part of the 
consultation, the project will also be presented to the City’s Advisory Planning 
Commission, the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association, and the applicant will host a 
public open house. Feedback on the proposal would be collected through all these events, 
and incorporated into a report to Council which would likely be presented in the spring of 



2019. Following that, a Public Hearing is required for each of the Heritage Designations 
and the HRA bylaw. 
 
FEEDBACK FROM THE COMMISSION 
 
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to provide comments on the 
zoning-based HRA approach, and make a recommendation to Council on whether to 
support the application.  
 
OPTIONS 
 
The following options are available for consideration by the Community Heritage 
Commission: 
 

1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council support 
the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 218 Queen’s Avenue;   or 

 
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council not 

support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queen’s Avenue. 
 

APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A: Site Context Map 
Appendix B: Proposed HRA Site Plan 
Appendix C: RS-1 Zoning 
 
Report prepared by: 
 
 
________________ 
Britney Quail,  
Heritage Planner 
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Site Context Map 
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Appendix B 

Proposed HRA Site Plan 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix C 

RS – 1 Zoning 
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2017 10 02 City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw 310-1
 

310  Single Detached Residential Districts (RS-1) 
 

310 .1  The intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings, 
secondary suites, and laneway or carriage houses in residential 
neighbourhoods.  

 

Permitted Uses 

310 .2  The following principal and accessory uses are permitted in the RS-1 
zoning district. For uses accompanied by a checkmark, there are either 
Use Specific Regulations in the Conditions of Use within this zoning 
district or within the General Regulations or Special Conditions 
Sections of this Bylaw. 

 

 

Permitted Principal Uses 
Use Specific 
Regulations 

Single detached dwellings;  
Public utilities;  
Women’s transition houses;  

 

Permitted Accessory Uses 
Use Specific 
Regulations 

Uses accessory to any permitted principal uses;  
Detached accessory dwelling units;  
Home based business; 
Secondary suites;  
Keeping of not more than four foster children in a 
dwelling unit or more than eight child care children on a 
site; 

 

Definitions 

310 .3  Despite definitions elsewhere in the Bylaw, the following shall be 
defined as noted below for the purposes of this Zoning District: 

 

310 .4  Detached accessory area means the numerical value determined by 
measuring the horizontal cross-sectional area of detached accessory 
buildings and structures on a site including: 
(a) the floor area of all enclosed accessory buildings and structures 

including but not limited to garages, detached accessory dwelling 
units and sheds; and 
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(b) the site coverage of all unenclosed accessory buildings and 
structures including but not limited to carports, gazebos and 
swimming pools,  

and calculating the total of all such areas. 

 .5    

310 .6  Floor area means the numerical value determined by measuring the 
horizontal cross-sectional area of all buildings on a site to the outside of 
the outer walls at each storey and calculating the total of all such areas, 
excluding: 

(a) the net floor area within the principal building to be used 
exclusively for up to two parking spaces, to a maximum of 41.81 
square metres (450 square feet); 

(b) any area having a floor to ceiling height of 1.22 metres (4 feet) or 
less. 

 

310 .7  Floor space ratio means the numerical value determined by dividing 
the floor area on a site by the site area. 

 

Density - Units 

310 .8  One principal dwelling unit is permitted per site.  

310 .9  Where an amenity is provided, consisting of building and landscape 
design features which conform to City of New Westminster “Design 
Standards and Guidelines for Secondary Suites” attached hereto as 
Appendix G and forming part of this Bylaw, one accessory dwelling 
unit is permitted in the form of a secondary suite. A provision of this 
amenity and an increase in the density will only be allowed if all 
“Requirements for Secondary Suites” set out in Section 190.29 of this 
Bylaw are complied with in all respects. 

 

310 .10  In addition to the principal dwelling unit and a secondary suite, one 
detached accessory dwelling unit is permitted. 

 

Density – Principal Building Area 

310 .11  The floor space ratio for the principal building shall not exceed 0.5.  
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Site Area and Frontage 

310 .12  A site shall be not less than 557.40 square metres (6,000 square feet) in 
area and shall have a frontage of not less than ten percent (10%) of its 
perimeter. 

 

Principal Building Envelope 

310 .13  All principal buildings and structures shall be sized and sited according to 
the following: 

 

 

Regulation Requirement 

Minimum Front 
Yard 

5.79 metres (19 feet), twenty percent (20%) of the 
depth of the site, or the average depth of the front 
setback of existing principal buildings on sites on 
either side of the site, whichever is less. 

Minimum Rear 
Setback 

7.62 metres (25 feet) or twenty percent (20%) of the 
depth of the site, whichever is less. 

Minimum Side 
Setback  

For lots with a frontage of more than 12.19 metres (40 
feet), ten percent (10%) of the width of the lot on each 
side of the building, or 1.52 metres (5 ft.), whichever is 
less. 

For lots with a frontage of 12.19 metres (40 ft.) or less, 
not less than 1.22 metres (4 ft.) 

Maximum 
Building Height 7.62 metres (25 feet) 

Maximum Peak 
Height 

10.67 metres (35 ft.) from height datum. 

Maximum Site 
Coverage Thirty five percent (35%) 

Projections 

310 .14  Projections are permitted in accordance with the relevant provisions of 
the ‘Projections into Yards’ portion of the General Regulations section 
of this Bylaw, except that projections for detached accessory dwelling 
units shall be permitted in accordance with the Laneway and Carriage 
House Design Guidelines within the City of New Westminster Official 
Community Plan. 
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Attached Accessory Structures 

310 .15  The combined area of all attached accessory structures shall not exceed 
ten percent (10%) of the site area. 

 

Detached Accessory Buildings Size 

310 .16  The maximum permitted detached accessory area is 10% of the site 
area.  

 

310 .17  For sites which include a detached accessory dwelling unit, up to 21 
square metres (226 square feet) are permitted in addition to the 
maximum detached accessory area otherwise permitted, for a detached 
carport. 

 

310 .18  The maximum permitted detached accessory area may be increased by 
up to 5% of the site area provided that there is a corresponding 
decrease in floor area of the principal building and the additional floor 
area is within a detached accessory dwelling unit.  

 

Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit Regulations  

310 .19  An accessory building which includes a detached accessory dwelling 
unit:   

(a) shall not exceed a detached accessory area of 89 square metres 
(958 square feet) in area; 

(b) shall not exceed a height of 7 metres (22.97 feet) as measured 
from the base height plane, as established by the Laneway and 
Carriage House Design Guidelines within the City of New 
Westminster Official Community Plan, to the highest point of 
the building; 

(c) shall not be located closer to a lane than 6.71 metres (22 feet), 
less the width of such lane; 

(d) shall not be located, nor have access taken from a point closer 
than 4.57 metres (15 feet) from the corner of the site at an 
intersection of two streets, the intersection of two lanes, or the 
intersection of a street and lane; and 

(e) shall not include more than 21 square metres (226 square feet) 
for an enclosed garage within the detached accessory dwelling 
unit. 
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310 .20  A detached accessory dwelling unit is not permitted where full or 
partial dedication is needed from a site for a lane for the purposes of 
providing  alternate vehicular access from a city collector, arterial or 
major road network as identified in the New Westminster Master 
Transportation Plan unless: 

(a) a dedication of land or a Statutory Right-of-Way  to the City for 
the purpose of providing a public access lane of a width not less 
than 6.1 metres (20 feet) is provided; and 

(b) an on-site vehicle turnaround is provided in accordance with the 
Laneway and Carriage House Design Guidelines within the City 
of New Westminster Official Community Plan, so that no 
reversing of vehicles onto the city collector, arterial or major 
road is required to access the road. 

For clarity, these requirements shall include lots with frontage on a 
city collector, arterial or major road network, as well as lots which 
abut the lane, or would abut a future lane, providing alternate access 
from the city collector, arterial or major road network after dedication 
or right-of-ways have been provided. 

 

Detached Accessory Building without Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit Regulations 

310 .21  Detached accessory buildings that do not contain a detached accessory 
dwelling unit: 

(a) shall not exceed one storey, and: 

(i) in the case of a peaked roof, no portion of the roof shall 
exceed a height of 4.57 metres(15 feet), or 

(ii) in the case of a roof having a pitch of 4:12 or less, no 
portion of the roof shall exceed a height of 3.6 metres (12 
feet);  

(b) shall not be located in the required front yard; 

(c) shall not be located less than twice the width of the minimum 
required side setback from the window of a habitable room on 
an adjoining site unless such window is entirely above the roof 
line of the accessory building; 

(d) if the detached structure is a garage or carport, it shall not be 
located closer to a lane than 6.71 metres (22 feet), less the width 
of such lane; 
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(e) if the detached structure is a swimming pool or swimming pool 
enclosure, shall not be less than 1.52 metres (5 feet) from side 
and rear site lines; 

(f) shall not be less than  4.57 metres (15 feet) from the corner of the 
site at an intersection of a street and lane; 

(g) shall not be less than 1.52 metres (5 feet) from any rear or side 
site line bounded by a street; 

(h) shall not have dormers; and 

(i) shall contain no plumbing fixtures other than one toilet and one 
sink. 

Off-Street Parking and Loading Requirements 

310 .22  Off-Street parking shall be provided in accordance with the provisions 
of Section 150 of this Bylaw. 

 

310 .23  Despite provisions elsewhere in this bylaw, on sites with a detached 
accessory dwelling unit: 
(a) parking spaces may be provided adjacent to windows used for 

residential purposes; and 
(b) parking spaces may be laid out such that a vehicle is required to 

reverse for more than 10.06 metres (33 feet) to access a highway, 
unless an on-site vehicle turnaround is required by this district.  

 

310 .24  Bicycle Parking is not required to be provided.   
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Vasilis	F.L.	Pappas	

Mavra	A.	Giatras	

220	Queens	Avenue	

New	Westminster,	BC	

(403)	615-7519	

(403)	383-0627	

By	Email	(clerks@newwestcity.ca)	

June	25,	2018	

Legislative	Services	Department	

511	Royal	Avenue		

New	Westminster,	BC	V3L	1H9		

Re:	 Comments	 on	 Application	 for	 Temporary	 Use	 Permit	 for	 218	 Queens	

Avenue	(TUP00016)

Dear	Sir	or	Madam:	

We	 write	 in	 response	 to	 the	Notice	 for	 Opportunity	 to	 be	Heard	 –	 Temporary	Use	

Permit	for	218	Queens	Avenue	(TUP00016)	(the	“TUP”).		We	are	unable	to	attend	the	

Opportunity	 to	 be	 Heard	 on	 June	 25,	 2018.	 	 We	 would	 be	 grateful	 if	 you	 would	

accept	this	submission	in	lieu	of	our	attendance.		Thank	you	for	your	consideration.	

We	 recently	 purchased	 the	 Vanstone	 House	 at	 220	 Queens	 Avenue	 in	 New	

Westminster,	 the	 property	 next	 to	 218	 Queens	 Avenue.	 	We	 have	 two	 daughters	

aged	2	and	4,	and	will	reside	at	220	Queens	Avenue	beginning	on	July	7,	2018.	 	As	

such,	we	will	be	directly	impacted	by	the	TUP.	

We	 understand	 the	 owners	 of	 218	 Queens	 Avenue	 have	 applied	 for	 a	 Heritage	

Revitalization	Agreement	(the	“HRA	Application”)	whereby	the	existing	 lot	would	

be	subdivided	into	three	lots:	one	on	Queen’s	Avenue,	and	two	on	Manitoba	Street.	

The	HRA	Application	also	contemplates	the	installation	of	a	new	alley	between	the	

new	 lot	on	Queen’s	Avenue	and	 the	 two	new	 lots	on	Manitoba	Street.	 	 Finally,	we	

understand	that	pending	the	resolution	of	the	HRA	Application,	the	owners	of	218	

Queens	Avenue	have	applied	for	a	TUP	to	store	two	heritage	houses	on	the	existing	

lot	that	would	ultimately	be	installed	on	the	two	new	lots	on	Manitoba	Street.	

The	Proposed	TUP	Should	be	Rejected	

We	take	no	position	on	the	HRA	Application.		However,	for	the	reasons	that	follow,	

we	respectfully	object	to	the	TUP	application.	

To	begin,	the	properties	in	Queen’s	Park	are	by	and	large	residential	with	numerous	

families.		Temporarily	stored	empty	homes	can	present	serious	safety	risks	for	these	
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families.		For	instance,	there	is	a	greater	fire	hazard	associated	with	an	empty	home	

than	 with	 an	 occupied	 home.	 	 There	 is	 also	 a	 greater	 risk	 of	 an	 empty	 home	

attracting	pests,	squatters,	and	other	illegal	activity	than	an	occupied	home.			

	

Further,	 the	 storage	 of	 empty	 homes	 in	 the	 neighbourhood	 can	 present	 a	 real	

nuisance.	 	 The	City	 has	 gone	 to	 great	 lengths	 in	 recent	 years	 to	 establish	Queen’s	

Park	 as	 a	Heritage	 Conservation	Area	with	 strict	 guidelines	 on	 the	 appearance	 of	

protected	homes.		The	storage	of	empty	homes	would	likely	frustrate	that	objective.		

	

Finally,	 the	 owners	 of	 218	 Queens	 Avenue	 will	 not	 be	 prejudiced	 if	 the	 TUP	 is	

rejected.		There	are	a	number	of	companies	in	the	Lower	Mainland	that	store	homes	

on	 industrial	 or	 commercial	 lots,	 and	 there	 is	 no	 reason	 why	 the	 owners	 of	 218	

Queens	Avenue	cannot	store	the	homes	there	while	the	HRA	Application	is	pending.	

	

We	appreciate	that	that	the	City	is	keen	to	enter	into	HRAs	for	the	benefit	Queen’s	

Park	and	 the	City	as	a	whole.	However,	 the	HRA	 in	 this	 case	can	be	accomplished	

without	 the	 TUP.	 	 Further	 the	 subdivision	 of	 218	 Queen’s	 Avenue	 is	 ultimately	 a	

business	venture	for	the	owners,	and	there	should	be	limits	to	the	costs	imposed	on	

their	 neighbours.	 	 The	 proposed	TUP	 is	 not	 a	 reasonable	 cost	 to	 be	 borne	 by	 the	

community.	 		It	 amounts	 to	 a	 temporary	 rezoning	 of	 the	 lot	 for	 industrial	 or	

commercial	 use	 in	 the	 middle	 of	 a	 residential	 community.	 	 Given	 the	 reasonable	

alternatives	 available	 to	 the	 owners	 of	 218	 Queens	 Avenue,	 we	 ask	 that	 the	 TUP	

application	be	denied	and	that	the	owners	be	directed	to	store	the	homes	at	a	more	

suitable	and	appropriate	commercial	or	industrial	venue.	

	

In	the	Alternative,	The	TUP	Should	Only	be	Granted	with	Strict	Requirements	

	

To	the	extent	the	City	is	minded	to	grant	the	TUP,	we	respectfully	ask	that	the	TUP	

only	be	granted	with	strict	requirements.	

	

First,	 to	 the	extent	the	City	grants	the	TUP,	we	ask	that	strict	requirements	be	put	

into	place	regarding	the	security	of	the	stored	homes.		For	instance,	we	ask	that	the	

owners	be	 required	 to	 install	 fire	 and	 security	monitoring	 systems	 to	 ensure	 that	

the	 unoccupied	 homes	 do	 not	 present	 greater	 safety	 risks	 to	 the	 surrounding	

neighbourhood.		Further,	we	would	ask	that	the	owners	be	required	to	ensure	that	

the	stored	homes	are	free	from	pests,	squatters,	and	other	illegal	activity	at	all	times,	

and	to	indemnify	neighbouring	property	owners	in	the	event	that	they	fail	to	do	so.	

	

Second,	we	ask	that	strict	requirements	be	put	into	place	regarding	the	placement	of	

the	stored	homes	while	the	HRA	Application	is	pending.		In	particular,	we	ask	that:	

	

1. the	 owners	 be	 required	 to	 store	 the	 homes	 where	 they	 will	 ultimately	 be	

installed	 on	 the	 proposed	 new	 lots	 facing	 Manitoba	 Street,	 and	 that	 the	

owners	 not	 be	 permitted	 to	 store	 them	 anywhere	 else	 on	 the	 lot	 at	 218	

Queens	Avenue;	
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2. during	 the	storage	period,	 the	placement	of	 the	stored	homes	strictly	abide	

by	all	laws	and	regulations	in	the	City	for	permanently	installed	homes,	such	

as	 bylaws	 for	 setback	 requirements,	 privacy	 requirements,	 fire	 and	 safety	

requirements,	nuisance	requirements,	and	so	on.	

	

These	are	critically	important	items.		The	owners	of	218	Queens	Avenue	should	not	

be	permitted	to	store	the	empty	homes	anywhere	on	their	property	without	regard	

to	safety,	privacy,	and	nuisance	to	their	neighbours.	

	

Third,	 we	 understand	 that	 in	 the	 event	 the	 HRA	 Application	 is	 not	 granted,	 the	

owners	 of	 218	Queens	Avenue	will	 be	 required	 to	 remove	 the	 stored	 homes,	 and	

return	 the	 property	 to	 its	 original	 state.	 	 In	 order	 to	 ensure	 this	 actually	 occurs	

should	 it	 become	 necessary,	 we	 would	 suggest	 that	 the	 owners	 of	 218	 Queens	

Avenue	be	required	to	post	a	bond	in	the	full	amount	that	it	would	cost	for	the	City	

to	undertake	this	on	behalf	of	the	owners	in	the	event	they	become	impecunious	or	

otherwise	refuse	to	remove	the	homes	upon	the	rejection	of	the	HRA	Application.	

	

Fourth,	 the	 proposed	TUP	 is	 “for	 a	 period	 of	 up	 to	 three	 years	 or	 until	 an	HRA	 is	

approved”.		We	would	suggest	that	this	is	far	too	long	and	open-ended.		It	is	unclear	

why	it	would	take	three	years	for	the	HRA	Application	to	be	resolved.		Also,	the	way	

in	which	the	proposed	TUP	reads	(i.e.	“or	until	an	HRA	is	approved”)	suggests	that	

the	TUP	could	be	in	place	for	an	even	longer	period.	 	We	suggest	that	 if	the	City	is	

minded	to	grant	the	TUP,	that	it	be	strictly	limited	to	one	year.	

	

Finally,	 as	 indicated	 above,	 we	 understand	 that	 under	 the	 HRA	 Application,	 it	 is	

contemplated	that	a	new	alley	will	be	installed.		That	proposed	new	alley	will	come	

to	a	dead-end	at	our	property	line	at	220	Queens	Avenue.		We	ask	that	if	the	City	is	

minded	 to	 grant	 the	HRA	Application,	 that	 concrete	 safety	barriers	be	 installed	 at	

the	end	of	the	alley	to	prevent	vehicles	from	careening	into	our	property.		As	stated	

above,	 we	 have	 two	 young	 children,	 and	 the	 alley	 would	 terminate	 next	 to	 our	

backyard	where	 I	expect	 they	will	 spend	a	 significant	amount	of	 time	at	play,	 and	

their	safety	is	of	utmost	concern	to	us.	

	

Thank	 you	 very	much	 for	 your	 consideration	 of	 this	 submission.	 	 If	 you	have	 any	

questions	 or	 concerns,	 or	 if	 we	 can	 be	 of	 any	 further	 assistance,	 please	 do	 not	

hesitate	to	let	us	know	at	your	convenience.	

	

Respectfully	submitted,	

	

Vasilis	F.L.	Pappas	

Mavra	A.	Giatras	
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Memorandum

To: Community Heritage Commission Date: December 5, 2018 

From: Kathleen Stevens, Planning Assistant File: HER00676 

13.2608.20

Subject: 218 Queen’s Avenue – Update on Heritage Revitalization Agreement

This memo provides an update regarding the Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

application that has been received for 218 Queen’s Avenue, which is a Designated 

heritage property. The application is to subdivide the single detached dwelling property 

into three single detached dwelling properties: one fronting Queen’s Avenue, and two 

fronting Manitoba Street. In exchange for the zoning relaxations required to achieve the 

subdivision, the applicant proposes to restore and relocate a heritage house onto each new 

lot on Manitoba Street, and protect them both through two new Heritage Designation 

Bylaws. The existing Designated heritage house on the Queen’s Avenue lot would not be 

altered as part of this application and would continue to be protected. A Site Context Map 

is included as Attachment 1. 

On May 29, 2018, the Community Heritage Commission reviewed the proposal for a 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement at 218 Queen’s Avenue and recommended that 

Council support a Heritage Revitalization Agreement. The May 29, 2018 Community 

Heritage Commission Meeting Minutes Excerpt are included as Attachment 2. Since that 

time, the houses to be relocated have been identified and Heritage Conservation Plans 

prepared to guide the proposed restoration and rehabilitation of the houses. The 

Commission is now being asked to provide comment on the selection of houses and the 

appropriateness of the Heritage Conservation Plans (Attachment 4). 

PROPOSAL

Project Overview 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) application has been proposed for this site 

which would split the large existing lot into three smaller lots, with the largest of the 

three lots (proposed at 9,626.8 sq.ft./894.4 sq.m.) facing Queen’s Avenue, and two 

narrower lots (both approximately 5,655 sq.ft./525.3 sq.m.) facing Manitoba Street. The 

proposed project plans are included in this report as Attachment 3. 

The lot in question has sufficient square footage to redevelop into three lots without 

variances under the RS-4 zone, if all three houses were new construction. However, the 

R-7
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property is subject to a Heritage Designation Bylaw and as such the existing heritage 

house (Davidson House), currently fronting onto Queen’s Avenue, is legally protected 

and must be retained: the size and position of the existing house require a large and deep 

lot along Queen’s Avenue. The Davidson House is not proposed to be altered as part of 

the application. However, through the Heritage Revitalization Agreement, relaxations to 

the zoning are being requested for the proposed property in order to legalize four 

existing, non-conforming elements of the house: front yard setback, side yard setback 

(left) and height.

Additionally, through the subdivision, a dedication would be required for an extension of 

the lane, from which parking to all three properties would be accessed. Given these 

constraints, the property could only be subdivided into two lots without zoning 

relaxations related to the lot size. The HRA would authorize those relaxations for lot size. 

No other relaxations are being requested for the two new lots through the HRA. In 

exchange for the zoning relaxations required to achieve the subdivision, the applicant 

proposes to restore and relocate a heritage house (the Sandick House and the Herbert 

House) onto each new lot, and protect them both through two new Heritage Designation 

Bylaws.

Heritage House Relocation and Restoration 

Generally, HRAs exchange long-term legal protection and exterior restoration of a 

heritage house for certain zoning relaxations, including an increase in density or smaller 

lot size. In this case, the heritage house on site (Davidson House) is already protected 

through a Heritage Designation Bylaw, and has been well restored. The heritage 

component of the HRA being proposed is the relocation and full restoration of two 

heritage houses, the Sandick House and the Herbert House, onto the newly created lots 

facing Manitoba Street, and protection of each relocated house through a Heritage 

Designation Bylaw.  

The house proposed to be moved to 219 Manitoba Street, the Sandick House, is currently 

located at 217 St. Patrick Street (New Westminster). The house proposed to be moved to 

221 Manitoba Street, the Herbert House, is currently located at 1011 East 45
th

 Avenue in 

Vancouver. Statements of Significance for each house, and the proposed heritage 

conservation work is described in the Heritage Conservation Plans provided to the 

Commission as Attachment 4. 

Temporary Use Permit 

A Temporary Use Permit (TUP00016) was issued by Council on June 25, 2018, to allow 

the two selected heritage houses to be stored on the lot while a Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement (HRA) is being negotiated. The Temporary Use Permit is valid for a period of 
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up to three years or until an HRA is approved. Conditions apply, including that the 

houses must be vacant and secured. The owner would be responsible for their removal 

should the HRA not be approved, or if the houses stored on the lot did not meet the final 

parameters of the HRA, as agreed upon by Council. 

FEEDBACK ON THE COMMISSION 

The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to: 

1) Provide comment and a recommendation to Council on the appropriateness of the 

houses selected to be relocated as part of the proposed Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement, per the information provided in the Statements of Significance for 

each house. 

2) Provide comment on the completeness and appropriateness of the heritage 

restoration work proposed for each house in their respective Heritage 

Conservation Plans, and make a recommendation to Council on the inclusion of 

the Heritage Conservation Plans in the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 

Queen’s Avenue. 

Kathleen Stevens 

Planning Assistant 

Attachment 1: Site Context Map 

Attachment 2: May 29, 2018 Community Heritage Commission Meeting Minutes 

Excerpt

Attachment 3: Project Plans 

Attachment 4: Heritage Conservation Plans 
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 May 29, 2018 

COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION 

May 29, 2018, 6:00p.m. 

Committee Room #2, City Hall 

MINUTES – Extract 

5.2 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated May 29, 2018, 

regarding an HRA application for 218 Queen’s Avenue which would subdivide a 

designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area and 

create three single-detached dwelling lots, and provided the following information: 

The two new properties would be located on Manitoba Street; 

To accommodate the lane and subdivided lots, and allow an increase in 

FSR on the primary house, the applicant is moving forward with an HRA; 

Two houses, which fit certain parameters, would be re-located on to the site 

to face on Manitoba Street, but which particular houses will be acquired is 

not yet known; and, 

Council has issued a Temporary Use Permit to re-locate houses onto the lot 

prior to the adoption of the HRA bylaw, and an Opportunity to be Heard 

will occur June 25, 2018. 

In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 

information:

The newly created lots would be 43 feet across, which is wider than most 

lots in the City, and would comfortably fit one house per lot; 

The logistics of how to move the houses in will depend on the houses 

selected;

The HRA would be for two lots and two houses – if the applicant requested 

a change to this arrangement, they would have to re-start the process; 

The applicant is aware of all the costs associated with moving heritage 

houses;

The public consultation process is still in process on this project; and, 

If the City became aware of a heritage house to save, staff could approach 

the owner of the house and the applicant, but the City would have no 

authority to require the house to be used in the HRA. 

Steve Norman, owner of 218 Queen’s Avenue, made the following comments: 
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The limiting factor of the project is the width of Manitoba Street in terms of 

the ability to accommodate move-in of the house – the maximum 

supportable house would be 24 feet wide, and excavation may be 

necessary;

The removal of a hedge may be necessary to give access; 

The truck proposed for moving of the houses has hydraulic lifts that would 

help with the turning radius required; 

It is possible that the houses may arrive at different times, therefore the first 

may not be permanently situated until the second house arrives; 

One heritage house has been identified already; and, 

This project has been developed out of care for heritage houses. 

Upon discussion, the Commission commended the owner for the project and noted 

that his commitment to retaining and promoting heritage houses is admirable. 

MOVED and SECONDED  

THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council 

support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 218 Queen’s 

Avenue.

CARRIED.

All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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Heritage Conservation Plan 

219 Manitoba Street, New Westminster, BC 

Sandick House ~ 1909 (originally located at 217 St. Patrick Street) 

Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services :: John Atkin - History + Research                November 2018 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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

Built in 1909, the subject house is a small, one-and-a-half storey traditional Early Cottage located on 

the north side of St. Patrick Street, between 2nd and 3rd Street in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood of 

New Westminster. 

Heritage Values 

The Sandick House holds value for its association with Queen’s Park’s Edwardian development phase 

that occurred during the years leading up to the First World War. Although significant development in 

the neighbourhood began in the 1890s, a major growth spurt occurred from roughly 1905 until 1913. 

It was during this time period that Queen’s Park became one of the most appealing neighbourhoods 

in New Westminster, attracting many wealthy elites, as well as those, like the Sandicks, who built 

homes with more modest means. 

The Sandick House holds value for its continuous single-family use for over 100 years. From 1909 to 

2009, the building was home to only two families; the Sandick family from 1909-1929, and the 

Robinson family from 1929-2009. Born in 1913, Miss Jean Robinson lived in the subject house for her 

entire adult life. The daughter of Charles & Edith Robinson, Miss Robinson moved in when her parents 

purchased the home in 1929, and remained there for nearly 80 years, until shortly before her death in 

2009. This degree of continuity is very rare for homes in the region. 
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The subject property has value for its association with the Sandick family - early Queen’s Park residents 

who came to the west coast area as retirees; and with the Robinson family, whose long-term ties to the 

property span two generations and roughly 80 years.  

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 

working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 

with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 

Cottage architectural style. This example is rare in that it retains all of its original exterior materials. 

Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1909 

- original location on St. Patrick Street with deep setback from the street  

- modest residential design, size and form 

- hipped-roof design with small, front-facing dormer 

- cut-away porch enclosing the front entrance with single wood turned column 

- wood double-hung and casement windows with original trim 

- wood cladding 

- ornate brick chimney 
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Historic Brief 

Although parks and public plazas 

w e r e a l l o c a t e d i n N e w 

Westminster’s first plan drawn by 

the Royal Engineers in the early 

1860s, there was almost no 

development beyond the Royal 

City’s original northern boundary 

of Royal Avenue until the 1880s.  

The announcement of the arrival 

of the CPR to Vancouver, with a 

branch line to New Westminster, 

sparked a significant  building 

boom between 1887-1898, 

transforming the small town into 

a real city.  

At the time this map (right) was 

drawn in 1892, New Westminster 

not only had a train station, but 

also a streetcar system, electric 

street lights, and expanded 

boundaries well beyond Royal 

Avenue to include suburbs such 

as Queen’s Park, Sapperton and 

Queensborough. Queen’s Park 

was refined and laid-out with 

public gardens, walkways and 

sports fields.  

It was during this Victorian-era growth and investments in infrastructure that residential development 

really began in the streets around Queen’s Park which would become a neighbourhood named after 

the park. Numerous late 1880s and early 1890s grand homes were built in the Queen’s Park 

neighbourhood, establishing its reputation as a prestigious area located at a commanding distance 

from the industrial riverfront and busy downtown core. 

After the devastating fire of 1898, which burned down much of New Westminster but did not reach  

Queen’s Park or other areas north of Royal Avenue, another 12-year growth spurt commenced in the 

city. Specific improvements to Queen’s Park were sparked by the 1905 Canadian National Exhibition 

held in the park, for which new exhibition buildings were constructed. Paving and concrete sidewalks  

were introduced to the neighbourhood in 1906 and by 1913 the number of homes in Queen’s Park 
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subject property at 217 St. Patricks is marked in red. source: City of Vancouver 

Archives Map 617
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had doubled. The subject house at 217 St. Patrick Street, built in 1909, is linked directly to this 

Edwardian-era growth and the general economic and building boom throughout the Lower Mainland 

in the years before World War I. 

217 St. Patrick Street - History

The subject property was built in 1909 by retired farmer John Sandick (1842-1930) and his wife 

Elleanor (1849-1928), both Ontario-born newcomers to New Westminster. The pre-World War I 

building boom saw the filling in of about 50% of lots in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, except for 

the blocks which housed the streetcar line where the majority of lots were developed before the war. 

217 St. Patrick was the third house built on this block of St. Patrick between 2nd and 3rd Streets. The 

below newspaper ad from April 1909 provides precise insight into the land and dwelling costs of the 

time and could very well be referring to the subject block or even the subject property. It advertises an 

undeveloped 66’ x 132’ lot on the north side of St. Patrick for $650 while the same sized lot with a 

‘nice new cottage’ was for sale for $2000.

On the eve of World War I there were eight houses on the block in total, seven of which survive today. 

This would be the status quo until the late 1920s and early 1930s when the rest of the lots on the 

block were developed. The Sandicks resided here for 20 years until 1928 when Elleanor died and John 

returned to his hometown in Ontario where he too passed away in 1930.

The second family to call 217 St. Patrick Street home was that of Charles and Edith Robinson and their 

daughters Frances and Jean. Prior to purchasing the subject house in 1929, the family resided in 

Sapperton and Charles had been employed as a watchman at a sawmill. While living in the subject 
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New Westminster Daily News newspaper - April 14, 1909.                            source: UBC Special Collections
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house Charles worked as a school janitor. Charles Sandick retired in 1934 and died in 1940. Edith and 

Jean cohabited in the house until Edith passed away in 1960. Jean Robinson, a secretary and then 

traffic manager at Barnett Lumber Co. lived in the subject house on her own until close to her death in 

2009. Altogether, members of the Robinson family owned and inhabited the subject house for roughly 

80 years. 

The house style has been coined Early Cottage by the Vancouver Heritage Foundation and is 

characterized by a modest 1.5 storey hip roofed cottage with a small dormer, front verandah and a 

very practical layout. Although the verandah is often full-width, some variations, as in the case of 217 

St. Patrick, feature a cutaway front porch occupying half the façade’s width, providing more enclosed 

living space in the small scale house. Examples of the early cottage can be found all over the Lower 

Mainland, dating as early as 1890 and as late as 1925  - although the majority tend to have been built 

in the Edwardian era between 1907 and 1910. Early, small houses were sometimes relocated on the 

property to accommodate new or larger houses. Photographs of two additional New Westminster 

examples can be seen below. Although the subject house has been covered in vinyl siding and its 

wood front stairs have been rebuilt in concrete, the original form, roofline, eaves, and wood windows 

survive. The turned wood front porch column is hidden behind metal casing, and the original cladding 

likely survives underneath the vinyl siding.
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Research Findings 

Civic Address: 217 St. Patrick Street, New Westminster BC 

Legal Description:  

  

Lot: 23  Suburban Block: 7 of lot 2, 3, 30, & 31 New West District: Plan NWP2620   

          

Date of Construction: 1909 (New Westminster CityViews & directories) 

Builder: John Sandick (CityViews)  

Architect: unknown 

Original occupants: John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

Residents at 217 St Patrick Street 

- 1909-28: 
- John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

- 1929-39: 

- Charles E & Edith Maud Robinson (Charles d. January, 1940) 

- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1940-60: 

- Edith Maud Robinson (d. January, 1960) 

- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1961-2009: 

- Miss Jean Robinson 
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Current Photographs 
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front view (south)

rear view (north)
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side view (west) 

showing original wood 

cladding and trim 

beneath vinyl siding, as 

well as original turned 

porch column.

side view (east)
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Conservation Objectives 

The building originally constructed at 217 St. Patrick Street will be relocated to the rear of a large 

property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 

Manitoba Street with the new address of 219 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 

vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 

introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 

development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 

modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 

finished, full-height basement level will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 

existing 900 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 

Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 

development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 

Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 

Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 

integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value. 

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 

of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value. 

Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 

historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 

heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 

Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Architectural renderings of the restored, Early Cottages on Manitoba St. Source: Dave Nicol Design.
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Site Plan
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The red outline on the 

proposed site plan 

(right), illustrates the 

current location of the 

existing historic house 

(218 Queen’s Avenue) 

and its garage, sited 

at the north edge of 

its large lot. 

The proposed 

location of the two 

Early Cottages on 

Manitoba Street are 

coloured in green 

(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 

incorporates a new 

lane separating the 

Manitoba properties 

from the Queen’s 

Avenue property, as 

well as parking spaces 

for all three lots - 

coloured in pink.

The existing four 

neighbouring houses 

on Manitoba Street 

are marked in grey. 

The propose 

development would 

fill-in the 200 bloc of 

Manitoba 

introducing 

compatibly sized and 

sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 

failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building was clad in several layers of siding 

- vinyl, asbestos shingles, and cedar shingles, 

but a portion of these were removed to inspect 

the original wood siding cladding. The visible 

wood siding, cladding the entire exterior plane, 

appears to be in good condition, as are the 

surviving trim boards, wood soffits and front 

porch column. 

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing metal shingle roof is in excellent 

condition. The gutters were installed at the 

same time and are in functional, good 

condition.  

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 

windows on the main floor and fixed dived-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 

wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 

new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 

operability - as they are mostly are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to 

accommodate the application of the metal siding and are thus in fair condition. 

Doors - The original wood front in good condition. The original wood rear door is in fair condition. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation:

Rehabilitate the property by: 

• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 

• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 

mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 

discreet concrete foundation.

c. Exterior Elements - Preservation and Restoration: 

• Preserve the wood cladding, wood trim around the doors and 

windows, the soffits, and wood porch column. Replicate in kind any 

base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall replicated water 

table board, if the existing board doesn’t survive the relocation, at 

new foundation. 

d. Roof and gutter - Preservation:

• Preserve existing metal roof. 

• Preserve gutters. Plan to replace gutters and downspouts within 5-10 years.

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration:

• Repair the wood windows and original doors as needed to 

ensure their operability. 

• Reinstate window sill ends 

• Replace glass on upper sash of facade window (currently non-

original translucent, textured glass at living room) with 

transparent glass 

f. Front porch - Restoration:
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Rebuild wood front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 

A - Retain original turned porch column 

B - Reinstate capped wood railing comprised of square spindles at historic height on front and side of 

porch (approximately 30” high) 

C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 

34” to meet code. 

D - Introduce newel posts replicating the lower portion of the original porch column at the top and 

base of the stair enclosure, one on either side 

E - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 

F - The stair rail should mimic the porch railing but with a wide base to cap the stair enclosure 
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g. Finishes - Restoration:

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint:

Body cladding and porch railing- Strathcona Gold VC-9 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

Trim, soffits, railing cap and sills - Oxford Ivory VC-1 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

Window sash and porch column - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore)

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26 

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours)
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 

affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 

Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 

the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 

Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 

is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 

1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 

residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 

properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 

first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 

precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 

single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 

method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 

well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area. 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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 

good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 

The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 

local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 

maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 

maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 

maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 

condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 

from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 

rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 

12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 

of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer.  

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily.  

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 

efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 

indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 

critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.  

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 

corrective repair/replacement action:  

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 

MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 

deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years.  

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years.  

 

 

d.     Windows and Doors 

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.  

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually.  

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.  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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips; 

o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees; 

o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 

downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.  

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 

building onto concrete splash pads.  

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 

biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.  

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 

maintenance problems.  

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.  

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 

hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©.  

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 

and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems.  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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  

Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888), Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of New Westminster 

Building permit records - CityViews database, New Westminster Heritage Inventory Vol 2., Barman, Burton & 

Cook. 2009. Queen’s Park Historical Context Statement 

New Westminster Museum and Archives 

Archival photographs 

New Westminster Public Library 

Historic directories, Fire insurance maps, Municipal Voters Lists 

Columbian Daily newspaper - various archival editions  

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Jean Robinson obituary - January 7, 2009 http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/vancouversun/obituary.aspx?n=jean-

robinson&pid=122304287 

Site visits 

April 8, 2017 and  July 17, 2018 
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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

1011 East 45th Avenue is a one storey (with basement) vernacular cottage on the north side of East 

45th Avenue at the southern edge of Memorial Park in the Sunset neighbourhood of Vancouver, BC. 

Heritage Values 

Constructed in 1911, 1011 East 45th Avenue is valued for its vernacular cottage form, the association 

with the area’s development linked to the expansion of street car service and its history as a rental 

property. 

Offering frequent service to downtown and jobs, the southward expansion of street car service in the 

early part of the 20th Century opened up large parts of the city to development. The house at 1011 

East 45th Avenue was built following the completion of the Fraser Street street car line in 1910 and is 

valued for its vernacular cottage form of hip roof, central dormer and full porch that stood in contrast 

to the later development of the area. 

1011 East 45th Avenue is valued as an example of local, small scale speculation and development with 

the builder placing three small cottages, whose design originates in one of the many available plan 

books, across the lot line to orient them to 45th. Avenue instead of Windsor Street. Additional value 

lies in the homes long history as a rental property reflecting early neighbourhood settlement patterns. 

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 

working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 

with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 

Cottage architectural style.  
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Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1911 
- residential form and massing as expressed in its vernacular cottage form of above ground 

basement, hip roof with central dormer and full front porch with a canted bay window 
- original window openings and assembles featuring a 3/4 height bottom sash and 1/4 height top 

sash for the front and side windows, square 4 paned windows at the basement level 
- drop siding on the two side walls and on the front wall at the porch level 
- lap siding on the back wall and below the front porch deck 

Other examples of Early Cottages in New Westminster:

and in Vancouver:
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2224 Victoria Drive, Vancouver
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Historic Brief 

1011 East 45th Avenue was built during the rapid expansion of the streetcar network which opened up 

swathes of the city to development. 1011 East 45th Avenue was a small scale piece of speculation by 

an unknown builder who bought 2 lots on the then 47th Avenue between Windsor and Ross Streets 

and put up three small houses across the lot lines to face 45th Avenue. 

The first tenant at 1011 East 45th Avenue was the English-bornJohn Herbert who had immigrated to 

Canada the year before the house was constructed. He and his wife Ruth would have 5 children and he 

worked as a labourer and a trackman for the BC Electric Railway. Herbert and his family were in the 

house until 1917 when he moved to the west side of the city. 

Memorial Park which is to the north of the property was originally known as Wilson Park and was 

created by the municipality of South Vancouver from land acquired through the non-payment of taxes. 

South Vancouver Municipal Engineer E. Dundas Todd designed the park as a memorial to soldiers who 

lost their lives in World War I. The park opened on May 22, 1926. 

The war memorial that had stood at South Vancouver’s city hall was relocated to the park and was 

unveiled to the public on November 11, 1939.  

Research Findings 

Original Civic Address: 1011 East 45th Avenue, Vancouver BC 

Original Legal Address: District Lot  664 Block 17  Lot B 

Date of construction: 1911 

Source: Vancouver water applications, BC Directories 

Builder: unknown 

Original occupant: John Herbert, a trackman with the BC Electric Railway 

Occupants: the occupants of 1011 East 45th Avenue tended to be short term residents for much of 

the property’s history. A small sample shows the turnover: 

1912 - 1917: John Herbert, BCER trackman 

1920: _ Robins 

1921- 1923: Mrs. Mary Huggert 

1924: J. Parr, driver 

1925: A.F. Leese 
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Current Photographs (November 2018) 
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Top: front of the house facing 45th Avenue showing porch and cant bay, dormer and above ground basement. 

Middle: the east and west sides of the house, the shingles are a later renovation. 

Bottom: the rear of the house showing enclosed porch and addition. Original drop siding and colour found 

under the cedar shingles .
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Conservation Objectives 

The building originally constructed at 1011 E 45th Avenue in Vancouver will be relocated to the rear of 

a large property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 

Manitoba Street with the new address of 221 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 

vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 

introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 

development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 

modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 

finished, full-height basement suite will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 

existing 1000 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 

Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 

development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 

Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 

Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 

integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value. 

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 

of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value. 

Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 

historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 

heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 

Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Site Plan
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The red outline on the 

proposed site plan 

(right), illustrates the 

current location of the 

existing historic house 

(218 Queen’s Avenue) 

and its garage, sited 

at the north edge of 

its large lot. 

The proposed 

location of the two 

Early Cottages on 

Manitoba Street are 

coloured in green 

(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 

incorporates a new 

lane separating the 

Manitoba properties 

from the Queen’s 

Avenue property, as 

well as parking spaces 

for all three lots - 

coloured in pink.

The existing four 

neighbouring houses 

on Manitoba Street 

are marked in grey. 

The propose 

development would 

fill-in the 200 bloc of 

Manitoba 

introducing 

compatibly sized and 

sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in fair to good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no 

visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 

failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building is clad in wood drop siding and cedar 

shingles on top of this on the side elevations and 

half of the rear elevation, likely during a later 

renovation. The visible wood siding, cladding the 

entire exterior plane, is in fair condition. It appears 

dry and fragile due to lack of paint and 

maintenance. The surviving trim boards are in fair 

to good condition, with many sections missing, 

however, apart from the facade trim, all other trim 

boards were added on top of the cedar shingle 

layer and are not original to the house. The soffits 

have been clad in vinyl and could not be assessed. 

The front porch columns are hollow assemblies 

installed in recent decades, not original to the 

building.  

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing roof, softies and gutters are in poor condition and will be removed for relocation. 

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 

windows on the main floor and fixed divided-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 

wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 

new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 

operability - as most are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to accommodate 

the application of the vinyl siding and are thus in fair condition. No original or early exterior doors 

survive on the house. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 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A combination of drop siding and cedar shingles and 

missing trim boards.
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation:

Rehabilitate the property by: 

• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 

• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 

mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 

discreet concrete foundation.

c. Exterior Elements - Restoration: 

• Preserve (where possible) the wood cladding. Replicate in kind 

any base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall 

replicated water table board as per the existing water table 

board, if it doesn’t survive the relocation, at new foundation. 

Introduce replicated solid wood columns as per sketch on page 

12, archival photos on page 4 in one of the two options to the 

right- turned columns or square, cambered columns. In both 

cases the column should have a decorative base and cap with 

moulding. The columns should have a 4” or 5” diameter, not 

bigger. 

• Reinstate 1x trim boards on corners and around windows and 

doors, the precise width to be determined as per the shadows 

of the removed trim boards on the drop on the siding. 

Reinstate projecting wood window sills. Restore wood soffits. 
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Water table 

on 219 Manitoba to 

be introduced at 221 

Manitoba

turned column 

If flared, ideal 

dimensions would 

be a 3” diameter 

at top and a 4”- 6” 

diameter at base. 

If not flared, 

averaging a 4.5” 

diameter at centre.

square column 

If chamfered, 

traditions vary from 

only chamfering  the 

top 2/3rds or the 

entire column, 

leaving a 4”- 

6”unchamfered 

section at each end.
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d. Roof and gutter - Rehabilitation: 

• Install new roof and gutters. 

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

• Repair the wood windows as needed to ensure their operability. 

• Install Edwardian-era replica or salvaged partially glazed wood front door, similar to the original 

panelled door on 219 Manitoba or like in the photos below. 

• Reinstate projecting, traditionally angled wood window sill ends. 
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g. Front porch - Restoration: 

 

Rebuild front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 

A - Introduce replica or reclaimed porch columns with a 4” or 5” diameter or depth. Full or rail height 

options both work (the above sketch illustrates rail height columns). 

B - Build capped, enclosed balustrade, clad in siding at historic height on front and sides of porch 

(approximately 30” high). Incorporate drainage slots at the wall base on either side. 

C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 

34” to meet code. 

D - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 

F - The stair rail can be internal to the enclosure or positioned on top of the wood cap. A subtle metal 

rail will not compete with the replicated stars enclosure design. 
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h. Finishes - Restoration:

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint:

Body cladding and porch railing- CPR Red (Benjamin Moore 2080-10) 

Trim, soffits, railing caps and sills, porch columns - Kitsilano Gold VC-11 (Benjamin 

Moore True Colours) 

Window sash - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore)

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain (or sash colour, above, if a painted finish is desired) 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours)
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 

affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 

Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 

the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 

Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 

is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 

1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 

residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 

properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 

first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 

precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 

single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 

method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 

well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area. 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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 

good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 

The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 

local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 

maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 

maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 

maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 

condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 

from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 

rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 

12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 

of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer.  

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily.  

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 

efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 

indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 

critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.  

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 

corrective repair/replacement action:  

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 

MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 

deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years.  

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years.  

 

 

d.     Windows and Doors 

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.  

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually.  

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.  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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips; 

o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees; 

o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 

downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.  

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 

building onto concrete splash pads.  

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 

biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.  

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 

maintenance problems.  

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.  

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 

hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©.  

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 

and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems.  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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  

Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888) 

National Library & Archives of Canada 

Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of Vancouver Archives 

Historic water connection applications and fire insurance maps 

New Westminster Museum and Archives 

Archival photographs 

Vancouver Public Library Special Collections  

digitized historic BC directories 

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Site visit 

April 30 and  October 17, 2018
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City of New Westminster 

R E P O R T 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

To:            Advisory Planning Commission Date: January 15, 2019 

From: Britney Quail, 
Heritage Planner 

File: HER00676 
13.2608.20 

Subject: 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Advisory Planning Commission receive this report for information. 

PURPOSE 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) application has been received for 218 
Queen’s Avenue that would subdivide a Designated heritage property in the Queen’s 
Park Heritage Conservation Area into three RS-4 single-detached dwelling properties. A 
Site Context Map is attached as Appendix A.  

In exchange for zoning relaxations to allow a reduced lot size (a relaxation of 
approximately 350 sq.ft./32.5 sq.m. for each new lot) and regularization of three existing 
non-conforming elements of the existing heritage house: front yard setback, side yard 
setback (left) and height, the applicant proposes to restore and relocate a heritage house 
onto each new lot, and protect them both through two new Heritage Designation Bylaws. 
The existing protected house does not contain a secondary suite and no alterations are 
proposed to the house as part of this application. One of the two relocated houses is 
proposed to contain a secondary suite. No laneway houses are proposed as part of this 
application.  

The purpose of the report is to provide information to the Advisory Planning Commission 
for use in making a recommendation to Council on the proposed application.  
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POLICY AND REGULATIONS 
 
Official Community Plan Land Use Designation 
 
The Official Community Plan (OCP) designation for this site is “Residential: Detached 
and Semi-Detached” which allows low density residential, primarily in the form of single 
detached dwellings with secondary suites, duplexes, and accessory dwelling units (e.g. 
laneway house, carriage house). The OCP also indicates that, through a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement (HRA), a property may be eligible for incentives such as a 
smaller minimum lot size, an increase in density, or reduced parking requirements, which 
would make it viable to conserve assets with heritage merit.  
 
The proposed application is consistent with the OCP designation for this site. 
 
Zoning Bylaw 
 
The existing zoning for the site is RS-4 (Queen’s Park Single Detached Dwelling 
District). The intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings with secondary 
suites and a laneway or carriage house. In this zone, the maximum Floor Space Ratio 
(FSR) for principal houses which are protected under the Heritage Conservation Area is 
0.7. The new lots which would be created through the subdivision proposed in this 
application would also be RS-4. This zone is attached for reference as Appendix D.  
 
In order to retain the existing Designated heritage house, and provide the lane dedication 
being requested by the City, relaxations to the Zoning Bylaw would be required for the 
size of two new lots proposed in this application, and for the existing Designated heritage 
house on the proposed the third lot fronting Queen’s Avenue. The proposed Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement would allow these relaxations. 
 
No carriage houses are currently proposed as part of this application. A secondary suite is 
proposed for 221 Manitoba St, though not for 219 Manitoba St or 218 Queen’s Avenue. 
Secondary suites or laneway houses could be permitted on the lots in the future, through 
Council’s consideration of a Heritage Alteration Permit. 
 
Heritage Revitalization Agreements  
 
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City 
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-
term legal protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, including an 
increase in density, are considered. An HRA does not change the zoning of the property, 
rather it adds a new layer which identifies the elements of the zone that are being varied 
or supplemented. An HRA is not legally precedent setting as each one is unique to a 
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specific site. Provisions for the local government to negotiate an HRA are set out in 
Section 610 of the Local Government Act.   
 
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada 
 
Council adopted the “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada” (Standards and Guidelines) in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects 
within the city. The goal of the Standards and Guidelines is to promote heritage 
conservation best practice while ensuring respectful and sensitive new construction. HRA 
proposals are carefully evaluated against it by staff to confirm compliance with these 
guidelines.  
 
Heritage Designation Bylaw 
 
A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a Heritage 
Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that 
places long-term legal protection on the land title of a property and which is the primary 
form of regulation that can prohibit demolition. Any changes to a protected heritage 
property must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a 
Heritage Alteration Permit. Provisions for a municipality to place a Heritage Designation 
Bylaw on a property is set out in Sections 611-613 of the Local Government Act.  
 
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area 
 
The subject property is in the protected (Advanced) category of the Queen’s Park 
Heritage Conservation Area. The houses being relocated are of an age that the new 
properties, if approved, would also be in the protected category of the Heritage 
Conservation Area. However, the existing Heritage Designation and the proposed 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement would provide a higher level of protection, design 
control, and development regulations than the Heritage Conservation Area. The 
additional protection and sensitive infill proposed by this HRA is consistent with the 
goals of the Heritage Conservation Area.   
 
Temporary Use Permit 
 
A Temporary Use Permit (TUP) is a special permit issued by Council that allows a land 
use not permitted in the current zoning of a property to be situated on site for a limited 
period of time. A TUP has a maximum term of three years site can be used in accordance 
with the terms of the permit until the expiration date. The permit can be renewed once by 
Council for the same maximum term. A TUP is authorized under Section 493 of the 
Local Government Act.  
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BACKGROUND 
 
Site Characteristics 
 
The 1910 house at 218 Queen’s Avenue has been protected through a Heritage 
Designation Bylaw since 1993. The house is 5,244 sq. ft. (487.2 sq.m.) and faces onto 
Queen’s Avenue, mid-block between Second and Third Streets. The lot has dual frontage:  
Queen’s Avenue at the front and Manitoba Street at the rear. Overall, the lot is relatively 
flat, and is very large for a single-detached dwelling, as compared to others in the city. 
The Floor Space Ratio (FSR) for the site is 0.232, approximately a third of the Zoning 
Bylaw entitlement for the site. Below is a table of statistics for the existing site and 
heritage house: 
 
Table 1: Existing Site and House Statistics 
 Existing Statistics 
Total Site Area 22,617 sq. ft.  (2,101 sq.m.) 
Lot Frontage 85.8 ft. (26.2 m) 
Lot Depth 263.8 ft.  (80.4 m) 
Total Floor Space 5,244 sq.ft. (487.2 sq.m.) 
Floor Space Ratio 0.232  
Site Coverage 9%  

 
Neighbourhood Context 
 
The subject site is located in the southern section of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, a 
Heritage Conservation Area. The site is located three blocks west of Queen’s Park and 
one block east of Tipperary Park. A site context map is included in this report as 
Appendix A.  
 
All neighbouring properties on Queen’s Avenue are zoned RS-4 and are single-detached 
dwellings. The properties on either side of the Manitoba Street frontage are zoned RS-4 
and are single-detached dwellings. The lots on the block (Third St to Peele St and 
Queen’s Ave to Manitoba St) range in size from 10,765 sq.ft. (1,000 sq.m.) to 4,935 sq.ft. 
(458.5 sq.m.), with an average lot size of 5,460 sq.ft. (507.3 sq.m.).  
 
Across the street on Manitoba are two low rise apartment buildings zoned RM-2, and at 
the corner of Manitoba and Third Streets is Robson Manor (zoned for institutional use), 
current home of the Urban Academy School until it is relocated to 100 Braid Street.  
 
Temporary Use Permit 

On June 25, 2018, Council issued a TUP for this site to allow the owner to host suitable 
heritage houses on the property while the negotiations for the Heritage Revitalization 
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Agreement (HRA) are underway. Should the HRA not be approved, or if the houses 
stored on the lot do not meet the final parameters of the HRA, the owner is responsible 
for their removal. Two candidate houses were moved onto the site for storage in 
December, 2018. 

PROPOSAL  
 
Project Overview  
 
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) application has been proposed for this site 
which would split the large existing residential lot into three smaller lots, with the largest 
of the three lots (proposed at 9,626.8 sq.ft./894.4 sq.m.) facing Queen’s Avenue, and two 
narrower lots (both approximately 5,655 sq.ft./526 sq.m.) facing Manitoba Street. The 
two narrower lots would be smaller than the minimum size required under the site’s RS-4 
zoning, by approximately 350 sq.ft. (32 sq.m.) each, and as such both would require a 
relaxation through the HRA. Each site would continue to be zoned RS-4 for residential 
single-detached dwelling use. The proposed site plan is included in this report as 
Appendix B.  
 
In exchange for the requested zoning relaxations for lot size, the applicant proposes to 
restore and relocate a heritage house onto each new lot on Manitoba Street. The applicant 
also proposes to protect the heritage houses (the Sandick House at 219 Manitoba St and 
the Herbert House at 221 Manitoba St) through two new Heritage Designation Bylaws. 
Statements of Significance, which describe the heritage value of the houses proposed to 
be relocated, are provided in Appendix C. Heritage Conservation Plans, which describe 
the proposed restoration work for each house, are also included in this report in Appendix 
C.The subject site is large enough to be subdivided into three lots without variances 
under the RS-4 zoning. However, the property is subject to a Heritage Designation 
Bylaw, and as such, the existing heritage house (Davidson House) is legally protected 
and must be retained; requiring a wide and deep lot along Queen’s Avenue. Relaxations 
to the zoning are being proposed to regularize three existing, non-conforming elements of 
the existing house: front yard setback, side yard setback (left) and height (midpoint and 
peak). The relaxations proposed for the subject site are summarized in the tables below. 
 
The Davidson House would remain as one principal unit at this time, and one of the 
relocated houses would have a secondary suite at this time. No laneway houses are 
proposed as part of this application. Though not proposed through the HRA, if the HRA 
were to be adopted, secondary suites or laneway houses could be permitted on these lots 
in the future through Council’s consideration of a Heritage Alteration Permit.  
 
A dedication would be required for an extension of the lane accessed from Peele Street 
which currently ends at the subject site. Parking for all three properties would be 
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accessed at the rear from the lane extension, resulting in no additional driveway crossings 
on Manitoba Street or Queen’s Avenue.  
 
Proposed Project Statistics 
 
A summary of the proposed project statistics, including relaxations being sought through 
the HRA, are as follows: 
 
 
Table 2: Proposed Statistics and Relaxations for 218 Queen’s Ave (Davidson House) 
 RS-4 Requirement Proposed Relaxation 
Lot Area 6,000 sq.ft. 

(557.4 sq.m.) 
9,625 sq.ft. 
(894.2 sq.m.) 

--- 

Total Floor Area Max. 6,738 sq.ft. 
         (626.0 sq.m.) 

5,244 sq.ft. 
(487.2 sq.m.) 

--- 

Floor Space Ratio Max. 0.7 0.55 --- 
Site Coverage 35% 25% --- 
Front Yard Setback 19 ft. (5.7m) 9 ft. (2.7m)  10 ft. (3m) 
Rear Yard Setback 25 ft. (7.6m) 62 ft.(19m)  --- 
Side Yard Setback (Right) 5.0 ft. (1.5 m) 25 ft. (7.75m) --- 
Side Yard Setback (Left) 5.0 ft. (1.5m) 4.10 ft. (1.2m) 0.9 ft. (0.3m) 
Height (Roof Peak) 35 ft. (10.7m) 38 ft. (11.6m) 3 ft. (0.9m) 
Height (Roof Midpoint) 25 ft. (7.6m) 32 ft. (9.6m) 7 ft. (2m) 
Parking 1 Space 2 Spaces --- 

 
 
Table 3: Proposed Statistics for 219 Manitoba St (Sandick House) 
 RS-4 Requirement Proposed Relaxation 
Lot Area 6,000 sq.ft. 

(557.4 sq.m.) 
5,656 sq.ft. 
(525.5 sq.m.) 

344 sq.ft. 
(32 sq.m.) 

Total Floor Area Max. 3,959 sq. ft. 
         (367.8 sq.m.) 

2,159 sq.ft. 
(200 sq.m.) 

--- 

Floor Space Ratio Max. 0.7 0.38 --- 
Site Coverage 35% 17% --- 
Front Yard Setback 19 ft. (5.7m) 25 ft. (7.75m) --- 
Rear Yard Setback 25 ft. (7.6m) 67 ft. (20.4m) --- 
Side Yard Setback (Right) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 8.7ft. (2.65m) --- 
Side Yard Setback  (Left) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 10 ft. (3m) --- 
Parking 1 Space 1 Space --- 
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Table 4: Proposed Statistics for 221 Manitoba St (Herbert House) 
 RS-4 Requirement Proposed Relaxation 
Lot Area 6,000 sq.ft. 

(557.4 sq.m.) 
5,655 sq.ft.  
(525.4 sq.m.) 

345 sq.ft. 
(32 sq.m.) 

Total Floor Area Max. 3,959 sq. ft. 
         (367.8 sq.m.) 

2,185 sq.ft. 
(202 sq.m.) 

--- 

Floor Space Ratio Max. 0.7 0.39 --- 
Site Coverage 35% 20.5% --- 
Front Yard Setback 17 ft. (5.2m) 17 ft. (5.2m) --- 
Rear Yard Setback 25 ft. (7.6m) 67 ft. (20.4m) --- 
Side Yard Setback (Right) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 8.7 ft. (2.7m) --- 
Side Yard Setback (Left) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 10 ft. (3m) --- 
Parking 2 Spaces 2 Spaces  

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Proposed Relaxations 
 
When Council considers entering into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) with a 
property owner, one of the objectives is to balance the benefits to the property owner with 
the benefits to the public. Subdividing one property into three fee-simple, single-detached 
dwelling properties creates substantial value for the property owner in this case. The 
heritage value brought to the community through this project’s heritage benefits ought to 
be commensurate with the value of those new properties to the property owner. 
Additionally, the Zoning Bylaw relaxations provide through the HRA ought to be 
commensurate with the benefit to the owner, suited to the context of the site, and 
consistent with the City’s policies. Further discussion of the heritage benefits of this 
project and the proposed relaxations is included below: 
 
Heritage Benefit 
 
The proposed HRA would secure Heritage Designation for two additional heritage 
houses (the Sandick House and the Herbert House), which would potentially be 
demolished if relocation cannot be achieved. This Designation would provide long-term 
legal protection for the buildings. The Statements of Significance for these houses 
indicates that they have historical, social, and aesthetic value, and as such are deserving 
of protection. The relocated heritage houses would also be fully restored, per the 
specifications described in the attached Heritage Conservation Plans (Appendix C). The 
addition of two heritage houses is consistent with the goals and policies of the Queen’s 
Park Heritage Conservation Area, and bolsters the heritage character of the 
neighbourhood. 
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Relaxations 
 
The regularization of existing conditions for the Davidson House at 218 Queen’s Avenue 
is consistent with the goals of the site’s Heritage Designation Bylaw and the Queen’s 
Park Heritage Conservation Area policy, and is supportive of the retention of the 
building.  
 
The proposed addition of two single detached dwellings on Manitoba Street is consistent 
with the streetscape context and the overall neighbourhood context of Queen’s Park. The 
uses and density of the proposed development is consistent with the underlying intent of 
the RS-4 zoning. No relaxations are requested for Floor Space Ratio of any of the three 
houses. The proposed lot sizes for the Manitoba Street properties, though smaller than the 
maximum required by the RS-4 zoning by approximately 350 sq.ft. (32.5 sq.m.) each, is 
consistent with the average lot size of other properties currently on the block.  
 
Circulation, Access, and Parking 
 
No parking relaxations are requested as part of this proposal. If secondary suites or 
laneway houses were to be considered on this property in the future, additional parking 
spaces would be required to be identified and constructed.  
 
No new driveway crossings would be constructed on either Manitoba Street or Queen’s 
Avenue as access would be provided through a lane dedication in the middle of the 
property. A sidewalk and boulevard exists on Queen’s Avenue, and sidewalk 
construction would be required on the Manitoba Street frontage for both new properties. 
 
Trees and Landscaping 
 
Three protected trees on site (a Walnut, a Chestnut, and a Holly) were removed to allow 
excavation for the footings of the two houses to be stored on the site, per the work 
permitted by a Temporary Use Permit. Six replacement trees will be required in 
exchange; their location is to be determined prior to Council consideration of the project. 
 
A second tree permit would be required for further work, should the HRA be approved. 
With the proposed location of the houses, no further trees would be required to be 
removed. Though, additional review would be required prior to construction of the lane at 
the rear of 221 Manitoba Street and the rear pedestrian path at 219 Manitoba Street. 
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CONSULTATION  
 
Community Heritage Commission  
 
The project proposal was reviewed by the Community Heritage Commission at their 
meeting on May 29, 2018. At this time, the Commission was presented an overview of 
the project, as the houses had yet to be selected and conservation work to each house had 
yet to be determined. The Commission supported the project in principle. An excerpt of 
the Minutes from this meeting is attached in Appendix E. 
 
Upon selection of the houses to be moved, and the scope of restoration work for each 
house determined, Heritage Conservation Plans and final Statements of Significance for 
the houses were provided to the Heritage Commission for review and comment at their 
meeting on December 5, 2018. The Community Heritage Commission supported both the 
house selection and the proposed restoration work. An excerpt of the Minutes from this 
meeting is also attached in Appendix E.  
 
Residents’ Association 
 
The owner presented the project proposal to the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association 
Directors who attended a site visit. Overall, there was general support expressed for the 
project. Concerns were raised regarding the access of vehicles from the lane, and the 
group recommended a turnaround or parking pads be provided against the lane, or 
driveway access be taken from Manitoba Street. Additionally, the group highly 
encouraged tree retention on site. A letter providing feedback on the application was 
prepared by the Residents’ Association’s Directors and is attached to this report as 
Appendix F.  
 
Public Open House 
 
A public open house was held on site on Saturday September 15, 2018 from 1:00-
3:00pm. Invitations to the open house were delivered two weeks in advance of the event 
to properties within 100meters of the site (approximately 170 units). Fifteen local 
residents attended the open house. No concerns were raised at the event or in written 
feedback. Five feedback forms were received with comments which supported the 
project. 
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REVIEW PROCESS 
 
This project has undergone the following steps in the review process: 
 
Application Review Stage Date 
Application circulated to City Departments for review March 21, 2018 
Preliminary report to the Land Use and Planning Committee April 9, 2018 
Review by the Community Heritage Commission May 29, 2018 
Presentation to the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association June 26, 2018 
Applicant-led Public Open House September 15, 2018 
Review by the Advisory Planning Commission and public hearing January 15, 2019 
Proposed Next Steps:  
Report to Land Use and Planning Committee and referral of 
application to Council for consideration of readings 

February 4, 2019 

Council consideration of First and Second Reading of Bylaws March 11, 2019 
Public Hearing and Council consideration of Third Reading of Bylaws April 29, 2019 
Council consideration of Adoption of Bylaws May 6, 2019 

 
APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A: Site Context Map 
Appendix B: Proposed Site Plans and Architectural Drawings 
Appendix C: Heritage Conservation Plans and Statements of Significance 
Appendix D: RS-4 Zoning 
Appendix E: Excerpts of May 29, 2018 and December 5, 2018 Community Heritage  

Commission Meeting Minutes  
Appendix F: Queen’s Park Residents’ Association Feedback Letter 
 
 
Report prepared by: 
 
 
________________ 
Britney Quail,  
Heritage Planner 
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Site Context Map
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City of New Westminster - 218 Queen's Avenue

This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be

accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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Heritage Conservation Plan 

219 Manitoba Street, New Westminster, BC 
Sandick House ~ 1909 (originally located at 217 St. Patrick Street) 

Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services :: John Atkin - History + Research                November 2018 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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

Built in 1909, the subject house is a small, one-and-a-half storey traditional Early Cottage located on 
the north side of St. Patrick Street, between 2nd and 3rd Street in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood of 
New Westminster. 

Heritage Values 

The Sandick House holds value for its association with Queen’s Park’s Edwardian development phase 
that occurred during the years leading up to the First World War. Although significant development in 
the neighbourhood began in the 1890s, a major growth spurt occurred from roughly 1905 until 1913. 
It was during this time period that Queen’s Park became one of the most appealing neighbourhoods 
in New Westminster, attracting many wealthy elites, as well as those, like the Sandicks, who built 
homes with more modest means. 

The Sandick House holds value for its continuous single-family use for over 100 years. From 1909 to 
2009, the building was home to only two families; the Sandick family from 1909-1929, and the 
Robinson family from 1929-2009. Born in 1913, Miss Jean Robinson lived in the subject house for her 
entire adult life. The daughter of Charles & Edith Robinson, Miss Robinson moved in when her parents 
purchased the home in 1929, and remained there for nearly 80 years, until shortly before her death in 
2009. This degree of continuity is very rare for homes in the region. 
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The subject property has value for its association with the Sandick family - early Queen’s Park residents 
who came to the west coast area as retirees; and with the Robinson family, whose long-term ties to the 
property span two generations and roughly 80 years.  

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 
working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 
with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 
Cottage architectural style. This example is rare in that it retains all of its original exterior materials. 

Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1909 

- original location on St. Patrick Street with deep setback from the street  

- modest residential design, size and form 

- hipped-roof design with small, front-facing dormer 

- cut-away porch enclosing the front entrance with single wood turned column 

- wood double-hung and casement windows with original trim 

- wood cladding 

- ornate brick chimney 
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Historic Brief 

Although parks and public plazas 
w e r e a l l o c a t e d i n N e w 
Westminster’s first plan drawn by 
the Royal Engineers in the early 
1860s, there was almost no 
development beyond the Royal 
City’s original northern boundary 
of Royal Avenue until the 1880s.  

The announcement of the arrival 
of the CPR to Vancouver, with a 
branch line to New Westminster, 
sparked a significant  building 
boom between 1887-1898, 
transforming the small town into 
a real city.  

At the time this map (right) was 
drawn in 1892, New Westminster 
not only had a train station, but 
also a streetcar system, electric 
street lights, and expanded 
boundaries well beyond Royal 
Avenue to include suburbs such 
as Queen’s Park, Sapperton and 
Queensborough. Queen’s Park 
was refined and laid-out with 
public gardens, walkways and 
sports fields.  

It was during this Victorian-era growth and investments in infrastructure that residential development 
really began in the streets around Queen’s Park which would become a neighbourhood named after 
the park. Numerous late 1880s and early 1890s grand homes were built in the Queen’s Park 
neighbourhood, establishing its reputation as a prestigious area located at a commanding distance 
from the industrial riverfront and busy downtown core. 

After the devastating fire of 1898, which burned down much of New Westminster but did not reach  
Queen’s Park or other areas north of Royal Avenue, another 12-year growth spurt commenced in the 
city. Specific improvements to Queen’s Park were sparked by the 1905 Canadian National Exhibition 
held in the park, for which new exhibition buildings were constructed. Paving and concrete sidewalks  
were introduced to the neighbourhood in 1906 and by 1913 the number of homes in Queen’s Park 
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had doubled. The subject house at 217 St. Patrick Street, built in 1909, is linked directly to this 
Edwardian-era growth and the general economic and building boom throughout the Lower Mainland 
in the years before World War I. 

217 St. Patrick Street - History 
 
The subject property was built in 1909 by retired farmer John Sandick (1842-1930) and his wife 
Elleanor (1849-1928), both Ontario-born newcomers to New Westminster. The pre-World War I 
building boom saw the filling in of about 50% of lots in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, except for 
the blocks which housed the streetcar line where the majority of lots were developed before the war. 
217 St. Patrick was the third house built on this block of St. Patrick between 2nd and 3rd Streets. The 
below newspaper ad from April 1909 provides precise insight into the land and dwelling costs of the 
time and could very well be referring to the subject block or even the subject property. It advertises an 
undeveloped 66’ x 132’ lot on the north side of St. Patrick for $650 while the same sized lot with a 
‘nice new cottage’ was for sale for $2000.  

On the eve of World War I there were eight houses on the block in total, seven of which survive today. 
This would be the status quo until the late 1920s and early 1930s when the rest of the lots on the 
block were developed. The Sandicks resided here for 20 years until 1928 when Elleanor died and John 
returned to his hometown in Ontario where he too passed away in 1930. 
 
The second family to call 217 St. Patrick Street home was that of Charles and Edith Robinson and their 
daughters Frances and Jean. Prior to purchasing the subject house in 1929, the family resided in 
Sapperton and Charles had been employed as a watchman at a sawmill. While living in the subject 
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New Westminster Daily News newspaper - April 14, 1909.                            source: UBC Special Collections
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house Charles worked as a school janitor. Charles Sandick retired in 1934 and died in 1940. Edith and 
Jean cohabited in the house until Edith passed away in 1960. Jean Robinson, a secretary and then 
traffic manager at Barnett Lumber Co. lived in the subject house on her own until close to her death in 
2009. Altogether, members of the Robinson family owned and inhabited the subject house for roughly 
80 years. 

The house style has been coined Early Cottage by the Vancouver Heritage Foundation and is 
characterized by a modest 1.5 storey hip roofed cottage with a small dormer, front verandah and a 
very practical layout. Although the verandah is often full-width, some variations, as in the case of 217 
St. Patrick, feature a cutaway front porch occupying half the façade’s width, providing more enclosed 
living space in the small scale house. Examples of the early cottage can be found all over the Lower 
Mainland, dating as early as 1890 and as late as 1925  - although the majority tend to have been built 
in the Edwardian era between 1907 and 1910. Early, small houses were sometimes relocated on the 
property to accommodate new or larger houses. Photographs of two additional New Westminster 
examples can be seen below. Although the subject house has been covered in vinyl siding and its 
wood front stairs have been rebuilt in concrete, the original form, roofline, eaves, and wood windows 
survive. The turned wood front porch column is hidden behind metal casing, and the original cladding 
likely survives underneath the vinyl siding. 
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426 Ash St. in 1907 source: NWPL #30                                       323 Ash St. in 1982 source: NWMA IHP14617
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Research Findings 

Civic Address: 217 St. Patrick Street, New Westminster BC 

Legal Description:  
  
Lot: 23  Suburban Block: 7 of lot 2, 3, 30, & 31 New West District: Plan NWP2620   
          
Date of Construction: 1909 (New Westminster CityViews & directories) 

Builder: John Sandick (CityViews)  

Architect: unknown 

Original occupants: John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

Residents at 217 St Patrick Street 

- 1909-28: 
- John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

- 1929-39: 
- Charles E & Edith Maud Robinson (Charles d. January, 1940) 
- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1940-60: 
- Edith Maud Robinson (d. January, 1960) 
- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1961-2009: 
- Miss Jean Robinson 
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Current Photographs 
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front view (south)

rear view (north)
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side view (west) 
showing original wood 
cladding and trim 
beneath vinyl siding, as 
well as original turned 
porch column.

side view (east)
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Conservation Objectives 
The building originally constructed at 217 St. Patrick Street will be relocated to the rear of a large 
property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 
Manitoba Street with the new address of 219 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 
vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 
introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 
development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 
modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 
finished, full-height basement level will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 
existing 900 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 
Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 
development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 
Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 
Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 
integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value. 
Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 
of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value. 
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 
historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 
heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Architectural renderings of the restored, Early Cottages on Manitoba St. Source: Dave Nicol Design.
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Site Plan 
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The red outline on the 
proposed site plan 
(right), illustrates the 
current location of the 
existing historic house 
(218 Queen’s Avenue) 
and its garage, sited 
at the north edge of 
its large lot. 

The proposed 
location of the two 
Early Cottages on 
Manitoba Street are 
coloured in green 
(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 
incorporates a new 
lane separating the 
Manitoba properties 
from the Queen’s 
Avenue property, as 
well as parking spaces 
for all three lots - 
coloured in pink.

The existing four 
neighbouring houses 
on Manitoba Street 
are marked in grey. 
The propose 
development would 
fill-in the 200 bloc of 
Manitoba 
introducing 
compatibly sized and 
sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 
failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building was clad in several layers of siding 
- vinyl, asbestos shingles, and cedar shingles, 
but a portion of these were removed to inspect 
the original wood siding cladding. The visible 
wood siding, cladding the entire exterior plane, 
appears to be in good condition, as are the 
surviving trim boards, wood soffits and front 
porch column. 

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing metal shingle roof is in excellent 
condition. The gutters were installed at the 
same time and are in functional, good 
condition.  

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 
windows on the main floor and fixed dived-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 
wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 
new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 
operability - as they are mostly are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to 
accommodate the application of the metal siding and are thus in fair condition. 

Doors - The original wood front in good condition. The original wood rear door is in fair condition. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation: 

Rehabilitate the property by: 
• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 
• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 
mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 
discreet concrete foundation. 

c. Exterior Elements - Preservation and Restoration: 

• Preserve the wood cladding, wood trim around the doors and 
windows, the soffits, and wood porch column. Replicate in kind any 
base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall replicated water 
table board, if the existing board doesn’t survive the relocation, at 
new foundation. 

d. Roof and gutter - Preservation: 

• Preserve existing metal roof. 

• Preserve gutters. Plan to replace gutters and downspouts within 5-10 years. 

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

• Repair the wood windows and original doors as needed to 
ensure their operability. 

• Reinstate window sill ends 

• Replace glass on upper sash of facade window (currently non-
original translucent, textured glass at living room) with 
transparent glass 

f. Front porch - Restoration: 
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Water table

missing sill end
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Rebuild wood front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 

A - Retain original turned porch column 
B - Reinstate capped wood railing comprised of square spindles at historic height on front and side of 
porch (approximately 30” high) 
C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 
34” to meet code. 
D - Introduce newel posts replicating the lower portion of the original porch column at the top and 
base of the stair enclosure, one on either side 
E - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 
F - The stair rail should mimic the porch railing but with a wide base to cap the stair enclosure 
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g. Finishes - Restoration: 

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint: 

Body cladding and porch railing- Strathcona Gold VC-9 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

 

Trim, soffits, railing cap and sills - Oxford Ivory VC-1 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

 

Window sash and porch column - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore) 

 

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain 

 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26 

 

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 
affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 
Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 
the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 
Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 
is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 
1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 
residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 
properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 
first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 
precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 
single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 
method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 
well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area. 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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 
good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 
local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 
maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 
maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 
condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 
from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 
rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 
12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 
of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer.  

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily.  

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 
efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 
indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 
critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.  

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 
corrective repair/replacement action:  

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 
deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years.  

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years.  
 
 
d.     Windows and Doors 

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.  

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually.  

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.  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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips; 
o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees; 
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 
downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.  

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 
building onto concrete splash pads.  

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.  

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 
maintenance problems.  

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.  

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 
hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©.  

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 
and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems.  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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888), Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of New Westminster 
Building permit records - CityViews database, New Westminster Heritage Inventory Vol 2., Barman, Burton & 

Cook. 2009. Queen’s Park Historical Context Statement  

New Westminster Museum and Archives 
Archival photographs 

New Westminster Public Library 
Historic directories, Fire insurance maps, Municipal Voters Lists 

Columbian Daily newspaper - various archival editions  

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Jean Robinson obituary - January 7, 2009 http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/vancouversun/obituary.aspx?n=jean-

robinson&pid=122304287 

Site visits 

April 8, 2017 and  July 17, 2018 
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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

1011 East 45th Avenue is a one storey (with basement) vernacular cottage on the north side of East 
45th Avenue at the southern edge of Memorial Park in the Sunset neighbourhood of Vancouver, BC. 

Heritage Values 

Constructed in 1911, 1011 East 45th Avenue is valued for its vernacular cottage form, the association 
with the area’s development linked to the expansion of street car service and its history as a rental 
property. 

Offering frequent service to downtown and jobs, the southward expansion of street car service in the 
early part of the 20th Century opened up large parts of the city to development. The house at 1011 
East 45th Avenue was built following the completion of the Fraser Street street car line in 1910 and is 
valued for its vernacular cottage form of hip roof, central dormer and full porch that stood in contrast 
to the later development of the area. 

1011 East 45th Avenue is valued as an example of local, small scale speculation and development with 
the builder placing three small cottages, whose design originates in one of the many available plan 
books, across the lot line to orient them to 45th. Avenue instead of Windsor Street. Additional value 
lies in the homes long history as a rental property reflecting early neighbourhood settlement patterns. 

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 
working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 
with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 
Cottage architectural style.  
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Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1911 
- residential form and massing as expressed in its vernacular cottage form of above ground 

basement, hip roof with central dormer and full front porch with a canted bay window 
- original window openings and assembles featuring a 3/4 height bottom sash and 1/4 height top 

sash for the front and side windows, square 4 paned windows at the basement level 
- drop siding on the two side walls and on the front wall at the porch level 
- lap siding on the back wall and below the front porch deck 

Other examples of Early Cottages in New Westminster: 

and in Vancouver: 
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426 Ash St. in 1907 source: NWPL #30                                       323 Ash St. in 1982 source: NWMA IHP14617

2224 Victoria Drive, Vancouver
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Historic Brief 

1011 East 45th Avenue was built during the rapid expansion of the streetcar network which opened up 
swathes of the city to development. 1011 East 45th Avenue was a small scale piece of speculation by 
an unknown builder who bought 2 lots on the then 47th Avenue between Windsor and Ross Streets 
and put up three small houses across the lot lines to face 45th Avenue. 

The first tenant at 1011 East 45th Avenue was the English-bornJohn Herbert who had immigrated to 
Canada the year before the house was constructed. He and his wife Ruth would have 5 children and he 
worked as a labourer and a trackman for the BC Electric Railway. Herbert and his family were in the 
house until 1917 when he moved to the west side of the city. 

Memorial Park which is to the north of the property was originally known as Wilson Park and was 
created by the municipality of South Vancouver from land acquired through the non-payment of taxes. 
South Vancouver Municipal Engineer E. Dundas Todd designed the park as a memorial to soldiers who 
lost their lives in World War I. The park opened on May 22, 1926. 

The war memorial that had stood at South Vancouver’s city hall was relocated to the park and was 
unveiled to the public on November 11, 1939.  

Research Findings 

Original Civic Address: 1011 East 45th Avenue, Vancouver BC 

Original Legal Address: District Lot  664 Block 17  Lot B 

Date of construction: 1911 

Source: Vancouver water applications, BC Directories 

Builder: unknown 

Original occupant: John Herbert, a trackman with the BC Electric Railway 

Occupants: the occupants of 1011 East 45th Avenue tended to be short term residents for much of 
the property’s history. A small sample shows the turnover: 

1912 - 1917: John Herbert, BCER trackman 
1920: _ Robins 
1921- 1923: Mrs. Mary Huggert 
1924: J. Parr, driver 
1925: A.F. Leese 
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Current Photographs (November 2018) 
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Top: front of the house facing 45th Avenue showing porch and cant bay, dormer and above ground basement. 

Middle: the east and west sides of the house, the shingles are a later renovation. 

Bottom: the rear of the house showing enclosed porch and addition. Original drop siding and colour found 
under the cedar shingles .
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Conservation Objectives 
The building originally constructed at 1011 E 45th Avenue in Vancouver will be relocated to the rear of 
a large property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 
Manitoba Street with the new address of 221 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 
vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 
introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 
development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 
modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 
finished, full-height basement suite will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 
existing 1000 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 
Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 
development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 
Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 
Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 
integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value. 
Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 
of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value. 
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 
historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 
heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Architectural renderings of the restored, Early Cottages on Manitoba St. Source: Dave Nicol Design.
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Site Plan 
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The red outline on the 
proposed site plan 
(right), illustrates the 
current location of the 
existing historic house 
(218 Queen’s Avenue) 
and its garage, sited 
at the north edge of 
its large lot. 

The proposed 
location of the two 
Early Cottages on 
Manitoba Street are 
coloured in green 
(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 
incorporates a new 
lane separating the 
Manitoba properties 
from the Queen’s 
Avenue property, as 
well as parking spaces 
for all three lots - 
coloured in pink.

The existing four 
neighbouring houses 
on Manitoba Street 
are marked in grey. 
The propose 
development would 
fill-in the 200 bloc of 
Manitoba 
introducing 
compatibly sized and 
sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in fair to good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no 
visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 
failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building is clad in wood drop siding and cedar 
shingles on top of this on the side elevations and 
half of the rear elevation, likely during a later 
renovation. The visible wood siding, cladding the 
entire exterior plane, is in fair condition. It appears 
dry and fragile due to lack of paint and 
maintenance. The surviving trim boards are in fair 
to good condition, with many sections missing, 
however, apart from the facade trim, all other trim 
boards were added on top of the cedar shingle 
layer and are not original to the house. The soffits 
have been clad in vinyl and could not be assessed. 
The front porch columns are hollow assemblies 
installed in recent decades, not original to the 
building.  

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing roof, softies and gutters are in poor condition and will be removed for relocation. 

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 
windows on the main floor and fixed divided-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 
wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 
new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 
operability - as most are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to accommodate 
the application of the vinyl siding and are thus in fair condition. No original or early exterior doors 
survive on the house. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 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A combination of drop siding and cedar shingles and 
missing trim boards.
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation: 

Rehabilitate the property by: 
• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 
• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 
mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 
discreet concrete foundation. 

c. Exterior Elements - Restoration: 

• Preserve (where possible) the wood cladding. Replicate in kind 
any base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall 
replicated water table board as per the existing water table 
board, if it doesn’t survive the relocation, at new foundation. 
Introduce replicated solid wood columns as per sketch on page 
12, archival photos on page 4 in one of the two options to the 
right- turned columns or square, cambered columns. In both 
cases the column should have a decorative base and cap with 
moulding. The columns should have a 4” or 5” diameter, not 
bigger. 

• Reinstate 1x trim boards on corners and around windows and 
doors, the precise width to be determined as per the shadows 
of the removed trim boards on the drop on the siding. 
Reinstate projecting wood window sills. Restore wood soffits. 
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Water table 
on 219 Manitoba to 
be introduced at 221 
Manitoba

turned column 
If flared, ideal 
dimensions would 
be a 3” diameter 
at top and a 4”- 6” 
diameter at base. 
If not flared, 
averaging a 4.5” 
diameter at centre.

square column 
If chamfered, 
traditions vary from 
only chamfering  the 
top 2/3rds or the 
entire column, 
leaving a 4”- 
6”unchamfered 
section at each end.
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d. Roof and gutter - Rehabilitation: 

• Install new roof and gutters. 

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

• Repair the wood windows as needed to ensure their operability. 

• Install Edwardian-era replica or salvaged partially glazed wood front door, similar to the original 
panelled door on 219 Manitoba or like in the photos below. 

• Reinstate projecting, traditionally angled wood window sill ends. 
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g. Front porch - Restoration: 
 

Rebuild front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 
A - Introduce replica or reclaimed porch columns with a 4” or 5” diameter or depth. Full or rail height 
options both work (the above sketch illustrates rail height columns). 
B - Build capped, enclosed balustrade, clad in siding at historic height on front and sides of porch 
(approximately 30” high). Incorporate drainage slots at the wall base on either side. 
C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 
34” to meet code. 
D - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 
F - The stair rail can be internal to the enclosure or positioned on top of the wood cap. A subtle metal 
rail will not compete with the replicated stars enclosure design. 
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h. Finishes - Restoration: 

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint: 

Body cladding and porch railing- CPR Red (Benjamin Moore 2080-10) 

 

Trim, soffits, railing caps and sills, porch columns - Kitsilano Gold VC-11 (Benjamin 
Moore True Colours) 
 

Window sash - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore) 

 

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain (or sash colour, above, if a painted finish is desired) 

 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26 

 

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 
affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 
Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 
the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 
Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 
is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 
1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 
residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 
properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 
first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 
precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 
single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 
method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 
well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area. 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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 
good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 
local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 
maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 
maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 
condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 
from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 
rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 
12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 
of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer.  

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily.  

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 
efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 
indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 
critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.  

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 
corrective repair/replacement action:  

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 
deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years.  

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years.  
 
 
d.     Windows and Doors 

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.  

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually.  

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.  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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips; 
o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees; 
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 
downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.  

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 
building onto concrete splash pads.  

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.  

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 
maintenance problems.  

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.  

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 
hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©.  

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 
and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems.  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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888) 

National Library & Archives of Canada 
Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of Vancouver Archives 
Historic water connection applications and fire insurance maps 

New Westminster Museum and Archives 
Archival photographs 

Vancouver Public Library Special Collections  
digitized historic BC directories 

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Site visit 

April 30 and  October 17, 2018
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Single Detached Residential Districts 
(Queen’s Park) (RS-4) 

313 Single Detached Residential Districts (Queen’s Park) 
(RS-4) 

313 1 The intent of this district is to support the objectives of the Queen’s 
Park Heritage Conservation Area, designated in the Official Community 
Plan. This district provides additional density for lots developed with 
Queen’s Park Advanced Category Houses, the preservation of which 
makes a significant contribution to the heritage value of the 
conservation area. This district allows single detached dwellings, 
secondary suites, and detached accessory dwellings in the Queen’s Park 
neighbourhood. 

Single Detached Residential Districts RS-4 Regulations 

313 .2 Development of lots zoned RS-4 shall comply with the regulations and 
requirements of the Single Detached Residential Dwelling District (RS-
1), except that in the case of a lot on which a Queen’s Park Advanced 
Category House is located: 

(a) the maximum floor space ratio is 0.7; and 
(b) notwithstanding section 310.18, the maximum permitted 

detached accessory area may exceed 10%, provided that there is a 
corresponding decrease in floor area of the principal building, 
the additional floor area is within a detached accessory dwelling 
unit, and the floor area of the detached accessory dwelling unit 
does not exceed 89 square metres (958 square feet) . 

2018 06 19 City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw 313-1 
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Single Detached Residential Districts (RS-1) 

310 Single Detached Residential Districts (RS-1) 

310 .1 The intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings, 
secondary suites, and laneway or carriage houses in residential 
neighbourhoods.  

Permitted Uses 

310 .2 The following principal and accessory uses are permitted in the RS-1 
zoning district. For uses accompanied by a checkmark, there are either 
Use Specific Regulations in the Conditions of Use within this zoning 
district or within the General Regulations or Special Conditions 
Sections of this Bylaw. 

B/L 7937, 2017 

Permitted Principal Uses Use Specific 
Regulations 

Accommodation  for youth in foster care and 
transitioning from faster care;  

Single detached dwellings; 
Public utilities; 
Women’s transition houses; 

Permitted Accessory Uses 
Use Specific 
Regulations 

Uses accessory to any permitted principal uses; 
Detached accessory dwelling units; 
Home based business;  
Secondary suites; 
Keeping of not more than four foster children in a 
dwelling unit or more than eight child care children on a 
site; 

Definitions 

310 .3 Despite definitions elsewhere in the Bylaw, the following shall be 
defined as noted below for the purposes of this Zoning District: 

310 .4 Detached accessory area means the numerical value determined by 
measuring the horizontal cross-sectional area of detached accessory 
buildings and structures on a site including: 
(a) the floor area of all enclosed accessory buildings and structures 

2019 02 05 City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw 310-1 
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including but not limited to garages, detached accessory dwelling 
units and sheds; and 

(b) the site coverage of all unenclosed accessory buildings and 
structures including but not limited to carports, gazebos and 
swimming pools,  

and calculating the total of all such areas. 

 .5     

310 .6   Floor area means the numerical value determined by measuring the 
horizontal cross-sectional area of all buildings on a site to the outside of 
the outer walls at each storey and calculating the total of all such areas, 
excluding: 

(a) the net floor area within the principal building to be used 
exclusively for up to two parking spaces, to a maximum of 41.81 
square metres (450 square feet); 

(b) any area having a floor to ceiling height of 1.22 metres (4 feet) or 
less. 

 

310 .7   Floor space ratio means the numerical value determined by dividing 
the floor area on a site by the site area. 

 

Density - Units 

310 .8   One principal dwelling unit is permitted per site.  

310 .9   Where an amenity is provided, consisting of building and landscape 
design features which conform to City of New Westminster “Design 
Standards and Guidelines for Secondary Suites” attached hereto as 
Appendix G and forming part of this Bylaw, one accessory dwelling 
unit is permitted in the form of a secondary suite. A provision of this 
amenity and an increase in the density will only be allowed if all 
“Requirements for Secondary Suites” set out in Section 190.29 of this 
Bylaw are complied with in all respects. 

 

310 .10   In addition to the principal dwelling unit and a secondary suite, one 
detached accessory dwelling unit is permitted. 

 

Density – Principal Building Area 

310 .11   The floor space ratio for the principal building shall not exceed 0.5.  

310 .11  .1 The maximum floor space ratio on a parcel may be increased by: (B/L 7953, 2018) 
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(a) 0.01 if the building meets Step 3 of the Energy Step Code; 
(b) 0.03 if the building meets Step 4 of the Energy Step Code; or 
(c) 0.05 if the building meets Step 5 of the Energy Step Code, or is a 

Passive House.  

Site Area and Frontage 

310 .12   A site shall be not less than 557.40 square metres (6,000 square feet) in 
area and shall have a frontage of not less than ten percent (10%) of its 
perimeter. 

 

Principal Building Envelope 

310 .13   All principal buildings and structures shall be sized and sited according 
to the following: 

(B/L 7953, 2018) 

 

Regulation Requirement 

Minimum Front 
Yard 

5.79 metres (19 feet), twenty percent (20%) of the 
depth of the site, or the average depth of the front 
setback of existing principal buildings on sites on 
either side of the site, whichever is less. 

Minimum Rear 
Setback 

7.62 metres (25 feet) or twenty percent (20%) of the 
depth of the site, whichever is less. 

Minimum Side 
Setback  

For lots with a frontage of more than 12.19 metres (40 
feet), ten percent (10%) of the width of the lot on each 
side of the building, or 1.52 metres (5 ft.), whichever is 
less. 

For lots with a frontage of 12.19 metres (40 ft.) or less, 
not less than 1.22 metres (4 ft.) 

Maximum 
Building Height 

7.62 metres (25 feet), or 8.84 metres (29 feet) for a 
principal building that meets Step 5 of the Energy Step 
Code, or is a Passive House. 

Maximum Peak 
Height 

10.67 metres (35 ft.) from height datum. 

Maximum Site 
Coverage 

Thirty five percent (35%) 

2019 02 05 City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw 310-3 
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Projections 

310 .14   Projections are permitted in accordance with the relevant provisions of 
the ‘Projections into Yards’ portion of the General Regulations section 
of this Bylaw, except that projections for detached accessory dwelling 
units shall be permitted in accordance with the Laneway and Carriage 
House Design Guidelines within the City of New Westminster Official 
Community Plan. 

 

Attached Accessory Structures 

310 .15   The combined area of all attached accessory structures shall not exceed 
ten percent (10%) of the site area. 

 

Detached Accessory Buildings Size 

310 .16   The maximum permitted detached accessory area is 10% of the site 
area.  

 

310 .17   For sites which include a detached accessory dwelling unit, up to 21 
square metres (226 square feet) are permitted in addition to the 
maximum detached accessory area otherwise permitted, for a detached 
carport. 

 

310 .18   The maximum permitted detached accessory area may be increased by 
up to 5% of the site area provided that there is a corresponding 
decrease in floor area of the principal building and the additional floor 
area is within a detached accessory dwelling unit.  

 

310 .18  .1 The maximum detached accessory area may be increased by: 
(a) 0.01 if the detached accessory building meets Step 3 of the Energy 

Step Code; 
(b) 0.03 if the detached accessory building meets Step 4 of the Energy 

Step Code; or 
(c) 0.05 if the detached accessory building meets Step 5 of the Energy 

Step Code, or is a Passive House. 

(B/L 7953, 2018) 

Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit Regulations  

310 .19   An accessory building which includes a detached accessory dwelling 
unit:   

(a) shall not exceed a detached accessory area of 89 square metres 
(958 square feet) in area; 
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(b) shall not exceed a height of 7 metres (22.97 feet) as measured 
from the base height plane, as established by the Laneway and 
Carriage House Design Guidelines within the City of New 
Westminster Official Community Plan, to the highest point of 
the building; 

(c) shall not be located closer to a lane than 6.71 metres (22 feet), 
less the width of such lane; 

(d) shall not be located, nor have access taken from a point closer 
than 4.57 metres (15 feet) from the corner of the site at an 
intersection of two streets, the intersection of two lanes, or the 
intersection of a street and lane; and 

(e) shall not include more than 21 square metres (226 square feet) 
for an enclosed garage within the detached accessory dwelling 
unit. 

310 .20   A detached accessory dwelling unit is not permitted where full or 
partial dedication is needed from a site for a lane for the purposes of 
providing  alternate vehicular access from a city collector, arterial or 
major road network as identified in the New Westminster Master 
Transportation Plan unless: 

(a) a dedication of land or a Statutory Right-of-Way  to the City for 
the purpose of providing a public access lane of a width not less 
than 6.1 metres (20 feet) is provided; and 

(b) an on-site vehicle turnaround is provided in accordance with the 
Laneway and Carriage House Design Guidelines within the City 
of New Westminster Official Community Plan, so that no 
reversing of vehicles onto the city collector, arterial or major 
road is required to access the road. 

For clarity, these requirements shall include lots with frontage on a 
city collector, arterial or major road network, as well as lots which 
abut the lane, or would abut a future lane, providing alternate access 
from the city collector, arterial or major road network after dedication 
or right-of-ways have been provided. 

 

Detached Accessory Building without Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit Regulations 

310 .21   Detached accessory buildings that do not contain a detached accessory 
dwelling unit: 
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(a) shall not exceed one storey, and: 

(i) in the case of a peaked roof, no portion of the roof shall 
exceed a height of 4.57 metres(15 feet), or 

(ii) in the case of a roof having a pitch of 4:12 or less, no 
portion of the roof shall exceed a height of 3.6 metres (12 
feet);  

(b) shall not be located in the required front yard; 

(c) shall not be located less than twice the width of the minimum 
required side setback from the window of a habitable room on 
an adjoining site unless such window is entirely above the roof 
line of the accessory building; 

(d) if the detached structure is a garage or carport, it shall not be 
located closer to a lane than 6.71 metres (22 feet), less the width 
of such lane; 

(e) if the detached structure is a swimming pool or swimming pool 
enclosure, shall not be less than 1.52 metres (5 feet) from side 
and rear site lines; 

(f) shall not be less than  4.57 metres (15 feet) from the corner of the 
site at an intersection of a street and lane; 

(g) shall not be less than 1.52 metres (5 feet) from any rear or side 
site line bounded by a street; 

(h) shall not have dormers; and 

(i) shall contain no plumbing fixtures other than one toilet and one 
sink. 

Off-Street Parking and Loading Requirements 

310 .22   Off-Street parking shall be provided in accordance with the provisions 
of Section 150 of this Bylaw. 

 

310 .23   Despite provisions elsewhere in this bylaw, on sites with a detached 
accessory dwelling unit: 
(a) parking spaces may be provided adjacent to windows used for 

residential purposes; and 
(b) parking spaces may be laid out such that a vehicle is required to 

reverse for more than 10.06 metres (33 feet) to access a highway, 
unless an on-site vehicle turnaround is required by this district.  
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310 .24   Bicycle Parking is not required to be provided.   
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Doc#1219177, V2   Community Heritage Commission Minutes     Page 1 
 May 29, 2018 

 
 

COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 

May 29, 2018, 6:00p.m. 
Committee Room #2, City Hall 

 
MINUTES – Extract 

 
5.2 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application 
 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated May 29, 2018, 
regarding an HRA application for 218 Queen’s Avenue which would subdivide a 
designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area and 
create three single-detached dwelling lots, and provided the following information: 
 

 The two new properties would be located on Manitoba Street; 
 To accommodate the lane and subdivided lots, and allow an increase in 

FSR on the primary house, the applicant is moving forward with an HRA; 
 Two houses, which fit certain parameters, would be re-located on to the site 

to face on Manitoba Street, but which particular houses will be acquired is 
not yet known; and, 

 Council has issued a Temporary Use Permit to re-locate houses onto the lot 
prior to the adoption of the HRA bylaw, and an Opportunity to be Heard 
will occur June 25, 2018. 

 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 
information: 

 
 The newly created lots would be 43 feet across, which is wider than most 

lots in the City, and would comfortably fit one house per lot; 
 The logistics of how to move the houses in will depend on the houses 

selected; 
 The HRA would be for two lots and two houses – if the applicant requested 

a change to this arrangement, they would have to re-start the process; 
 The applicant is aware of all the costs associated with moving heritage 

houses; 
 The public consultation process is still in process on this project; and, 
 If the City became aware of a heritage house to save, staff could approach 

the owner of the house and the applicant, but the City would have no 
authority to require the house to be used in the HRA. 

 
Steve Norman, owner of 218 Queen’s Avenue, made the following comments: 
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 The limiting factor of the project is the width of Manitoba Street in terms of 
the ability to accommodate move-in of the house – the maximum 
supportable house would be 24 feet wide, and excavation may be 
necessary; 

 The removal of a hedge may be necessary to give access; 
 The truck proposed for moving of the houses has hydraulic lifts that would 

help with the turning radius required; 
 It is possible that the houses may arrive at different times, therefore the first 

may not be permanently situated until the second house arrives; 
 One heritage house has been identified already; and, 
 This project has been developed out of care for heritage houses. 

 
Upon discussion, the Commission commended the owner for the project and noted 
that his commitment to retaining and promoting heritage houses is admirable. 
 
MOVED and SECONDED  
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council 
support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 218 Queen’s 
Avenue. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 

Wednesday, December 5, 2018, 6:00 p.m. 
Committee Room #2, City Hall 

 
MINUTES - Extract 

 
4.1 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Update 
 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, reviewed the December 5, 2018 staff 
Memorandum in regards to the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 
Queen’s Avenue, noting that the Commission had already supported the HRA in 
principle at the May 29, 2018 meeting. 
 
Ms. Quail noted that the Memorandum included the Statements of Significance for 
the two additional houses to be located on the property and asked the Commission 
for their feedback on the appropriateness of the work proposed. 
 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 
information: 
 

• The two additional houses selected for the site had to adhere to fairly 
specific site constraints and maneuverability limitations on the back of the 
property; and, 

• The new houses have already been secured and would likely be moved in to 
place shortly. 

 
The Commission noted that it is very suitable that the two houses are so 
compatible with each other. 
 
MOVED AND SECONDED 
THAT the Community Heritage Commission support the appropriateness of the 
houses selected to be relocated as part of the proposed Heritage Revitalization 
Agreement at 218 Queen’s Avenue ; and, 
 
THAT the Community Heritage Commission support the heritage restoration work 
proposed for each house in their respective Heritage Conservation Plans, and that 
these plans be included in the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queen’s 
Avenue. 

CARRIED 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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Appendix F 

Queen’s Park Residents’  
Association Feedback Letter 
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August 29, 2018 

 

To Mayor Cote and Councillors, 

The city planning department requested that Steve Norman, the home owner of 218 Queen’s Avenue, make a 
presentation regarding the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for the above mentioned property to the Queen’s 
Park Residents Association regarding the Heritage Revitalization Application.  

Unfortunately the next general meeting of the QPRA will not be held until November 4th 2018, therefore the 
directors of the Queen’s Park Residents Association held a special meeting on June 26, 2018 to review the details 
of the 218 Queen’s Avenue HRA. 

The presentation was very detailed and Mr. Norman, who is also a director of the QPRA, included diagrams of the 
site, a comprehensive outline of the planned HRA that would sub divide his current property into 3 lots for the 
purpose of moving 2 heritage houses onto individual lots fronting onto Manitoba Street.  We also toured the 
property to better visualize and understand the proposed placement of the houses and property lines, parking 
access, etc.  After the site tour the HRA proposal was reviewed a final time which allowed for more specific 
questions.  All in attendance agreed that this is a very ambitious project that requires a great deal of attention to 
detail to make it the best it can be for the neighbours and the neighbourhood.   

To that end the directors made several recommendations resulting from their concerns about this project: 

1. The lane extension and proposed turnaround as proposed would mean the loss of green space that could 
better be used as usable back yard space for all 3 properties. 

2. Off-Street parking access from Manitoba Street would be preferable using either individual driveways or 
more preferably a shared driveway as was done with the 2 newer homes in the east side of the 300 block 
of Third Street. 

3. The QPRA directors also encourage the retention of as many mature trees as possible. 

After reviewing the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queen’s Avenue the QPRA executive moved to 
accept the request for the HRA with the above mentioned recommendations.  It was unanimously supported.  Mr. 
Norman and Kim Jansz recused themselves for conflict of interest from this vote. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Langstroth 

QPRA President  

  

CC: Britney Quail - Heritage Planner 
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Site Context 

Address:  
• 218 Queen’s Ave 

 
Site Area:  
• 2,101 sq.m. 
    (22,617sq.ft.) 
 
Lot Dimentions:  
• 80 m. (264 ft.) depth 
• 26 m. (86 ft.) width 

 



Policy Context 

 
 
 

 

• OCP  
• Designation:  Residential Low Density 
• HCA:  Queen’s Park Protected 

 
• Zoning:  

• Queen’s Park Residential Single Detached (RS-4) 
• Maximum FSR of 0.7; Minimum lot size of 6,000 sq.ft. 

 
• Heritage: 

• Queen’s Park HCA 
• Heritage Designation Bylaw 

 



Overview of Application 



Overview of Application 



Analysis 

Characteristic 218 Queen’s Ave 221 Manitoba St 219 Manitoba St 

Lot Area --- 32 sq.m. (345 sq.f.t) 32 sq.m. (345 sq.ft.) 

Front Yard 3m. (10 ft.) --- --- 

Side Yard (left) 0.3m (0.9 ft.) --- --- 

Height (peak) 0.9m (3 ft.) --- --- 

Height (midpoint) 2m (7 ft.) --- --- 



Overview of Application 



Key Considerations 

1. Appropriateness of proposal to site context 
 

2. Consistency with the City’s policies and objectives 
 

3. Balanced heritage benefits and Zoning relaxations 
 

 



 
 
 

Questions? 
 
 
 



This project involves the relocation and restoration of two Early Cottages  
to a currently sparse block of only four houses.  

This will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape  
of six compatible modest-sized homes.
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• This project involves the saving of two at-risk heritage buildings by relocating 
them to the rear of a large historic property in Queen’s Park. 



• This project involves the saving of two at-risk heritage buildings by relocating 
them to the rear of a large historic property in Queen’s Park. 

• While the notion of building moving seems unbelievably complicated, risky 
and costly, house raising and house moving are long-established practices that 
date back hundreds of years and were actually much more common in the 
past.
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date back hundreds of years and were actually much more common in the 
past.

• In early New Westminster house and building relocation was incredibly  
common, and included the relocation of fire halls in 1917 and 1918.
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New Westminster Daily News - May 27, 1912
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common, and included the relocation of fire halls in 1917 and 1918.





R E P O R T  
Development Services 

To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: 3/11/2019 

From: Emilie K Adin, MCIP 

Director of Development Services 

File: 13.2608.20 

Item #: 13/2019 

Subject: 218 Queen's Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Heritage 

Designations - Bylaw for Consideration of Readings 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommends that Council consider 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement (218 Queens Avenue) Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 for 

First and Second Reading, and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on April 29, 

2019. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) (Appendix A) would allow the subdivision of 

a Designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area into three 

RS-4 single-detached dwelling properties. In exchange for these zoning relaxations, the 

applicant proposes to restore and protect these houses with Heritage Designation Bylaws. 

Zoning Bylaw relaxations would permit the two newly created lots to be 344 sq.ft. (or 32 

sq.m.) smaller than the minimum lot size required in this property’s zone. Zoning Bylaw 

relaxations would also regularize four non-conformities on the existing heritage house, 

which are roof midpoint height, roof peak height, side yard and front yard setbacks. The 

existing heritage house is not proposed to be altered. 

In June 2018, Council issued a Temporary Use Permit (TUP) for this site to allow the owner 

to host suitable heritage houses on the property while the negotiations for the HRA were 
underway and two candidate houses were moved onto the site for storage in December 2018. 
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The application complies with the Official Community Plan (OCP) land use designation for 

this site and has been supported by the Community Heritage Commission and Advisory 

Planning Commission, and staff considers that this project provides a balance of heritage, 

restoration, and development benefits. 

 
1.  PURPOSE 

 

The purpose of this report is to request that the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC) 

forward the HRA Bylaw to Council for consideration of First and Second Readings and 

forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on April 29, 2019. 

 

2.  POLICY AND REGULATIONS 

  

2.1 Official Community Plan (OCP) Land Use Designation 

 

The Official Community Plan (OCP) designation for this site is “Residential: Detached and 

Semi-Detached” which allows low density residential, primarily in the form of single 

detached dwellings with secondary suites, duplexes, and accessory dwelling units (e.g. 

laneway house, carriage house). The OCP also indicates that, through a Heritage 

Revitalization Agreement (HRA), a property may be eligible for incentives such as a smaller 
minimum lot size, an increase in density, or reduced parking requirements, which would 

make it viable to conserve assets with heritage merit.  

 

The proposed application is consistent with the OCP designation for this site. 

 

2.2  Zoning Bylaw 

 

The zoning for the site is RS-4 (Queen’s Park Single Detached Dwelling District). The intent 

of this district is to allow single detached dwellings with secondary suites and a laneway or 

carriage house. In this zone, the maximum Floor Space Ratio (FSR) for principal houses 

which are protected under the Heritage Conservation Area is 0.7. The new lots which would 

be created through the subdivision proposed in this application would also be RS-4, but 

would not be consistent with the regulations of that zone. A Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement is being proposed to facilitate the required relaxations.  

 
2.3  Heritage Revitalization Agreements  

 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City and 

a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-term legal 

protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, including a smaller minimum 

lot size, are considered. An HRA does not change the zoning of the property, rather it adds a 

new layer which identifies the elements of the zone that are being varied or supplemented. 

An HRA is not legally precedent setting as each one is unique to a specific site.  
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Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada  

 

Council adopted the “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 

Canada” (Standards and Guidelines) in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects within 

the city. The goal of the Standards and Guidelines is to promote heritage conservation best 
practice while ensuring respectful and sensitive new construction. HRA proposals are 

carefully evaluated by staff to confirm compliance with these guidelines. 

 

2.4  Heritage Designation Bylaw 

 

A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a Heritage 

Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that 

places long-term legal protection on the land title of a property and which is the primary 

form of regulation that can prohibit demolition. Any changes to a protected heritage property 

must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a Heritage Alteration 

Permit.  

 

2.5 Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (QPHCA) 

 

The subject property is protected under the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The 
houses being relocated would also be of an age that the new properties, if approved, would 

also be protected under the Heritage Conservation Area. However, the proposed Heritage 

Designation and HRA would provide a higher level of protection, design control, and 

development regulations than the Heritage Conservation Area. The additional protection and 

sensitive infill proposed by this HRA is consistent with the goals of the Heritage 

Conservation Area.   

 
QPHCA Design Guidelines 

 

The QPHCA Design Guidelines are the basis for assessing projects within the Queen’s Park 

neighbourhood, based on an examination of the existing conditions of the area and the 

building. The guidelines aim to respect the integrity of historic buildings while ensuring new 

construction is sympathetic to the character of the neighbourhood. This proposal has been 

evaluated by staff to confirm compliance with these guidelines.  

 
2.6 Temporary Use Permit 

 

A Temporary Use Permit (TUP) is issued by Council to allow a land use not permitted in the 

current zoning of a property to be situated on site for a limited period of time. A TUP has a 

maximum term of three years site can be used in accordance with the terms of the permit 

until the expiration date. The permit can be renewed once by Council for the same maximum 

term.  
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3.  BACKGROUND 

 

3.1 Site Characteristics  

 

The 1910 house at 218 Queen’s Avenue (Davidson House) has been protected through a 
Heritage Designation Bylaw since 1993. The house is 5,244 sq. ft. (487.2 sq.m.) and faces 

onto Queen’s Avenue, mid-block between Second and Third Streets. The lot has dual 

frontage: Queen’s Avenue at the front and Manitoba Street at the rear. Overall, the lot is 

relatively flat, and is very large for a single-detached dwelling, as compared to others in the 

city. The Floor Space Ratio (FSR) for the site is 0.232, approximately a third of the  Zoning 

Bylaw entitlement for the site. Below is a table of statistics for the existing site and heritage 

house: 

 

Table 1: Existing Site and House Statistics 

 Existing Statistics 

Total Site Area 22,617 sq. ft.  (2,101 sq.m.) 

Lot Frontage 85.8 ft. (26.2 m) 

Lot Depth 263.8 ft.  (80.4 m) 

Total Floor Space 5,244 sq.ft. (487.2 sq.m.) 

Floor Space Ratio 0.232  

Site Coverage 9%  

 

3.2 Neighbourhood Context 

 

The subject site is located in the southern section of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, a 
Heritage Conservation Area. The site is located three blocks west of Queen’s Park and one 

block east of Tipperary Park and two blocks north of Royal Avenue. A site context map is 

included in this report as Appendix B.  

 

All neighbouring properties on Queen’s Avenue are zoned RS-4 and are single-detached 

dwellings. The properties on either side of the Manitoba Street frontage are zoned RS-4 and 

are single-detached dwellings. The RS-4 lots on the block (Third Street to Peele Street and 

Queen’s Avenue to Manitoba Street) range in size from 10,765 sq.ft. (1,000 sq.m.) to 4,935 

sq.ft. (458.5 sq.m.), with an average lot size of 5,460 sq.ft. (507.3 sq.m.).  

 

Across the street on Manitoba Street are two low rise apartment buildings zoned RM-2, and 

at the corner of Manitoba and Third Streets is Robson Manor (zoned for institutional use), 

current home of the Urban Academy School until it is relocated to 100 Braid Street.  
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3.3 Temporary Use Permit 

 

On June 25, 2018, Council issued a TUP for this site to allow the owner to host suitable 

heritage houses on the property while the negotiations for the HRA were underway. Should 

the HRA not be approved, or if the houses stored on the lot do not meet the final parameters 
of the HRA, the owner is responsible for their removal. Two candidate houses were moved 

onto the site for storage in December 2018 and are presented as part of the proposal.  

 

4.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

 

4.1  Project Overview  

 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) has been proposed for this site which would 

allow subdivision of the existing residential lot into three smaller lots, where the largest of 

the three lots (proposed at 9,626.8 sq.ft./894.4 sq.m.) would face Queen’s Avenue, and two 

smaller lots (both approximately 5,656 sq.ft./525.5 sq.m.) would face Manitoba Street. The 

two smaller lots would be 344 sq.ft. (32 sq.m.) smaller than the minimum size required under 

the RS-4 zone, and as such both would require a relaxation through the HRA. The proposed 

site plan is included in this report as Appendix C. 

 
In exchange for the requested zoning relaxations for lot size, the applicant proposes to 

restore and relocate a heritage house onto each new lot on Manitoba Street. The applicant 

also proposes to protect the heritage houses (the Sandick House at 219 Manitoba Street  and 

the Herbert House at 221 Manitoba Street) through two new Heritage Designation Bylaws. 

These bylaws would be adopted should the subdivision be approved. Statements of 

Significance, which describe the heritage value of the houses, are provided in Appendix D. 

Heritage Conservation Plans, which describe the proposed restoration work for each house, 

are also included in this report in Appendix E.  

 

The subject site is large enough to be subdivided into three lots without variances under the 

RS-4 zoning. However, the property is subject to a current Heritage Designation Bylaw, 

protecting the existing heritage house (Davidson House) which is sited in such a way as to 

require a wide and deep lot along Queen’s Avenue. Relaxations to the zoning are also being 

proposed to regularize four existing, non-conforming elements of the Davidson house: front 

yard setback, side yard setback (left) and height (midpoint and peak). The relaxations 
proposed for the subject site are summarized in Tables 2 to 4, in Section 4.4 of  this report. 

 

At this time, the Davidson House would remain as one principal unit at this time, and one of 

the relocated houses would have a secondary suite. No laneway houses are proposed as part 

of this application. Though not proposed through the HRA, if the HRA were to be adopted, 

secondary suites or laneway houses could be permitted on these lots in the future through 

Council’s consideration of a Heritage Alteration Permit.  
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4.2  Circulation, Access, and Parking 

 

A dedication would be required for an extension of the lane accessed from Peele Street 

which currently ends at the subject site. Parking for all three properties would be accessed at 

the rear from the lane extension, resulting in no additional driveway crossings on Manitoba 
Street or Queen’s Avenue. A sidewalk and boulevard exists on Queen’s Avenue, and 

sidewalk construction would be required on the Manitoba Street frontage for both new 

properties. 

 

No parking relaxations are requested as part of this proposal. If secondary suites or laneway 

houses were to be considered on this property in the future, additional parking spaces would 

be required.  

 

4.3  Trees and Landscaping 

 

In 2016, Tree Protection and Regulation measures were adopted to preserve trees on both 

private and public property and to assist in growing the city's urban forest to achieve this, 

development applications must also apply for a Tree Permit. Through that process, six 

protected trees on this site were removed, and eleven replacement trees were required. Nine 

trees are currently proposed to be accommodated on site, as per the site plan (Appendix C), 
and cash in lieu paid for the two remaining trees. There are sixteen protected trees on site 

(includes all three proposed lots, neighbouring properties, and boulevard trees). 

 

4.4  Proposed Statistics and Variances  

 

The project statistics, including relaxations being sought through the HRA, are as 

summarized in tables 2 to 4. Statistics which require a relaxation are highlighted in grey. 

 

Table 2: Proposed Statistics and Relaxations for 218 Queen’s Ave (Davidson House) 

 RS-4 Requirement Proposed Relaxation 

Lot Area 6,000 sq.ft. 

(557.4 sq.m.) 

9,625 sq.ft. 

(894.2 sq.m.) 

--- 

Total Floor Area Max. 6,738 sq.ft. 

         (626.0 sq.m.) 

5,244 sq.ft. 

(487.2 sq.m.) 

--- 

Floor Space Ratio Max. 0.7 0.55 --- 

Site Coverage 35% 25% --- 

Front Yard Setback 19 ft. (5.8m) 9 ft. (2.7m)  10 ft. (3m) 

Rear Yard Setback 25 ft. (7.6m) 62 ft.(19m)  --- 

Side Yard Setback (Right) 5.0 ft. (1.5 m) 25 ft. (7.75m) --- 

Side Yard Setback (Left) 5.0 ft. (1.5m) 4.1 ft. (1.3m) 0.9 ft. (0.3m) 

Height (Roof Peak) 35 ft. (10.7m) 38 ft. (11.6m) 3 ft. (0.9m) 

Height (Roof Midpoint) 25 ft. (7.6m) 32 ft. (9.8m) 7 ft. (2.2m) 

Parking 1 Space 2 Spaces --- 
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Table 3: Proposed Statistics and Relaxations for 219 Manitoba St (Sa ndick House) 

 RS-4 Requirement Proposed Relaxation 

Lot Area 6,000 sq.ft. 

(557.4 sq.m.) 

5,656 sq.ft. 

(525.5 sq.m.) 

344 sq.ft. 

(32 sq.m.) 

Total Floor Area Max. 3,959 sq. ft. 
         (367.8 sq.m.) 

2,159 sq.ft. 
(200 sq.m.) 

--- 

Floor Space Ratio Max. 0.7 0.38 --- 

Site Coverage 35% 17% --- 

Front Yard Setback 19 ft. (5.7m) 25 ft. (7.75m) --- 

Rear Yard Setback 25 ft. (7.6m) 67 ft. (20.4m) --- 

Side Yard Setback (Right) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 8.7ft. (2.65m) --- 

Side Yard Setback  (Left) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 10 ft. (3m) --- 

Parking 1 Space 1 Space --- 

 

 

Table 4: Proposed Statistics and Relaxations for 221 Manitoba St (Herbert House) 

 RS-4 Requirement Proposed Relaxation 

Lot Area 6,000 sq.ft. 

(557.4 sq.m.) 

5,656 sq.ft.  

(525.5 sq.m.) 

344 sq.ft. 

(32 sq.m.) 

Total Floor Area Max. 3,959 sq. ft. 

         (367.8 sq.m.) 

2,185 sq.ft. 

(202 sq.m.) 

--- 

Floor Space Ratio Max. 0.7 0.39 --- 

Site Coverage 35% 20.5% --- 

Front Yard Setback 17 ft. (5.2m) 17 ft. (5.2m) --- 

Rear Yard Setback 25 ft. (7.6m) 67 ft. (20.4m) --- 

Side Yard Setback (Right) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 8.7 ft. (2.7m) --- 

Side Yard Setback (Left) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 10 ft. (3m) --- 

Parking 2 Spaces 2 Spaces  

 

5.  DISCUSSION 

  

When Council considers entering into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) with a 

property owner, one of the objectives is to balance the benefits to the property owner with 

the benefits to the public. Subdividing one property into three fee-simple, single-detached 

dwelling properties creates substantial value for the property owner in this case. The benefit 

to the community through protecting heritage assets should be balanced with the benefit of 

those new properties to the property owner. Additionally, the Zoning Bylaw relaxations 

should be suited to the context of the site, and consistent with the City’s policies. Staff 

considers this project to provide a balance of heritage, restoration and development benefits. 

Further discussion follows.  
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5.1 Heritage Designation 

 

The proposed HRA would secure Heritage Designation for two additional heritage houses 

(the Sandick House and the Herbert House), which would potentially be demolished if 

relocation could not be achieved. This Designation would provide long-term legal protection 
for the buildings. The Statements of Significance for these houses indicates that they have 

historical, social, and aesthetic value. The relocated heritage houses would also be fully 

restored, per the specifications described in the attached Heritage Conservation Plans 

(Appendix E). The addition of two heritage houses is consistent with the goals and policies 

of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, and bolsters the heritage character of the 

neighbourhood. 

 

5.2 Relaxations 

 

Regularization of Existing Conditions 

 

The regularization of four existing conditions for the Davidson House at 218 Queen’s 

Avenue is consistent with the goals of the site’s Heritage Designation Bylaw and the 

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy, and is supportive of the retention of the 

building, which is already legally protected through a Heritage Designation Bylaw.  
 
Minimum Lot Size 

 

The proposed lot size for the Manitoba Street properties, though smaller than the maximum 

required by the RS-4 zoning, is consistent with the average lot size sizes of other similar 

HRAs, as well as with the average lot size of other properties on the block. No relaxations 

are requested for Floor Space Ratio of any of the three houses. The uses and density of the 

proposed development is consistent with the underlying intent of the RS-4 zoning. The 

proposed addition of two single detached dwellings on Manitoba Street is consistent with the 

streetscape context and the overall neighbourhood context of Queen’s Park.  

 

6.  PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

 

6.1 Advisory Planning Commission 

 

The project proposal was reviewed by the Advisory Planning Commission at their meeting 

on January 15, 2019 and was supported by the Commission. An excerpt of the Minutes from 

this meeting is attached in Appendix F. 
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6.2 Community Heritage Commission  

 

The project proposal was reviewed by the Community Heritage Commission at their meeting 

on May 29, 2018. At this time, the Commission was presented an overview of the project, as 

the houses had yet to be selected and conservation work to each house had yet to be 
determined. The Commission supported the project in principle. An excerpt of the Minutes 

from this meeting is attached in Appendix G. 

 

Upon selection of the houses to be moved, and the scope of restoration work for each house 

determined, Heritage Conservation Plans and final Statements of Significance for the houses 

were provided to the Heritage Commission for review and comment at their meeting on 

December 5, 2018. The Community Heritage Commission supported both the house 

selection and the proposed restoration work. An excerpt of the Minutes from this meeting is 

also attached in Appendix G.  

 

6.3 Residents Association 

 

The owner presented the project proposal to the Queen’s Park Residents Association 

Directors who attended a site visit. Overall, there was general support expressed for the 

project. Concerns were raised regarding the access of vehicles from the lane, and the group 
recommended a turnaround or parking pads be provided against the lane which has been 

addressed in the site plan. Additionally, the group highly encouraged tree retention on site. A 

letter providing feedback on the application was prepared by the Residents Association’s 

Directors and is attached to this report as Appendix H.  

 

6.4 Public Open House 

 

A public open house was held on site on Saturday September 15, 2018 from 1:00-3:00pm. 

Invitations to the open house were delivered two weeks in advance of the event to properties 

within 100metres of the site (approximately 170 units). Fifteen local residents attended the 

open house. No concerns were raised at the event or in written feedback. Five feedback 

forms were received with comments which supported the project. 

 

7.  PROCESS AND NEXT STEPS 

 
 The steps in the application review process are, as follows, with the current step highlighted 

in grey:  

 

# Application Review Stage Date 

1 Application circulated to City Departments for review March 21, 2018 

2 Preliminary report to the Land Use and Planning Committee April 9, 2018 

3 Review by the Community Heritage Commission May 29, 2018 

4 Presentation to the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association June 26, 2018 
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5 Applicant-led Public Open House September 15, 2018 

6 Review by the Advisory Planning Commission and public 

hearing 

January 15, 2019 

7 Report to Land Use and Planning Committee and referral of 

application to Council for consideration of readings 

March 11, 2019 

8 Council consideration of First and Second Reading of Bylaws April 8, 2019 

9 Public Hearing and Council consideration of Third Reading of 

Bylaw 

April 29, 2019 

10 Completion of Adoption Requirements May 2019 

11 Council consideration of Adoption of Bylaw May 6, 2019 

 

Following adoption of the HRA Bylaw and the completion of lot subdivision, Heritage 

Designation Bylaws for the Sandick House at 219 Manitoba Street and the Herbert House at 

221 Manitoba Street would be brought forward for Council consideration and adoption.   

 

A Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) would be required for the subdivision and for the 

restoration to the relocated heritage houses. The HAP could be issued by the Director of 

Development Services.  

 

8.  ADOPTION REQUIREMENTS 

 

Prior to the HRA bylaw being brought forward for Council’s consideration of adoption, 

the HRA bylaw would be signed by the property owners, and all outstanding technical items 

would be addressed. 

 

9. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIASON 

 

The City has a team based approach for reviewing development applications.  A staff-led 

project team was assigned for reviewing this project consisting of staff from the Building, 

Planning (Development Services) and Engineering Departments. Their comments have been 

addressed in the proposal. The Engineering Servicing Memo for the project, prepared on 

January 29, 2019, is attached as Appendix I.  

 

10. OPTIONS 

 

The following options are presented for the Land Use and Planning Committee’s 

consideration: 

 

1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council consider 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement (218 Queens Avenue) Bylaw 8064, 2019 for First 
and Second Reading, and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on April 29, 2019.  

 

2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback. 
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Staff recommends Option 1.  

 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 

Appendix A: Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 

Appendix B: Site Context Map 

Appendix C: Site Plans and Architectural Drawings 

Appendix D: Statements of Significance 

Appendix E: Heritage Conservation Plans 

Appendix F: Excerpt of January 15, 2019 Advisory Planning Commission Meeting 

                     Minutes 

Appendix G: Excerpts of May 29, 2018 and December 5, 2018 Community Heritage   

                     Commission Meeting Minutes Commission Meeting Minutes 

Appendix H: Queen’s Park Residents Association Feedback Letter 

Appendix I: Engineering Servicing Memo 

 

 
 

This report has been prepared by: 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner 

 

This report was reviewed by: 

Jackie Teed, Manager of Planning 

 

 

   

 

  

Emilie K Adin, MCIP 

Director of Development Services 
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Heritage Revitalization Agreement  

(218 Queens Avenue) Bylaw No. 8064, 2019
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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

Built in 1909, the subject house is a small, one-and-a-half storey traditional Early Cottage located on 

the north side of St. Patrick Street, between 2nd and 3rd Street in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood of 

New Westminster. 

Heritage Values 

The Sandick House holds value for its association with Queen’s Park’s Edwardian development phase 

that occurred during the years leading up to the First World War. Although significant development in 

the neighbourhood began in the 1890s, a major growth spurt occurred from roughly 1905 until 1913. 

It was during this time period that Queen’s Park became one of the most appealing neighbourhoods 

in New Westminster, attracting many wealthy elites, as well as those, like the Sandicks, who built 

homes with more modest means. 

The Sandick House holds value for its continuous single-family use for over 100 years. From 1909 to 

2009, the building was home to only two families; the Sandick family from 1909-1929, and the 

Robinson family from 1929-2009. Born in 1913, Miss Jean Robinson lived in the subject house for her 

entire adult life. The daughter of Charles & Edith Robinson, Miss Robinson moved in when her parents 

purchased the home in 1929, and remained there for nearly 80 years, until shortly before her death in 

2009. This degree of continuity is very rare for homes in the region. 
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The subject property has value for its association with the Sandick family - early Queen’s Park residents 

who came to the west coast area as retirees; and with the Robinson family, whose long-term ties to the 

property span two generations and roughly 80 years.  

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 

working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 

with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 

Cottage architectural style. This example is rare in that it retains all of its original exterior materials. 

Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1909 

- original location on St. Patrick Street with deep setback from the street  

- modest residential design, size and form 

- hipped-roof design with small, front-facing dormer 

- cut-away porch enclosing the front entrance with single wood turned column 

- wood double-hung and casement windows with original trim 

- wood cladding 

- ornate brick chimney 
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Historic Brief 

Although parks and public plazas 

w e r e a l l o c a t e d i n N e w 

Westminster’s first plan drawn by 

the Royal Engineers in the early 

1860s, there was almost no 

development beyond the Royal 

City’s original northern boundary 

of Royal Avenue until the 1880s.  

The announcement of the arrival 

of the CPR to Vancouver, with a 

branch line to New Westminster, 

sparked a significant  building 

boom between 1887-1898, 

transforming the small town into 

a real city.  

At the time this map (right) was 

drawn in 1892, New Westminster 

not only had a train station, but 

also a streetcar system, electric 

street lights, and expanded 

boundaries well beyond Royal 

Avenue to include suburbs such 

as Queen’s Park, Sapperton and 

Queensborough. Queen’s Park 

was refined and laid-out with 

public gardens, walkways and 

sports fields.  

It was during this Victorian-era growth and investments in infrastructure that residential development 

really began in the streets around Queen’s Park which would become a neighbourhood named after 

the park. Numerous late 1880s and early 1890s grand homes were built in the Queen’s Park 

neighbourhood, establishing its reputation as a prestigious area located at a commanding distance 

from the industrial riverfront and busy downtown core. 

After the devastating fire of 1898, which burned down much of New Westminster but did not reach  

Queen’s Park or other areas north of Royal Avenue, another 12-year growth spurt commenced in the 

city. Specific improvements to Queen’s Park were sparked by the 1905 Canadian National Exhibition 

held in the park, for which new exhibition buildings were constructed. Paving and concrete sidewalks  

were introduced to the neighbourhood in 1906 and by 1913 the number of homes in Queen’s Park 
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had doubled. The subject house at 217 St. Patrick Street, built in 1909, is linked directly to this 

Edwardian-era growth and the general economic and building boom throughout the Lower Mainland 

in the years before World War I. 

217 St. Patrick Street - History

The subject property was built in 1909 by retired farmer John Sandick (1842-1930) and his wife 

Elleanor (1849-1928), both Ontario-born newcomers to New Westminster. The pre-World War I 

building boom saw the filling in of about 50% of lots in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, except for 

the blocks which housed the streetcar line where the majority of lots were developed before the war. 

217 St. Patrick was the third house built on this block of St. Patrick between 2nd and 3rd Streets. The 

below newspaper ad from April 1909 provides precise insight into the land and dwelling costs of the 

time and could very well be referring to the subject block or even the subject property. It advertises an 

undeveloped 66’ x 132’ lot on the north side of St. Patrick for $650 while the same sized lot with a 

‘nice new cottage’ was for sale for $2000.

On the eve of World War I there were eight houses on the block in total, seven of which survive today. 

This would be the status quo until the late 1920s and early 1930s when the rest of the lots on the 

block were developed. The Sandicks resided here for 20 years until 1928 when Elleanor died and John 

returned to his hometown in Ontario where he too passed away in 1930.

The second family to call 217 St. Patrick Street home was that of Charles and Edith Robinson and their 

daughters Frances and Jean. Prior to purchasing the subject house in 1929, the family resided in 

Sapperton and Charles had been employed as a watchman at a sawmill. While living in the subject 
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house Charles worked as a school janitor. Charles Sandick retired in 1934 and died in 1940. Edith and 

Jean cohabited in the house until Edith passed away in 1960. Jean Robinson, a secretary and then 

traffic manager at Barnett Lumber Co. lived in the subject house on her own until close to her death in 

2009. Altogether, members of the Robinson family owned and inhabited the subject house for roughly 

80 years. 

The house style has been coined Early Cottage by the Vancouver Heritage Foundation and is 

characterized by a modest 1.5 storey hip roofed cottage with a small dormer, front verandah and a 

very practical layout. Although the verandah is often full-width, some variations, as in the case of 217 

St. Patrick, feature a cutaway front porch occupying half the façade’s width, providing more enclosed 

living space in the small scale house. Examples of the early cottage can be found all over the Lower 

Mainland, dating as early as 1890 and as late as 1925  - although the majority tend to have been built 

in the Edwardian era between 1907 and 1910. Early, small houses were sometimes relocated on the 

property to accommodate new or larger houses. Photographs of two additional New Westminster 

examples can be seen below. Although the subject house has been covered in vinyl siding and its 

wood front stairs have been rebuilt in concrete, the original form, roofline, eaves, and wood windows 

survive. The turned wood front porch column is hidden behind metal casing, and the original cladding 

likely survives underneath the vinyl siding.
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Research Findings 

Civic Address: 217 St. Patrick Street, New Westminster BC 

Legal Description:  

  

Lot: 23  Suburban Block: 7 of lot 2, 3, 30, & 31 New West District: Plan NWP2620   

          

Date of Construction: 1909 (New Westminster CityViews & directories) 

Builder: John Sandick (CityViews)  

Architect: unknown 

Original occupants: John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

Residents at 217 St Patrick Street 

- 1909-28: 
- John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

- 1929-39: 

- Charles E & Edith Maud Robinson (Charles d. January, 1940) 

- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1940-60: 

- Edith Maud Robinson (d. January, 1960) 

- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1961-2009: 

- Miss Jean Robinson 
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Current Photographs 
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well as original turned 

porch column.

side view (east)
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Conservation Objectives 

The building originally constructed at 217 St. Patrick Street will be relocated to the rear of a large 

property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 

Manitoba Street with the new address of 219 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 

vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 

introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 

development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 

modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 

finished, full-height basement level will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 

existing 900 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 

Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 

development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 

Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 

Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 

integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value. 

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 

of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value. 

Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 

historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 

heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 

Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Site Plan
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The red outline on the 

proposed site plan 

(right), illustrates the 

current location of the 

existing historic house 

(218 Queen’s Avenue) 

and its garage, sited 

at the north edge of 

its large lot. 

The proposed 

location of the two 

Early Cottages on 

Manitoba Street are 

coloured in green 

(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 

incorporates a new 

lane separating the 

Manitoba properties 

from the Queen’s 

Avenue property, as 

well as parking spaces 

for all three lots - 

coloured in pink.

The existing four 

neighbouring houses 

on Manitoba Street 

are marked in grey. 

The propose 

development would 

fill-in the 200 bloc of 

Manitoba 

introducing 

compatibly sized and 

sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 

failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building was clad in several layers of siding 

- vinyl, asbestos shingles, and cedar shingles, 

but a portion of these were removed to inspect 

the original wood siding cladding. The visible 

wood siding, cladding the entire exterior plane, 

appears to be in good condition, as are the 

surviving trim boards, wood soffits and front 

porch column. 

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing metal shingle roof is in excellent 

condition. The gutters were installed at the 

same time and are in functional, good 

condition.  

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 

windows on the main floor and fixed dived-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 

wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 

new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 

operability - as they are mostly are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to 

accommodate the application of the metal siding and are thus in fair condition. 

Doors - The original wood front in good condition. The original wood rear door is in fair condition. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation:

Rehabilitate the property by: 

• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 

• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 

mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 

discreet concrete foundation.

c. Exterior Elements - Preservation and Restoration: 

• Preserve the wood cladding, wood trim around the doors and 

windows, the soffits, and wood porch column. Replicate in kind any 

base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall replicated water 

table board, if the existing board doesn’t survive the relocation, at 

new foundation. 

d. Roof and gutter - Preservation:

• Preserve existing metal roof. 

• Preserve gutters. Plan to replace gutters and downspouts within 5-10 years.

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration:

• Repair the wood windows and original doors as needed to 

ensure their operability. 

• Reinstate window sill ends 

• Replace glass on upper sash of facade window (currently non-

original translucent, textured glass at living room) with 

transparent glass 

f. Front porch - Restoration:
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Rebuild wood front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 

A - Retain original turned porch column 

B - Reinstate capped wood railing comprised of square spindles at historic height on front and side of 

porch (approximately 30” high) 

C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 

34” to meet code. 

D - Introduce newel posts replicating the lower portion of the original porch column at the top and 

base of the stair enclosure, one on either side 

E - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 

F - The stair rail should mimic the porch railing but with a wide base to cap the stair enclosure 
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g. Finishes - Restoration:

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint:

Body cladding and porch railing- Strathcona Gold VC-9 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

Trim, soffits, railing cap and sills - Oxford Ivory VC-1 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

Window sash and porch column - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore)

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26 

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours)
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 

affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 

Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 

the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 

Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 

is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 

1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 

residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 

properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 

first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 

precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 

single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 

method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 

well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area. 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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 

good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 

The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 

local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 

maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 

maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 

maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 

condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 

from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 

rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 

12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 

of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer.  

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily.  

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 

efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 

indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 

critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.  

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 

corrective repair/replacement action:  

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 

MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 

deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years.  

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years.  

 

 

d.     Windows and Doors 

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.  

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually.  

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.  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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips; 

o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees; 

o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 

downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.  

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 

building onto concrete splash pads.  

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 

biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.  

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 

maintenance problems.  

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.  

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 

hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©.  

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 

and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems.  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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  

Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888), Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of New Westminster 

Building permit records - CityViews database, New Westminster Heritage Inventory Vol 2., Barman, Burton & 

Cook. 2009. Queen’s Park Historical Context Statement 

New Westminster Museum and Archives 

Archival photographs 

New Westminster Public Library 

Historic directories, Fire insurance maps, Municipal Voters Lists 

Columbian Daily newspaper - various archival editions  

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Jean Robinson obituary - January 7, 2009 http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/vancouversun/obituary.aspx?n=jean-

robinson&pid=122304287 

Site visits 

April 8, 2017 and  July 17, 2018 
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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

1011 East 45th Avenue is a one storey (with basement) vernacular cottage on the north side of East 

45th Avenue at the southern edge of Memorial Park in the Sunset neighbourhood of Vancouver, BC. 

Heritage Values 

Constructed in 1911, 1011 East 45th Avenue is valued for its vernacular cottage form, the association 

with the area’s development linked to the expansion of street car service and its history as a rental 

property. 

Offering frequent service to downtown and jobs, the southward expansion of street car service in the 

early part of the 20th Century opened up large parts of the city to development. The house at 1011 

East 45th Avenue was built following the completion of the Fraser Street street car line in 1910 and is 

valued for its vernacular cottage form of hip roof, central dormer and full porch that stood in contrast 

to the later development of the area. 

1011 East 45th Avenue is valued as an example of local, small scale speculation and development with 

the builder placing three small cottages, whose design originates in one of the many available plan 

books, across the lot line to orient them to 45th. Avenue instead of Windsor Street. Additional value 

lies in the homes long history as a rental property reflecting early neighbourhood settlement patterns. 

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 

working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 

with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 

Cottage architectural style.  
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Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1911 
- residential form and massing as expressed in its vernacular cottage form of above ground 

basement, hip roof with central dormer and full front porch with a canted bay window 
- original window openings and assembles featuring a 3/4 height bottom sash and 1/4 height top 

sash for the front and side windows, square 4 paned windows at the basement level 
- drop siding on the two side walls and on the front wall at the porch level 
- lap siding on the back wall and below the front porch deck 

Other examples of Early Cottages in New Westminster:

and in Vancouver:
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426 Ash St. in 1907 source: NWPL #30                                       323 Ash St. in 1982 source: NWMA IHP14617

2224 Victoria Drive, Vancouver
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Historic Brief 

1011 East 45th Avenue was built during the rapid expansion of the streetcar network which opened up 

swathes of the city to development. 1011 East 45th Avenue was a small scale piece of speculation by 

an unknown builder who bought 2 lots on the then 47th Avenue between Windsor and Ross Streets 

and put up three small houses across the lot lines to face 45th Avenue. 

The first tenant at 1011 East 45th Avenue was the English-bornJohn Herbert who had immigrated to 

Canada the year before the house was constructed. He and his wife Ruth would have 5 children and he 

worked as a labourer and a trackman for the BC Electric Railway. Herbert and his family were in the 

house until 1917 when he moved to the west side of the city. 

Memorial Park which is to the north of the property was originally known as Wilson Park and was 

created by the municipality of South Vancouver from land acquired through the non-payment of taxes. 

South Vancouver Municipal Engineer E. Dundas Todd designed the park as a memorial to soldiers who 

lost their lives in World War I. The park opened on May 22, 1926. 

The war memorial that had stood at South Vancouver’s city hall was relocated to the park and was 

unveiled to the public on November 11, 1939.  

Research Findings 

Original Civic Address: 1011 East 45th Avenue, Vancouver BC 

Original Legal Address: District Lot  664 Block 17  Lot B 

Date of construction: 1911 

Source: Vancouver water applications, BC Directories 

Builder: unknown 

Original occupant: John Herbert, a trackman with the BC Electric Railway 

Occupants: the occupants of 1011 East 45th Avenue tended to be short term residents for much of 

the property’s history. A small sample shows the turnover: 

1912 - 1917: John Herbert, BCER trackman 

1920: _ Robins 

1921- 1923: Mrs. Mary Huggert 

1924: J. Parr, driver 

1925: A.F. Leese 
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Current Photographs (November 2018) 
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Top: front of the house facing 45th Avenue showing porch and cant bay, dormer and above ground basement. 

Middle: the east and west sides of the house, the shingles are a later renovation. 

Bottom: the rear of the house showing enclosed porch and addition. Original drop siding and colour found 

under the cedar shingles .
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Conservation Objectives 

The building originally constructed at 1011 E 45th Avenue in Vancouver will be relocated to the rear of 

a large property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 

Manitoba Street with the new address of 221 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 

vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 

introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 

development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 

modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 

finished, full-height basement suite will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 

existing 1000 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 

Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 

development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 

Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 

Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 

integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value. 

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 

of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value. 

Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 

historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 

heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 

Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Architectural renderings of the restored, Early Cottages on Manitoba St. Source: Dave Nicol Design.
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Site Plan
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The red outline on the 

proposed site plan 

(right), illustrates the 

current location of the 

existing historic house 

(218 Queen’s Avenue) 

and its garage, sited 

at the north edge of 

its large lot. 

The proposed 

location of the two 

Early Cottages on 

Manitoba Street are 

coloured in green 

(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 

incorporates a new 

lane separating the 

Manitoba properties 

from the Queen’s 

Avenue property, as 

well as parking spaces 

for all three lots - 

coloured in pink.

The existing four 

neighbouring houses 

on Manitoba Street 

are marked in grey. 

The propose 

development would 

fill-in the 200 bloc of 

Manitoba 

introducing 

compatibly sized and 

sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in fair to good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no 

visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 

failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building is clad in wood drop siding and cedar 

shingles on top of this on the side elevations and 

half of the rear elevation, likely during a later 

renovation. The visible wood siding, cladding the 

entire exterior plane, is in fair condition. It appears 

dry and fragile due to lack of paint and 

maintenance. The surviving trim boards are in fair 

to good condition, with many sections missing, 

however, apart from the facade trim, all other trim 

boards were added on top of the cedar shingle 

layer and are not original to the house. The soffits 

have been clad in vinyl and could not be assessed. 

The front porch columns are hollow assemblies 

installed in recent decades, not original to the 

building.  

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing roof, softies and gutters are in poor condition and will be removed for relocation. 

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 

windows on the main floor and fixed divided-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 

wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 

new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 

operability - as most are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to accommodate 

the application of the vinyl siding and are thus in fair condition. No original or early exterior doors 

survive on the house. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 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A combination of drop siding and cedar shingles and 

missing trim boards.
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation:

Rehabilitate the property by: 

• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 

• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 

mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 

discreet concrete foundation.

c. Exterior Elements - Restoration: 

• Preserve (where possible) the wood cladding. Replicate in kind 

any base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall 

replicated water table board as per the existing water table 

board, if it doesn’t survive the relocation, at new foundation. 

Introduce replicated solid wood columns as per sketch on page 

12, archival photos on page 4 in one of the two options to the 

right- turned columns or square, cambered columns. In both 

cases the column should have a decorative base and cap with 

moulding. The columns should have a 4” or 5” diameter, not 

bigger. 

• Reinstate 1x trim boards on corners and around windows and 

doors, the precise width to be determined as per the shadows 

of the removed trim boards on the drop on the siding. 

Reinstate projecting wood window sills. Restore wood soffits. 
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Water table 

on 219 Manitoba to 

be introduced at 221 

Manitoba

turned column 

If flared, ideal 

dimensions would 

be a 3” diameter 

at top and a 4”- 6” 

diameter at base. 

If not flared, 

averaging a 4.5” 

diameter at centre.

square column 

If chamfered, 

traditions vary from 

only chamfering  the 

top 2/3rds or the 

entire column, 

leaving a 4”- 

6”unchamfered 

section at each end.
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d. Roof and gutter - Rehabilitation: 

• Install new roof and gutters. 

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

• Repair the wood windows as needed to ensure their operability. 

• Install Edwardian-era replica or salvaged partially glazed wood front door, similar to the original 

panelled door on 219 Manitoba or like in the photos below. 

• Reinstate projecting, traditionally angled wood window sill ends. 
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g. Front porch - Restoration: 

 

Rebuild front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 

A - Introduce replica or reclaimed porch columns with a 4” or 5” diameter or depth. Full or rail height 

options both work (the above sketch illustrates rail height columns). 

B - Build capped, enclosed balustrade, clad in siding at historic height on front and sides of porch 

(approximately 30” high). Incorporate drainage slots at the wall base on either side. 

C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 

34” to meet code. 

D - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 

F - The stair rail can be internal to the enclosure or positioned on top of the wood cap. A subtle metal 

rail will not compete with the replicated stars enclosure design. 
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h. Finishes - Restoration:

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint:

Body cladding and porch railing- CPR Red (Benjamin Moore 2080-10) 

Trim, soffits, railing caps and sills, porch columns - Kitsilano Gold VC-11 (Benjamin 

Moore True Colours) 

Window sash - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore)

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain (or sash colour, above, if a painted finish is desired) 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours)
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 

affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 

Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 

the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 

Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 

is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 

1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 

residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 

properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 

first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 

precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 

single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 

method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 

well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area. 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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 

good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 

The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 

local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 

maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 

maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 

maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 

condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 

from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 

rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 

12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 

of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer.  

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily.  

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 

efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 

indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 

critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.  

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 

corrective repair/replacement action:  

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 

MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 

deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years.  

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years.  

 

 

d.     Windows and Doors 

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.  

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually.  

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.  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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips; 

o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees; 

o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 

downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.  

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 

building onto concrete splash pads.  

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 

biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.  

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 

maintenance problems.  

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.  

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 

hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©.  

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 

and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems.  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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  

Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888) 

National Library & Archives of Canada 

Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of Vancouver Archives 

Historic water connection applications and fire insurance maps 

New Westminster Museum and Archives 

Archival photographs 

Vancouver Public Library Special Collections  

digitized historic BC directories 

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Site visit 

April 30 and  October 17, 2018
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TERMS OF INSTRUMENT – PART 2 

SECTION 219 COVENANT – NO SEPARATE SALE OF SUBDIVIDED PARCELS 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference the ____ day of _______________, 20___ is 

BETWEEN: 

STEVEN NORMAN 

218 Queens Avenue 

New Westminster, BC  V3L 1J9 

(collectively, the “Owner”) 

AND: 

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER, City Hall, 511 Royal 

Avenue, New Westminster, BC  V3L 1H9 

(the “City”) 

WHEREAS: 

A. The Owner is the registered owner in fee simple of those lands in New Westminster, 

British Columbia legally described as NO PID, _______________________ and NO PID, 

_______________________ (together, the “Lands”); 

B.

C. Section 219 of the Land Title Act (British Columbia) provides that there may be 

registered as a charge against the title to any land a covenant in favour of a municipality 

in respect of the use of land, the use of a building on or to be erected on land, or that 

parcels of land designated in the covenant are not to be sold or otherwise transferred 

separately; 

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the sum of $10.00 now paid by the City to the Owner and 

other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which the Owner hereby 

acknowledges, the parties covenant and agree pursuant to Section 219 of the Land Title Act 

(British Columbia) as follows: 

Pursuant to a Heritage Revitalization Agreement between the City and the Owner, dated 

for reference January 14, 2019 (the “HRA”), the Owner is required to deposit in the Land 

Title Office, concurrently with the subdivision plan creating the Lands as separate fee 

simple parcels, a covenant under s.219 of the Land Title Act in favour of the City, by 

which the Owner covenants and agrees not to transfer separately the Lands until the 

Owner has complied with the requirements of the HRA for the preservation, restoration, 

and rehabilitation of the Heritage House (as defined in the HRA); 
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1. Lands Not to be Separately Sold or Transferred – The Lands shall not be sold or 

otherwise transferred separately. 

2. Discharge – The City shall, at the written request of the Owner, execute and deliver to 

the Owner a registrable discharge of this Agreement but only if the City has determined, 

in its sole and unfettered discretion, that the Owner has completed and complied with 

all requirements in the HRA for the preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation of the 

Heritage House by the deadlines set out therein. 

3. Notice – All notices and other communications required or permitted to be given under 

this Agreement must be in writing and must be sent by registered mail or delivered as 

follows: 

(a) if to the Owner, to the address shown on the Land Title Office title search to the 

Lands, 

(b) if to the City, as follows: 

City of New Westminster 

511 Royal Avenue  

New Westminster, BC, V3L 1H9 

Attention: Heritage Planner 

 

Any notice or other communication that is delivered is considered to have been given 

on the next business day after it is dispatched for delivery. Any notice or other 

communication that is sent by registered mail is considered to have been given five days 

after the day on which it is mailed at a Canada Post office. If there is an existing or 

threatened strike or labour disruption that has caused, or may cause, an interruption in 

the mail, any notice or other communication must be delivered until ordinary mail 

services is restored or assured. If a party changes it address it must immediately give 

notice of its new address to the other party as provided in this section. 

4. Interpretation – In this Agreement: 

(a) reference to the singular includes a reference to the plural, and vice versa, unless 

the context requires otherwise; 

(b) article and section headings have been inserted for ease of reference only and 

are not to be used in interpreting this Agreement; 

(c) reference to a particular numbered section or article is a reference to the 

correspondingly numbered section or article of this Agreement; 

(d) reference to the “Lands” or to any other parcel of land is a reference also to any 

parcel into which those lands are subdivided or consolidated by any means 
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(including the removal of interior parcel boundaries) and to each parcel created 

by any such subdivision or consolidations; 

(e) if a word or expression is defined in this Agreement, other parts of speech and 

grammatical forms of the same word or expression have corresponding 

meanings; 

(f) reference to any enactment includes any regulations, orders, permits or 

directives made or issued under the authority of that enactment; 

(g) unless otherwise expressly provided, reference to any enactment is a reference 

to that enactment as consolidated, revised, amended, re-enacted or replaced; 

(h) time is of the essence; 

(i) all provisions are to be interpreted as always speaking; 

(j) reference to a “party” is a reference to a party to this Agreement and to their 

respective heirs, executors, successors (including successors in title), trustees, 

administrators and receivers; 

(k) reference to the City is a reference also to its elected and appointed officials, 

officers, employees and agents; 

(l) where the word “including” is followed by a list, the contents of the list are not 

intended to circumscribe the generality of the expression preceding the word 

“including”; and 

(m) any act, decision, determination, consideration, opinion, consent or exercise of 

discretion by a party or person as provided in this Agreement must be 

performed, made, formed or exercised acting reasonably, except that any act, 

decision, determination, consideration, consent, opinion or exercise of discretion 

that is said to be within the “sole discretion” of a party or person may be 

performed, made, formed or exercised by that party or person in the sole, 

unfettered and absolute discretion of that party or person. 

5. No Waiver – No provision or breach of this Agreement, nor any default, is to be 

considered to have been waived or acquiesced to by a party unless the waiver is express 

and is in writing by the party. The waiver by a party of any breach by the other party of 

any provision, or default, is not to be construed as or constituted a waiver of any further 

or other breach of the same or any other provision or default. 

6. No Effect on Laws or Powers – This Agreement and the Owner’s contributions, 

obligations and agreements set out in this Agreement do not: 
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(a) affect or limit the discretion, rights, duties or powers of the City or the Approving 

Officer under any enactment or at common law, including in relation to the use, 

development, servicing or subdivision of the Lands; 

(b) impose on the City or the Approving Officer any legal duty or obligation, 

including any duty of care or contractual or other legal duty or obligation, to 

enforce this Agreement; 

(c) affect or limit any enactment relating to the use, development or subdivision of 

the Lands; or 

(d) relieve the Owner from complying with any enactment, including in relation to 

the use, development, servicing, or subdivision of the Lands. 

7. Remedies for Breach – The Owner agrees that, without affecting any other rights or 

remedies the City may have in respect of any breach of this Agreement, the City is 

entitled, in light of the public interest in securing strict performance of this Agreement, 

to seek and obtain from the British Columbia Supreme Court a mandatory or prohibitory 

injunction, or order for specific performance, in respect of the breach. 

8. Binding Effect – This Agreement enures to the benefit of and is binding upon the parties 

and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, trustees, receivers and successors 

(including successors in title). 

9. Covenant Runs With the Lands – Every provision of this Agreement and every obligation 

and covenant of the Owner in this Agreement, constitutes a deed and a contractual 

obligation, and also a covenant granted by the Owner to the City in accordance with 

section 219 of the Land Title Act, and this Agreement burdens the Lands to the extent 

provided in this Agreement, and runs with them and binds the Owner’s successors in 

title. This Agreement also burdens and runs with every parcel into which the Lands are 

consolidated (including by the removal of interior parcel boundaries) or subdivided by 

any means, including by subdivision under the Land Title Act or by strata plan or bare 

land strata plan under the Strata Property Act. 

10. Further Acts – The Owner shall do everything reasonably necessary to give effect to the 

intent of this Agreement, including execution of further instruments. 

11. Severance – If any part of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable 

by a court having the jurisdiction to do so, that part is to be considered to have been 

severed from the rest of this Agreement and the rest of this Agreement remains in force 

unaffected by that holding or by the severance of that part. 

12. Amendment – This Agreement may be amended from time to time by agreement 

between the Owner and the City. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this 
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Agreement, amendments to this Agreement must be by an instrument in writing duly 

executed by the Owner and the City. 

13. Deed and Contract – By executing and delivering this Agreement each of the parties 

intends to create both a new contract and a deed of covenant executed and delivered 

under seal. 

As evidence of their agreement to be bound by the above terms, the parties each have 

executed and delivered this Agreement under seal by executing Part I of the Land Title Act Form 

C to which this Agreement is attached and which forms part of this Agreement. 

 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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Appendix B 

Site Context Map 



City of New Westminster - 218 Queen's Avenue

This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be

accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.

1,500

CNW GIS Services

0.1

1:

NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_10N
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Appendix C 

Site Plans and Architectural Drawings 

  













 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix D 

Statements of Significance   



STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE RESIDENCE 

219 MANITOBA STREET (SANDICK HOUSE) 

 

 
 

DESCRIPTION OF HISTORIC PLACE 

 

Built in 1909, the subject house is a small, one-and-a-half storey traditional Early Cottage 

located on the north side of St. Patrick Street, between 2nd and 3rd Street in the Queen’s 

Park neighbourhood of New Westminster. 

 

HERITAGE VALUE 

 

The Sandick House holds value for its association with Queen’s Park’s Edwardian 

development phase that occurred during the years leading up to the First World War. 

Although significant development in the neighbourhood began in the 1890s, a major 

growth spurt occurred from roughly 1905 until 1913. It was during this time period that 

Queen’s Park became one of the most appealing neighbourhoods in New Westminster, 

attracting many wealthy elites, as well as those, like the Sandicks, who built homes with 

more modest means. 



 

The Sandick House holds value for its continuous single-family use for over 100 years. 

From 1909 to 2009, the building was home to only two families; the Sandick family from 

1909-1929, and the Robinson family from 1929-2009. Born in 1913, Miss Jean Robinson 

lived in the subject house for her entire adult life. The daughter of Charles & Edith 

Robinson, Miss Robinson moved in when her parents purchased the home in 1929, and 

remained there for nearly 80 years, until shortly before her death in 2009. This degree of 

continuity is very rare for homes in the region. 

 

The subject property has value for its association with the Sandick family - early Queen’s 

Park residents who came to the west coast area as retirees; and with the Robinson family, 

whose long-term ties to the property span two generations and roughly 80 years. 

 

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a 

typical choice for working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian 

era. Its front porch, hipped roof with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and 

modest square-footage all illustrate the Early Cottage architectural style. This example is 

rare in that it retains all of its original exterior materials. 

 

CHARACTER DEFINING ELEMENTS 

 

• continuous residential use since 1909 

• original location on St. Patrick Street with deep setback from the street 

• modest residential design, size and form 

• hipped-roof design with small, front-facing dormer 

• cut-away porch enclosing the front entrance with single wood turned column 

• wood double-hung and casement windows with original trim 

• wood cladding 

• ornate brick chimney 



STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE RESIDENCE 

221 MANITOBA STREET (HERBERT HOUSE) 

 

 
 

DESCRIPTION OF HISTORIC PLACE 

 

1011 East 45th Avenue is a one storey (with basement) vernacular cottage on the north 

side of East 45th Avenue at the southern edge of Memorial Park in the Sunset 

neighbourhood of Vancouver, BC. 

 

HERITAGE VALUE 

 

Constructed in 1911, 1011 East 45th Avenue is valued for its vernacular cottage form, the 

association with the area’s development linked to the expansion of street car service and 

its history as a rental property. 

 

Offering frequent service to downtown and jobs, the southward expansion of street car 

service in the early part of the 20th Century opened up large parts of the city to 

development. The house at 1011 East 45th Avenue was built following the completion of 



the Fraser Street street car line in 1910 and is valued for its vernacular cottage form of 

hip roof, central dormer and full porch that stood in contrast to the later development of 

the area. 

 

1011 East 45th Avenue is valued as an example of local, small scale speculation and 

development with the builder placing three small cottages, whose design originates in one 

of the many available plan books, across the lot line to orient them to 45th. Avenue 

instead of Windsor Street. Additional value lies in the homes long history as a rental 

property reflecting early neighbourhood settlement patterns. 

 

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a 

typical choice for working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian 

era. Its front porch, hipped roof with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and 

modest square-footage all illustrate the Early Cottage architectural style. 

 

CHARACTER DEFINING ELEMENTS 

 

• continuous residential use since 1911 

• residential form and massing as expressed in its vernacular cottage form of above 

ground basement, hip roof with central dormer and full front porch with a canted 

bay window 

• original window openings and assembles featuring a 3/4 height bottom sash and ¼ 

height top sash for the front and side windows, square 4 paned windows at the 

basement level 

• drop siding on the two side walls and on the front wall at the porch level 

• lap siding on the back wall and below the front porch deck 
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Heritage Conservation Plans 

  



Heritage Conservation Plan 

221 Manitoba Street, New Westminster BC 
1911 (originally located at 1011 East 45th Avenue, in Vancouver BC) 

Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services :: John Atkin - History + Research                November 2018 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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

1011 East 45th Avenue is a one storey (with basement) vernacular cottage on the north side of East 
45th Avenue at the southern edge of Memorial Park in the Sunset neighbourhood of Vancouver, BC. 

Heritage Values 

Constructed in 1911, 1011 East 45th Avenue is valued for its vernacular cottage form, the association 
with the area’s development linked to the expansion of street car service and its history as a rental 
property. 

Offering frequent service to downtown and jobs, the southward expansion of street car service in the 
early part of the 20th Century opened up large parts of the city to development. The house at 1011 
East 45th Avenue was built following the completion of the Fraser Street street car line in 1910 and is 
valued for its vernacular cottage form of hip roof, central dormer and full porch that stood in contrast 
to the later development of the area. 

1011 East 45th Avenue is valued as an example of local, small scale speculation and development with 
the builder placing three small cottages, whose design originates in one of the many available plan 
books, across the lot line to orient them to 45th. Avenue instead of Windsor Street. Additional value 
lies in the homes long history as a rental property reflecting early neighbourhood settlement patterns. 

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 
working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 
with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 
Cottage architectural style.  
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Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1911 
- residential form and massing as expressed in its vernacular cottage form of above ground 

basement, hip roof with central dormer and full front porch with a canted bay window 
- original window openings and assembles featuring a 3/4 height bottom sash and 1/4 height top 

sash for the front and side windows, square 4 paned windows at the basement level 
- drop siding on the two side walls and on the front wall at the porch level 
- lap siding on the back wall and below the front porch deck 

Other examples of Early Cottages in New Westminster: 

and in Vancouver: 
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426 Ash St. in 1907 source: NWPL #30                                       323 Ash St. in 1982 source: NWMA IHP14617

2224 Victoria Drive, Vancouver
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Historic Brief 

1011 East 45th Avenue was built during the rapid expansion of the streetcar network which opened up 
swathes of the city to development. 1011 East 45th Avenue was a small scale piece of speculation by 
an unknown builder who bought 2 lots on the then 47th Avenue between Windsor and Ross Streets 
and put up three small houses across the lot lines to face 45th Avenue. 

The first tenant at 1011 East 45th Avenue was the English-bornJohn Herbert who had immigrated to 
Canada the year before the house was constructed. He and his wife Ruth would have 5 children and he 
worked as a labourer and a trackman for the BC Electric Railway. Herbert and his family were in the 
house until 1917 when he moved to the west side of the city. 

Memorial Park which is to the north of the property was originally known as Wilson Park and was 
created by the municipality of South Vancouver from land acquired through the non-payment of taxes. 
South Vancouver Municipal Engineer E. Dundas Todd designed the park as a memorial to soldiers who 
lost their lives in World War I. The park opened on May 22, 1926. 

The war memorial that had stood at South Vancouver’s city hall was relocated to the park and was 
unveiled to the public on November 11, 1939.  

Research Findings 

Original Civic Address: 1011 East 45th Avenue, Vancouver BC 

Original Legal Address: District Lot  664 Block 17  Lot B 

Date of construction: 1911 

Source: Vancouver water applications, BC Directories 

Builder: unknown 

Original occupant: John Herbert, a trackman with the BC Electric Railway 

Occupants: the occupants of 1011 East 45th Avenue tended to be short term residents for much of 
the property’s history. A small sample shows the turnover: 

1912 - 1917: John Herbert, BCER trackman 
1920: _ Robins 
1921- 1923: Mrs. Mary Huggert 
1924: J. Parr, driver 
1925: A.F. Leese 
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Current Photographs (November 2018) 
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Top: front of the house facing 45th Avenue showing porch and cant bay, dormer and above ground basement. 

Middle: the east and west sides of the house, the shingles are a later renovation. 

Bottom: the rear of the house showing enclosed porch and addition. Original drop siding and colour found 
under the cedar shingles .
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Conservation Objectives 
The building originally constructed at 1011 E 45th Avenue in Vancouver will be relocated to the rear of 
a large property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 
Manitoba Street with the new address of 221 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 
vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 
introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 
development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 
modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 
finished, full-height basement suite will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 
existing 1000 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 
Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 
development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 
Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 
Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 
integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value. 
Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 
of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value. 
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 
historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 
heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Architectural renderings of the restored, Early Cottages on Manitoba St. Source: Dave Nicol Design.
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Site Plan 
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The red outline on the 
proposed site plan 
(right), illustrates the 
current location of the 
existing historic house 
(218 Queen’s Avenue) 
and its garage, sited 
at the north edge of 
its large lot. 

The proposed 
location of the two 
Early Cottages on 
Manitoba Street are 
coloured in green 
(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 
incorporates a new 
lane separating the 
Manitoba properties 
from the Queen’s 
Avenue property, as 
well as parking spaces 
for all three lots - 
coloured in pink.

The existing four 
neighbouring houses 
on Manitoba Street 
are marked in grey. 
The propose 
development would 
fill-in the 200 bloc of 
Manitoba 
introducing 
compatibly sized and 
sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in fair to good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no 
visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 
failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building is clad in wood drop siding and cedar 
shingles on top of this on the side elevations and 
half of the rear elevation, likely during a later 
renovation. The visible wood siding, cladding the 
entire exterior plane, is in fair condition. It appears 
dry and fragile due to lack of paint and 
maintenance. The surviving trim boards are in fair 
to good condition, with many sections missing, 
however, apart from the facade trim, all other trim 
boards were added on top of the cedar shingle 
layer and are not original to the house. The soffits 
have been clad in vinyl and could not be assessed. 
The front porch columns are hollow assemblies 
installed in recent decades, not original to the 
building.  

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing roof, softies and gutters are in poor condition and will be removed for relocation. 

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 
windows on the main floor and fixed divided-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 
wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 
new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 
operability - as most are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to accommodate 
the application of the vinyl siding and are thus in fair condition. No original or early exterior doors 
survive on the house. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 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A combination of drop siding and cedar shingles and 
missing trim boards.
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation: 

Rehabilitate the property by: 
• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 
• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 
mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 
discreet concrete foundation. 

c. Exterior Elements - Restoration: 

• Preserve (where possible) the wood cladding. Replicate in kind 
any base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall 
replicated water table board as per the existing water table 
board, if it doesn’t survive the relocation, at new foundation. 
Introduce replicated solid wood columns as per sketch on page 
12, archival photos on page 4 in one of the two options to the 
right- turned columns or square, cambered columns. In both 
cases the column should have a decorative base and cap with 
moulding. The columns should have a 4” or 5” diameter, not 
bigger. 

• Reinstate 1x trim boards on corners and around windows and 
doors, the precise width to be determined as per the shadows 
of the removed trim boards on the drop on the siding. 
Reinstate projecting wood window sills. Restore wood soffits. 
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Water table 
on 219 Manitoba to 
be introduced at 221 
Manitoba

turned column 
If flared, ideal 
dimensions would 
be a 3” diameter 
at top and a 4”- 6” 
diameter at base. 
If not flared, 
averaging a 4.5” 
diameter at centre.

square column 
If chamfered, 
traditions vary from 
only chamfering  the 
top 2/3rds or the 
entire column, 
leaving a 4”- 
6”unchamfered 
section at each end.
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d. Roof and gutter - Rehabilitation: 

• Install new roof and gutters. 

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

• Repair the wood windows as needed to ensure their operability. 

• Install Edwardian-era replica or salvaged partially glazed wood front door, similar to the original 
panelled door on 219 Manitoba or like in the photos below. 

• Reinstate projecting, traditionally angled wood window sill ends. 
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g. Front porch - Restoration: 
 

Rebuild front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 
A - Introduce replica or reclaimed porch columns with a 4” or 5” diameter or depth. Full or rail height 
options both work (the above sketch illustrates rail height columns). 
B - Build capped, enclosed balustrade, clad in siding at historic height on front and sides of porch 
(approximately 30” high). Incorporate drainage slots at the wall base on either side. 
C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 
34” to meet code. 
D - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 
F - The stair rail can be internal to the enclosure or positioned on top of the wood cap. A subtle metal 
rail will not compete with the replicated stars enclosure design. 
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h. Finishes - Restoration: 

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint: 

Body cladding and porch railing- CPR Red (Benjamin Moore 2080-10) 

 

Trim, soffits, railing caps and sills, porch columns - Kitsilano Gold VC-11 (Benjamin 
Moore True Colours) 
 

Window sash - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore) 

 

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain (or sash colour, above, if a painted finish is desired) 

 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26 

 

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 
affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 
Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 
the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 
Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 
is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 
1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 
residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 
properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 
first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 
precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 
single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 
method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 
well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area. 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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 
good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 
local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 
maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 
maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 
condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 
from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 
rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 
12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 
of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer.  

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily.  

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 
efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 
indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 
critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.  

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 
corrective repair/replacement action:  

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 
deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years.  

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years.  
 
 
d.     Windows and Doors 

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.  

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually.  

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.  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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips; 
o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees; 
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 
downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.  

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 
building onto concrete splash pads.  

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.  

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 
maintenance problems.  

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.  

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 
hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©.  

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 
and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems.  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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888) 

National Library & Archives of Canada 
Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of Vancouver Archives 
Historic water connection applications and fire insurance maps 

New Westminster Museum and Archives 
Archival photographs 

Vancouver Public Library Special Collections  
digitized historic BC directories 

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Site visit 

April 30 and  October 17, 2018
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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

Built in 1909, the subject house is a small, one-and-a-half storey traditional Early Cottage located on 
the north side of St. Patrick Street, between 2nd and 3rd Street in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood of 
New Westminster. 

Heritage Values 

The Sandick House holds value for its association with Queen’s Park’s Edwardian development phase 
that occurred during the years leading up to the First World War. Although significant development in 
the neighbourhood began in the 1890s, a major growth spurt occurred from roughly 1905 until 1913. 
It was during this time period that Queen’s Park became one of the most appealing neighbourhoods 
in New Westminster, attracting many wealthy elites, as well as those, like the Sandicks, who built 
homes with more modest means. 

The Sandick House holds value for its continuous single-family use for over 100 years. From 1909 to 
2009, the building was home to only two families; the Sandick family from 1909-1929, and the 
Robinson family from 1929-2009. Born in 1913, Miss Jean Robinson lived in the subject house for her 
entire adult life. The daughter of Charles & Edith Robinson, Miss Robinson moved in when her parents 
purchased the home in 1929, and remained there for nearly 80 years, until shortly before her death in 
2009. This degree of continuity is very rare for homes in the region. 
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The subject property has value for its association with the Sandick family - early Queen’s Park residents 
who came to the west coast area as retirees; and with the Robinson family, whose long-term ties to the 
property span two generations and roughly 80 years.  

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 
working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 
with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 
Cottage architectural style. This example is rare in that it retains all of its original exterior materials. 

Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1909 

- original location on St. Patrick Street with deep setback from the street  

- modest residential design, size and form 

- hipped-roof design with small, front-facing dormer 

- cut-away porch enclosing the front entrance with single wood turned column 

- wood double-hung and casement windows with original trim 

- wood cladding 

- ornate brick chimney 
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Historic Brief 

Although parks and public plazas 
w e r e a l l o c a t e d i n N e w 
Westminster’s first plan drawn by 
the Royal Engineers in the early 
1860s, there was almost no 
development beyond the Royal 
City’s original northern boundary 
of Royal Avenue until the 1880s.  

The announcement of the arrival 
of the CPR to Vancouver, with a 
branch line to New Westminster, 
sparked a significant  building 
boom between 1887-1898, 
transforming the small town into 
a real city.  

At the time this map (right) was 
drawn in 1892, New Westminster 
not only had a train station, but 
also a streetcar system, electric 
street lights, and expanded 
boundaries well beyond Royal 
Avenue to include suburbs such 
as Queen’s Park, Sapperton and 
Queensborough. Queen’s Park 
was refined and laid-out with 
public gardens, walkways and 
sports fields.  

It was during this Victorian-era growth and investments in infrastructure that residential development 
really began in the streets around Queen’s Park which would become a neighbourhood named after 
the park. Numerous late 1880s and early 1890s grand homes were built in the Queen’s Park 
neighbourhood, establishing its reputation as a prestigious area located at a commanding distance 
from the industrial riverfront and busy downtown core. 

After the devastating fire of 1898, which burned down much of New Westminster but did not reach  
Queen’s Park or other areas north of Royal Avenue, another 12-year growth spurt commenced in the 
city. Specific improvements to Queen’s Park were sparked by the 1905 Canadian National Exhibition 
held in the park, for which new exhibition buildings were constructed. Paving and concrete sidewalks  
were introduced to the neighbourhood in 1906 and by 1913 the number of homes in Queen’s Park 
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had doubled. The subject house at 217 St. Patrick Street, built in 1909, is linked directly to this 
Edwardian-era growth and the general economic and building boom throughout the Lower Mainland 
in the years before World War I. 

217 St. Patrick Street - History 
 
The subject property was built in 1909 by retired farmer John Sandick (1842-1930) and his wife 
Elleanor (1849-1928), both Ontario-born newcomers to New Westminster. The pre-World War I 
building boom saw the filling in of about 50% of lots in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, except for 
the blocks which housed the streetcar line where the majority of lots were developed before the war. 
217 St. Patrick was the third house built on this block of St. Patrick between 2nd and 3rd Streets. The 
below newspaper ad from April 1909 provides precise insight into the land and dwelling costs of the 
time and could very well be referring to the subject block or even the subject property. It advertises an 
undeveloped 66’ x 132’ lot on the north side of St. Patrick for $650 while the same sized lot with a 
‘nice new cottage’ was for sale for $2000.  

On the eve of World War I there were eight houses on the block in total, seven of which survive today. 
This would be the status quo until the late 1920s and early 1930s when the rest of the lots on the 
block were developed. The Sandicks resided here for 20 years until 1928 when Elleanor died and John 
returned to his hometown in Ontario where he too passed away in 1930. 
 
The second family to call 217 St. Patrick Street home was that of Charles and Edith Robinson and their 
daughters Frances and Jean. Prior to purchasing the subject house in 1929, the family resided in 
Sapperton and Charles had been employed as a watchman at a sawmill. While living in the subject 
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house Charles worked as a school janitor. Charles Sandick retired in 1934 and died in 1940. Edith and 
Jean cohabited in the house until Edith passed away in 1960. Jean Robinson, a secretary and then 
traffic manager at Barnett Lumber Co. lived in the subject house on her own until close to her death in 
2009. Altogether, members of the Robinson family owned and inhabited the subject house for roughly 
80 years. 

The house style has been coined Early Cottage by the Vancouver Heritage Foundation and is 
characterized by a modest 1.5 storey hip roofed cottage with a small dormer, front verandah and a 
very practical layout. Although the verandah is often full-width, some variations, as in the case of 217 
St. Patrick, feature a cutaway front porch occupying half the façade’s width, providing more enclosed 
living space in the small scale house. Examples of the early cottage can be found all over the Lower 
Mainland, dating as early as 1890 and as late as 1925  - although the majority tend to have been built 
in the Edwardian era between 1907 and 1910. Early, small houses were sometimes relocated on the 
property to accommodate new or larger houses. Photographs of two additional New Westminster 
examples can be seen below. Although the subject house has been covered in vinyl siding and its 
wood front stairs have been rebuilt in concrete, the original form, roofline, eaves, and wood windows 
survive. The turned wood front porch column is hidden behind metal casing, and the original cladding 
likely survives underneath the vinyl siding. 
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Research Findings 

Civic Address: 217 St. Patrick Street, New Westminster BC 

Legal Description:  
  
Lot: 23  Suburban Block: 7 of lot 2, 3, 30, & 31 New West District: Plan NWP2620   
          
Date of Construction: 1909 (New Westminster CityViews & directories) 

Builder: John Sandick (CityViews)  

Architect: unknown 

Original occupants: John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

Residents at 217 St Patrick Street 

- 1909-28: 
- John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

- 1929-39: 
- Charles E & Edith Maud Robinson (Charles d. January, 1940) 
- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1940-60: 
- Edith Maud Robinson (d. January, 1960) 
- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1961-2009: 
- Miss Jean Robinson 
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Current Photographs 
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Conservation Objectives 
The building originally constructed at 217 St. Patrick Street will be relocated to the rear of a large 
property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 
Manitoba Street with the new address of 219 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 
vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 
introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 
development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 
modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 
finished, full-height basement level will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 
existing 900 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 
Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 
development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 
Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 
Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 
integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value. 
Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 
of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value. 
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 
historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 
heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Site Plan 
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The red outline on the 
proposed site plan 
(right), illustrates the 
current location of the 
existing historic house 
(218 Queen’s Avenue) 
and its garage, sited 
at the north edge of 
its large lot. 

The proposed 
location of the two 
Early Cottages on 
Manitoba Street are 
coloured in green 
(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 
incorporates a new 
lane separating the 
Manitoba properties 
from the Queen’s 
Avenue property, as 
well as parking spaces 
for all three lots - 
coloured in pink.

The existing four 
neighbouring houses 
on Manitoba Street 
are marked in grey. 
The propose 
development would 
fill-in the 200 bloc of 
Manitoba 
introducing 
compatibly sized and 
sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 
failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building was clad in several layers of siding 
- vinyl, asbestos shingles, and cedar shingles, 
but a portion of these were removed to inspect 
the original wood siding cladding. The visible 
wood siding, cladding the entire exterior plane, 
appears to be in good condition, as are the 
surviving trim boards, wood soffits and front 
porch column. 

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing metal shingle roof is in excellent 
condition. The gutters were installed at the 
same time and are in functional, good 
condition.  

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 
windows on the main floor and fixed dived-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 
wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 
new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 
operability - as they are mostly are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to 
accommodate the application of the metal siding and are thus in fair condition. 

Doors - The original wood front in good condition. The original wood rear door is in fair condition. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation: 

Rehabilitate the property by: 
• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 
• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 
mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 
discreet concrete foundation. 

c. Exterior Elements - Preservation and Restoration: 

• Preserve the wood cladding, wood trim around the doors and 
windows, the soffits, and wood porch column. Replicate in kind any 
base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall replicated water 
table board, if the existing board doesn’t survive the relocation, at 
new foundation. 

d. Roof and gutter - Preservation: 

• Preserve existing metal roof. 

• Preserve gutters. Plan to replace gutters and downspouts within 5-10 years. 

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

• Repair the wood windows and original doors as needed to 
ensure their operability. 

• Reinstate window sill ends 

• Replace glass on upper sash of facade window (currently non-
original translucent, textured glass at living room) with 
transparent glass 

f. Front porch - Restoration: 
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Rebuild wood front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 

A - Retain original turned porch column 
B - Reinstate capped wood railing comprised of square spindles at historic height on front and side of 
porch (approximately 30” high) 
C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 
34” to meet code. 
D - Introduce newel posts replicating the lower portion of the original porch column at the top and 
base of the stair enclosure, one on either side 
E - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 
F - The stair rail should mimic the porch railing but with a wide base to cap the stair enclosure 
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g. Finishes - Restoration: 

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint: 

Body cladding and porch railing- Strathcona Gold VC-9 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

 

Trim, soffits, railing cap and sills - Oxford Ivory VC-1 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

 

Window sash and porch column - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore) 

 

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain 

 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26 

 

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 
affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 
Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 
the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 
Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 
is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 
1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 
residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 
properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 
first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 
precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 
single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 
method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 
well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area. 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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 
good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 
local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 
maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 
maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 
condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 
from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 
rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 
12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 
of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer.  

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily.  

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 
efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 
indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 
critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.  

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 
corrective repair/replacement action:  

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 
deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years.  

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years.  
 
 
d.     Windows and Doors 

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.  

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually.  

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.  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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips; 
o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees; 
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 
downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.  

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 
building onto concrete splash pads.  

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.  

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 
maintenance problems.  

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.  

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 
hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©.  

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 
and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems.  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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888), Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of New Westminster 
Building permit records - CityViews database, New Westminster Heritage Inventory Vol 2., Barman, Burton & 

Cook. 2009. Queen’s Park Historical Context Statement  

New Westminster Museum and Archives 
Archival photographs 

New Westminster Public Library 
Historic directories, Fire insurance maps, Municipal Voters Lists 

Columbian Daily newspaper - various archival editions  

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Jean Robinson obituary - January 7, 2009 http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/vancouversun/obituary.aspx?n=jean-

robinson&pid=122304287 

Site visits 

April 8, 2017 and  July 17, 2018 
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Appendix F 

Excerpt of January 15, 2019 Advisory Planning 

Commission Meeting Minutes 
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January 15, 2019 

 

ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION 
 

Tuesday, January 15, 2019 at 6:30 p.m. 

Council Chamber, City Hall 
 

MINUTES - Extract 
 

4.1 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

 

Britney Quail, summarized the staff report dated January 15, 2019, regarding a 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) proposal to subdivide a Designated 

heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area into three RS-4 

single-detached dwelling properties.  

 

In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 

information: 

 

• Parking pads are proposed at the rear of the two new properties, and the 

existing garage would be moved and repurposed by the existing residence; 

• The open house produced generally supportive comments, with nothing 

significant or concerning being submitted at the event; 

• The development has undergone one tree permit process as part of the 

Temporary Use Permit awarded in June and a second tree permit is 

underway currently; 

• The tree permit process allowed the property owner to clear three protected 

trees, and required protection of six others to prepare for the new houses to 

be stored; and, 

• The species of the replacement trees is not yet known.  

 

Elena Zysblat, Heritage Consultant, and Steve Norman, Owner, provided the 

Commission with a PowerPoint presentation covering the following information: 

 

• The history of house raising and moving, which is a well-established and 

common practice in North America and New Westminster; 

• The property’s uniqueness as one of the last large land parcels in Queen’s 

Park to be subdivided; 

• Details on the design and size of the two proposed houses, which are 

similar in style to adjacent houses on Manitoba Street and very common in 

Queen’s Park; and, 

• Details of the planned restorations to the houses, and their protection under 

the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (HCA), and the potential for 

carriage houses or secondary suites  on the properties in future. 
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In response to questions from the Commission, Mr. Norman provided the 

following information: 

• The replacement trees would likely be columnar trees, such as poplars; 

• Both proposed houses were donated, were saved from demolition elsewhere 

in the region, and were selected due to their size; and, 

• The sidewalk proposed on Manitoba has been stipulated as a requirement 

by the City’s Engineering department, and it would be constructed as a new 

addition to  the current streetscape.  

 

The Chair called for any speakers from the public. 

 

Monica Forberger, Resident, expressed her support for the HRA, noting that it is 

agreeable to see two heritage houses of similar size being saved and incorporated 

into the neighbourhood. Ms. Forberger was also supportive of the parking pads for 

the two new houses, noting that parking on Manitoba Street can often be limited. 

 

The Chair called a further two times for speakers from the public and none came 

forward. 

 

The Commission made the following comments in regards to the proposed 

development: 

 

• Appreciation was shown for saving the two heritage houses and the added 

value the proposal would provide to the neighbourhood; 

• The proposed new houses match the scale and character of Manitoba 

Street; 

• The project is consistent with the objectives of the Queen’s Park HCA 

and the preservation of heritage properties; 

• The proposal provides an appropriate means of increasing density in the 

neighbourhood and would create relatively affordable houses and more 

potential density through the future infill opportunity; 

• The sidewalk on Manitoba Street would likely be appreciated by the new 

owners; 

• The remaining yard appears personal and large enough for the existing 

house; 

• There may have been a missed opportunity to integrate landscaping 

comments or feedback into this project; and, 

• It would have been helpful to include the arborist information in order to 

provide the Commission with the ability to balance the removal of trees, 

and the resulting effects to the tree canopy, with the project. 
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MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the Advisory Planning Commission recommend that Council support the 

project proposed for 218 Queen’s Avenue. 

CARRIED 

All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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Excerpts of May 29, 2018 and December 5, 

2018 Community Heritage  
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 May 29, 2018 

 

 

COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 

May 29, 2018, 6:00p.m. 

Committee Room #2, City Hall 

 

MINUTES – Extract 
 

5.2 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application 

 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated May 29, 2018, 

regarding an HRA application for 218 Queen’s Avenue which would subdivide a 

designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area and 

create three single-detached dwelling lots, and provided the following information: 

 

• The two new properties would be located on Manitoba Street; 

• To accommodate the lane and subdivided lots, and allow an increase in 

FSR on the primary house, the applicant is moving forward with an HRA; 

• Two houses, which fit certain parameters, would be re-located on to the site 

to face on Manitoba Street, but which particular houses will be acquired is 

not yet known; and, 

• Council has issued a Temporary Use Permit to re-locate houses onto the lot 

prior to the adoption of the HRA bylaw, and an Opportunity to be Heard 

will occur June 25, 2018. 

 

In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 

information: 

 

• The newly created lots would be 43 feet across, which is wider than most 

lots in the City, and would comfortably fit one house per lot; 

• The logistics of how to move the houses in will depend on the houses 

selected; 

• The HRA would be for two lots and two houses – if the applicant requested 

a change to this arrangement, they would have to re-start the process; 

• The applicant is aware of all the costs associated with moving heritage 

houses; 

• The public consultation process is still in process on this project; and, 

• If the City became aware of a heritage house to save, staff could approach 

the owner of the house and the applicant, but the City would have no 

authority to require the house to be used in the HRA. 

 

Steve Norman, owner of 218 Queen’s Avenue, made the following comments: 
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• The limiting factor of the project is the width of Manitoba Street in terms of 

the ability to accommodate move-in of the house – the maximum 

supportable house would be 24 feet wide, and excavation may be 

necessary; 

• The removal of a hedge may be necessary to give access; 

• The truck proposed for moving of the houses has hydraulic lifts that would 

help with the turning radius required; 

• It is possible that the houses may arrive at different times, therefore the first 

may not be permanently situated until the second house arrives; 

• One heritage house has been identified already; and, 

• This project has been developed out of care for heritage houses. 

 

Upon discussion, the Commission commended the owner for the project and noted 

that his commitment to retaining and promoting heritage houses is admirable. 

 

MOVED and SECONDED  

THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council 

support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 218 Queen’s 

Avenue. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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 December 5, 2018 

 

 

COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 

Wednesday, December 5, 2018, 6:00 p.m. 

Committee Room #2, City Hall 

 

MINUTES - Extract 
  

4.1 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Update 

 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, reviewed the December 5, 2018 staff 

Memorandum in regards to the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 

Queen’s Avenue, noting that the Commission had already supported the HRA in 

principle at the May 29, 2018 meeting. 

 

Ms. Quail noted that the Memorandum included the Statements of Significance for 

the two additional houses to be located on the property and asked the Commission 

for their feedback on the appropriateness of the work proposed. 

 

In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 

information: 

 

• The two additional houses selected for the site had to adhere to fairly 

specific site constraints and maneuverability limitations on the back of the 

property; and, 

• The new houses have already been secured and would likely be moved in to 

place shortly. 

 

The Commission noted that it is very suitable that the two houses are so 

compatible with each other. 

 

MOVED AND SECONDED 
THAT the Community Heritage Commission support the appropriateness of the 

houses selected to be relocated as part of the proposed Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement at 218 Queen’s Avenue ; and, 

 

THAT the Community Heritage Commission support the heritage restoration work 

proposed for each house in their respective Heritage Conservation Plans, and that 

these plans be included in the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queen’s 

Avenue. 

CARRIED 

All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix H 

Queen’s Park Residents’ Association Feedback 

Letter   



August 29, 2018 

 

To Mayor Cote and Councillors, 

The city planning department requested that Steve Norman, the home owner of 218 Queen’s Avenue, make a 
presentation regarding the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for the above mentioned property to the Queen’s 
Park Residents Association regarding the Heritage Revitalization Application.  

Unfortunately the next general meeting of the QPRA will not be held until November 4th 2018, therefore the 
directors of the Queen’s Park Residents Association held a special meeting on June 26, 2018 to review the details 
of the 218 Queen’s Avenue HRA. 

The presentation was very detailed and Mr. Norman, who is also a director of the QPRA, included diagrams of the 
site, a comprehensive outline of the planned HRA that would sub divide his current property into 3 lots for the 
purpose of moving 2 heritage houses onto individual lots fronting onto Manitoba Street.  We also toured the 
property to better visualize and understand the proposed placement of the houses and property lines, parking 
access, etc.  After the site tour the HRA proposal was reviewed a final time which allowed for more specific 
questions.  All in attendance agreed that this is a very ambitious project that requires a great deal of attention to 
detail to make it the best it can be for the neighbours and the neighbourhood.   

To that end the directors made several recommendations resulting from their concerns about this project: 

1. The lane extension and proposed turnaround as proposed would mean the loss of green space that could 
better be used as usable back yard space for all 3 properties. 

2. Off-Street parking access from Manitoba Street would be preferable using either individual driveways or 
more preferably a shared driveway as was done with the 2 newer homes in the east side of the 300 block 
of Third Street. 

3. The QPRA directors also encourage the retention of as many mature trees as possible. 

After reviewing the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queen’s Avenue the QPRA executive moved to 
accept the request for the HRA with the above mentioned recommendations.  It was unanimously supported.  Mr. 
Norman and Kim Jansz recused themselves for conflict of interest from this vote. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Langstroth 

QPRA President  

  

CC: Britney Quail - Heritage Planner 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix I 

Engineering Servicing Memo 



 

 

Memorandum 
 

To: Britney Quail, Heritage Policy Planner               Date: January 29, 2019 

 

From: Christian Medurecan, Engineering Technologist            File:  PRJ-008336  

 

Subject: OFF-SITE WORKS AND SERVICES REQUIREMENTS FOR 218 QUEENS AVENUE – 

HER00676. 

 

We are responding to your preliminary application as referenced above dated March 21, 2018 

for the proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queens Avenue. 

 

Please be advised that staff have completed a review of the project and identified the following 

details that will need to be addressed as part of this application: 

 

1. Submission of a revised Topographic Site Survey Plan showing a 6.0m wide Lane signed and 

sealed by a BC Land Surveyor. 

 

2. All site drainage works shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the City’s 

Erosion and Sediment Control Bylaw 7754, 2016. The developer shall retain a qualified 

professional to ensure that the design and implementation of the erosion and sediment 

controls meet the requirements outlined in the Bylaw. 

 

3. All existing trees are to be protected in accordance with the City’s Tree Protection and 

Regulation Bylaw No. 7799, 2016 and any trees identified for removal will need to have a 

permit approved and in place prior to removal.  

 

4. On-site storm sewer water management will be required to limit the post development flow 

to pre-development flow. The on-site works shall be designed in accordance with the City’s 

Integrated Storm Water Management Plan. 

 

5. The on-site sanitary sewer connections and storm sewer systems (perimeter drainage and 

roof leaders) will need to be fully separated for each Lot. Discuss all on-site service/utility 

connection details with Development Services, Building and Plumbing Division at (604) 527-

4580. 

 

Provided you are successful in obtaining Council’s approval for the Heritage Revitalization 

Agreement (HRA), the Engineering Department requirements under the Subdivision and 

Development Control bylaw include by are not necessarily limited to the following: 

 

1. Submission of an application for subdivision for the additional Lots accompanied by a BC 

Land Surveyor’s Proposed Subdivision and Topographic Survey Plan. The Subdivision 

Application form can be found on the City’s website under ‘Subdivision Process” or at the 

Engineering Front Counter at City Hall. 
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2. Payment of a $17,000.00 deposit towards the estimated cost of installation, by the City, of 

one new fire hydrant on the north side of Queens Avenue across from Lot 1. 

 

3. Payment of a $15,000.00 deposit towards the estimated cost of installation, by the City, of 

two (2) 25mm water service connections complete with meter setter and Brooks boxes at 

property line for Lots 2 and 3. Houses constructed on Lots 2 and 3 fronting Manitoba Street 

will be subject to sprinkler requirements. For further details, please contact the Building 

Division at (604) 527-4580. 

 

4. Payment of a cash deposit of $350.00 per tree for the installation of boulevard trees as 

identified by the City. Trees are supplied and installed by the City’s Parks Department. 

 

OFF-SITE WORKS AND SERVICES 

 

5. Under the City of New Westminster Subdivision and Development Control Bylaw No. 7142, 

2007 and amendments thereto, the developer for the above noted property is required to 

enter into a Works and Services Agreement with the City addressing all of the off-site 

servicing requirements. The off-site services will be identified during the detailed 

development review and will be required prior to issuance of a Building Permit. These works 

could include but are not limited to the following generally described servicing: 

 

ROADWORKS 

 

The subject site is bound by Queens Avenue to the north, Manitoba Street to the South and 

a Lane to the east. According to the City’s Mater Transportation Plan (MTP), Queens Avenue 

and Manitoba Street are classified as local roads. 

 

Manitoba Street 

 

5.1. Reconstruction of the Manitoba Street frontage complete with new sidewalk, curb 

and gutter, trees, landscaping (including drainage and irrigation), street lighting, 

underground electrical and telecommunication servicing. Manitoba Street shall be 

reconstruction up to road centerline based on the following minimums: 

 

• Reconstruction of the existing road structure shall be based on the analysis of a 

Benkelman Beam Test, or other approved method, carried out on the existing road 

which is to be upgraded. If the test results are proven satisfactory, the minimum 

requirement shall be a mill and overlay 

• 1.5m wide sidewalk clear of obstructions 

  

Lane 

 

5.2. Construction of a 6.0m wide Lane complete with full road structure, asphalt and 

rollover curb and gutter. The Lane shall be constructed based on the following 

minimums: 
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• 5.0m wide pavement width 

 

Access 

 

5.3. Proposed vehicular access for each Lot shall be from the Lane. 

 

Dedications 

 

5.4. The City will be requiring a 6.0m wide Lane dedication. 

 

UNDERGROUND UTILITES 

 

Sanitary  

 

5.5. Extension of the existing sanitary sewer main in the Lane complete with new 

manholes and an adequately sized sewer service connection with inspection chamber 

at property line to service Lot 1. Size and location to be determined by the 

developer’s consulting engineer and approved by the City. 

 

5.6. Upgrading of the existing sanitary sewer main on Manitoba Street and extension of 

the sanitary sewer main along the site frontage complete with manholes and 

adequately sized service connections with inspection chambers at property line to 

service Lots 2 and 3. Size and location to be determined by the developer’s consulting 

engineer and approved by the City. 

 

Storm 

 

5.7. Provision of an adequately sized storm sewer main along the Lane connecting to the 

existing storm sewer main on Peele Street complete with manholes, catch basins and 

an adequately sized storm sewer service connection with inspection chamber at 

property line to service Lot 1. Size and location to be determined by the developer’s 

consulting engineer and approved by the City. 

 

5.8. Extension of the existing storm sewer main on Manitoba Street along the site 

frontage complete with manholes, catch basins and adequately sized storm sewer 

service connections with inspection chambers at property line to service Lots 2 and 3. 

Size and location to be determined by the developer’s consulting engineer and 

approved by the City. 

 

Electrical and Telecommunication 

 

5.9. All costs associated with the design and conversion of the existing overhead electrical 

and telecommunication utilities on the roadways adjacent to the site with an 

underground system for the development. Please contact Arne Hannula in the City’s 

Electrical Operations Department (604) 524-4531 for electrical and City 
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communication servicing details. Contact Telus and Shaw directly for 

telecommunication details. 

 

STREET LIGHTING 

 

5.10. Roadway lighting for all street frontages shall be provided for safety and to produce 

accurate and comfortable night time visibility using energy efficient lighting such as 

LED. Design of roadway lighting shall be in accordance with the City of New 

Westminster Design Criteria Section 6 and the MMCD (Platinum Edition) Design 

Guidelines Section 6.0 Roadway Lighting (for LED). 

 

BOULEVARD TREES 

 

5.11. The boulevard on Manitoba Street shall be prepared for Boulevard Trees complete 

with a 900mm deep “blended” growing medium for the full width of the boulevard, 

complete with drainage and irrigation. The Parks Department will supply and install 

trees at the developer’s cost. Boulevard landscaping shall be installed to the 

satisfaction of the Parks Department. For further information please contact Erika 

Mashig, Manager Horticulture Services and Parks and Open Space Planning at (604) 

524-4530. 

 

6. The preparation of detailed design drawings by a qualified Professional Engineer for the off-

site works and services to the satisfaction of the City and in accordance with the City’s 

Design Criteria, Supplemental Specifications and Detail Drawings, and Master Municipal 

Construction Documents. The engineering design drawings for the proposed works may 

include the following plans: 

 

• Road works 

• Storm drainage collection facilities 

• Sanitary sewer collection facilities 

• Water distribution facilities 

• Street lighting 

• Boulevard preparation for trees, irrigation and drainage 

• Topographical and lot grading plans 

• Erosion and sediment control plans 

• Telecommunication servicing plans 

• Gas facilities 

 

7. Under the Works and Services Agreement with the City, the developer must address the 

following requirements: 

 

7.1. Employment and retention of a Professional Engineer to prepare and seal the design 

drawings; to provide a Resident Engineer for inspection of all design and construction 

related problems; to prepare, certify and seal “As Constructed” drawings, including 

landscape & irrigation drawings and to certify that all materials supplied and works 
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performed conform to City standards as contained within the Subdivision and 

Development Control Bylaw and/or the Master Municipal Construction Documents. 

 

7.2. The Developer will be required to post a security deposit for 120% of the estimated 

construction cost of the off-site servicing works including GST. The security deposit 

shall be in the form of an Irrevocable Letter of Credit or cash deposit. The security 

deposit will be reduced once the off-site works are completed to the satisfaction of the 

City less 10% holdback. Upon issuance of a Certificate of Completion by the City, the 

10% security deposit will be held for a two year maintenance period. 

 

Final approval of the subdivision will be considered upon the satisfactory completion of 

requirements including, but not necessarily limited to the following: 

 

• Payment of the Subdivision Application fee in the amount of $2,560.00 for the 

proposed additional lots. 

 

• Payment to cover the cost of preparing the Works and Services Agreement, currently 

$1,830.00 plus tax; 

 

• Payment of four percent (4%) of the estimated construction costs to cover engineering 

and administrative costs incurred by the City; 

 

• Under the Works and Services Agreement the developer will be required to pay a 

deposit of $5,000.00 to cover any charges for emergency works and signage. 

 

• Signing of a latecomer waiver clause. 

 

• Payment of applicable Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage District (GVS&DD) 

Development Cost Charges in accordance with Bylaw 254, 2010 for the proposed 

additional lots. 

 

• Payment of applicable New Westminster Development Cost Charges in accordance 

with Bylaw 7311, 2009. 

 

• Payment of applicable School Site Acquisition charge in accordance with School District 

#40 Capital Bylaw No. 2008-1. 

 

• Certificate that all taxes assessed on the subdivided land have been paid and where 

local improvement taxes, rates or assessments are payable by installments, that all 

installments owing at the date of the certificate have been paid. 

 

• Submission of any other easements or right of way documents required in relation to 

the property  
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Should you have any further questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me 

directly at (604)-636-4463. 

 

Thank you, 

 

 

 

Christian Medurecan, CTech, CPWI-2, BC-CESCL 

Engineering Technologist 

 
cc J. Lowrie, Director of Engineering Services 

E. Wat, Manager Infrastructure Planning 

 C. Dobrescu, Utilities and Special Projects Engineer 

 G. Otieno, Infrastructure Engineer 

 F. Jin, Transportation Technologist 

 E. Mashig, Manager Horticulture and Parks and Open Space Planning 

 A. Hannula, Manager, Electrical Engineering Design & Planning 

 L. Wang, Plan Reviewer 

 J. McQuillan, Arborist 



218 Queen’s Avenue: 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

Land Use and Planning Committee 
Presentation 

March 11, 2019 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner 
Development Services 
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Site Context 

Address:  
• 218 Queen’s Ave 

 
Site Area:  
• 2,101 sq.m. 
    (22,617sq.ft.) 
 
Lot Dimentions:  
• 80 m. (264 ft.) depth 
• 26 m. (86 ft.) width 

 



Overview of Application 



Overview of Application 



R E P O R T  
Land Use and Planning Committee 

To: Mayor Coté and Members of Council Date: 4/8/2019 

From: Land Use and Planning Committee File: HER000676 

Item #: 140/2019 

Subject: 218 Queen's Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement - Bylaw for 

Two Readings 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT Council consider Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 for 

218 Queen’s Avenue for First and Second Readings, and forward the bylaw to a 
Public Hearing on April 29, 2019.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) (Attachment 1) for 218 Queen’s Avenue 

would allow the subdivision of a Designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage 

Conservation Area into three RS-4 single-detached dwelling properties. In exchange for the 

zoning relaxations required to permit the subdivision and regularize the existing heritage 

house, the applicant proposes to relocate, restore, and legally protect two heritage house; one 

on each of the newly created lots.  

Zoning Bylaw relaxations would permit the two new lots to be 344 sq.ft. (32 sq.m.) smaller 

than the minimum lot size required in this property’s zone. Zoning Bylaw relaxations would 

also regularize four non-conformities on the existing heritage house: roof midpoint height, 

roof peak height, and side yard and front yard setbacks. The existing heritage house is not 

proposed to be altered. 

In June 2018, Council issued a Temporary Use Permit for this site to allow the owner to host 
suitable heritage houses on the property while the negotiations for the HRA were underway. 

Two candidate houses were moved onto the site for storage in December 2018. These houses 
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are consistent with the parameters of the attached HRA, and requirements related to their 

restoration have been included in the agreement. 

 

The Heritage Revitalization Agreement application complies with the Official Community 

Plan’s land use designation for this site and has been supported by the Community Heritage 
Commission and Advisory Planning Commission. Additionally, staff considers the project to 

provide an appropriate balance of heritage, restoration, and development benefits.  

 

Staff recommends that Council consider the Heritage Revitalization Agreement bylaw 

(Attachment 1) for First and Second Readings, and forward the bylaw to a Public Hearing on 

April 29, 2019. 

 

COMMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

At its meeting held March 11, 2019, the Land Use and Planning Committee considered the 

attached staff report (Attachment 2) and adopted the staff recommendation to forward the 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement bylaw to Council for consideration.  

 

OPTIONS 

 
The following options are available for Council’s consideration:  

 

1. That Council consider Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 8064 for 218 

Queen’s Avenue for First and Second Readings, and forward the bylaw to a Public 

Hearing on April 29, 2019. 

 

2. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.  

The Land Use and Planning Committee recommend Option 1.  

 

 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 

Attachment 1: Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 

Attachment 2: Land Use and Planning Committee Report, March 11, 2019 

 

 
 

This report has been prepared by: 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner 
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This report was reviewed by: 

Jackie Teed, Manager of Planning 

 

 

Submitted on Behalf of the Land Use 

and Planning Committee 

 

 

 

 Approved for Presentation to Council 

 

 

For: 

Emilie K Adin, MCIP 

Director of Development Services 

 

 Lisa Spitale 

Chief Administrative Officer 

   

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attachment 1 

Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement  
(218 Queen’s Avenue)  
Bylaw No.8064, 2019 

 



 
 

Doc # 1269912 

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER 
 

HERITAGE REVITALIZATION AGREEMENT (218 Queens Avenue) 
BYLAW NO. 8064, 2019 

 
A Bylaw to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement under 

Section 610 of the Local Government Act 

 
WHEREAS the City of New Westminster and the owner of the property located at 218 Queens Avenue, 
New Westminster, British Columbia wish to enter into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement in respect 
of that property; 

 
NOW THEREFORE, the Council of the City of New Westminster enacts as follows: 

 
Citation 

 
1. This Bylaw may be cited as "Heritage Revitalization Agreement (218 Queens Avenue) Bylaw 

No.8064, 2019". 
 

Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
 

2. The  City  of  New  Westminster  enters  into  a  Heritage  Revitalization  Agreement  with  the 
registered owner of that property  located at 218 Queens Avenue, New Westminster, British 
Columbia, legally described as PID: 009‐753‐249, Lot “A” Block 34 Group 1 Plan 13054. 

 
3. The Mayor and City Clerk are authorized on behalf of the City of New Westminster Council to 

sign and seal the Heritage Revitalization Agreement attached to this bylaw as Schedule "A". 
 

READ A FIRST TIME this    day of              , 2019. 
 
READ A SECOND TIME this     day of            , 2019. 
 
PUBLIC HEARING held this       day of            , 2019. 
 
READ A THIRD TIME   this         day of           , 2019. 
 
ADOPTED this                day of                   , 2019. 
 
 

 
 
____________________________        ___________________________ 
Mayor Jonathan X. Cote          Jacque Killawee, City Clerk  
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SCHEDULE “A” 
 
 
 
HERITAGE REVITALIZATION AGREEMENT (218 Queens Avenue) 
 
 
 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference the 8th day of March 2019 is  
 
BETWEEN: 
 

STEPHEN NORMAN, executor of the will of Mary Kathleen O’Callaghan, 218 Queens 
Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia, V3L 1J9 

 
(the "Owner") 

 
AND: 

 
CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER, City Hall, 511 Royal Avenue, New 
Westminster, British Columbia, V3L 1H9  
 
(the "City") 

 
WHEREAS: 

 
A. The Owner is the registered owner in fee simple of the land and all improvements located at 218 

Queens Avenue, New Westminster, British Columbia, legally described as PID: 009‐753‐249 Block 
34 Group 1 Plan 13054 (the "Land”); 

 
B. There  is one principal building currently  situated on  the Land,  located at 218 Queens Avenue 

(the "H.R. Davidson House"), which  is protected  through Heritage Designation Bylaw No.6144, 
1993 and which building is shown on the site plan attached as Appendix 1 (the “Site Plan”); 

 
C. The Owner intends to apply to the City’s Approving Officer for approval to file a subdivision plan 

(the  “Subdivision  Plan”)  in  the  Land  Title  Office  in  order  to  subdivide  the  Land  into  three 
separate parcels, generally as shown on the Site Plan;  

 
D. If the proposed subdivision of the Land  is approved by the City’s Approving Officer, the Owner 

wishes to relocate two heritage houses (the “Heritage Houses”); one onto each of the two newly 
created lots fronting Manitoba Street; 

 
E. The Owner wishes  to make certain alterations  to  the Heritage Houses  in order  to  restore and 

rehabilitate them (the “Work”); 
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F. The  City  and  the Owner  agree  that  the Heritage  Houses  have  heritage  value  and  should  be 
conserved; 

 
G. The City and the Owner agree that the H.R. Davidson House has heritage value and should be 

conserved;  
 

H. Section 610 of the Local Government Act, RSBC 2015, Chapter 1 authorizes a  local government 
to enter  into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement with  the owner of heritage property and  to 
allow variations of, and supplements to, the provisions of a bylaw or a permit issued under Part 
14 or Part 15 of the Local Government Act; 

 

I. The Owner and the City have agreed to enter into this Heritage Revitalization Agreement setting 
out the terms and conditions by which the heritage values of the H.R. Davidson House and the 
Heritage Houses are to be preserved and protected, in return for supplements and variances to 
City bylaws specified in this Agreement; 

 
THIS AGREEMENT is evidence that in consideration of the sum of ten dollars ($10 .00) now paid by each 
party  to  the other  and  for other  good  and  valuable  consideration  (the  receipt of which  each party 
hereby acknowledges) the Owner and the City each covenant with the other pursuant to Section 610 
of the Local Government Act as follows: 

 
Heritage Designation 

 
1. The Owner  irrevocably agrees to the designation of the Heritage Houses as protected heritage 

property,  in accordance with Section 611 of  the  Local Government Act, and  releases  the City 
from any obligation to compensate the Owner in any form for any reduction in the market value 
of  the  Land,  any  lands  into  which  the  Land  is  subdivided,  the  H.R.  Davidson  House,  or  the 
Heritage Houses that may result from the designation. 

 
Variances to City's Zoning Bylaw 

 
2. The City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw No.6680, 2001,  is varied and  supplemented  in  its 

application to the Land in the manner and to the extent set out in Appendix 7.  
 
Conservation of Heritage Houses 

 
3. Promptly following the date on which the Owner deposits the Subdivision Plan in the Land Title 

Office, the Owner shall commence and complete the Work, at the owner’s sole expense, in strict 
accordance with  the  heritage  conservation  plans  prepared  for  the Heritage Houses  by  Elana 
Zysblat of Ance Building Services Co.  Inc., dated November, 2018 and attached as Appendix 4 
(the “Conservation Plans”) and with the design plans and specifications prepared by Dave Nicol 
Designs, dated February 2019 attached as Appendix 5  (the  “Design Plans”),  full‐size  copies of 
which plans shall be on file at the New Westminster City Hall. 
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4. The Work  shall be  done  at  the Owner's  sole  expense  in  accordance with  generally  accepted 
engineering,  architectural,  and  heritage  conservation  practices.  If  any  conflict  or  ambiguity 
arises  in  the  performance  of  the  Work  or  the  interpretation  of  the  Conservation  Plans,  the 
parties agree that the conflict or ambiguity shall be resolved  in accordance with the “Queen’s 
Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines”, published by the City of New Westminster 
in 2017 or the “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places  in Canada, 2nd 
Edition”, published by Parks Canada in 2010. 

 
5. The Owner shall erect on the Land and keep erected throughout the course of the Work, a sign 

of sufficient size and visibility to effectively notify contractors and tradespersons entering onto 
the  Land  that  the  Work  involves  protected  heritage  property  and  is  being  carried  out  for 
heritage conservation purposes. 

 
6. The Owner shall, at the Owner's sole expense, engage a member of the Architectural Institute of 

British  Columbia  or  the  Canadian  Association  of Heritage  Professionals with  specialization  in 
Building or Planning  (the  "Registered Professional")  to oversee  the Work  and  to perform  the 
duties set out in section 7 of this Agreement. 

 
7. The Registered Professional shall: 

 
(a)  prior  to  commencement  of  the  Work,  provide  to  the  City  an  executed  and  sealed 

Confirmation  of  Commitment  in  the  form  attached  as Appendix 2  and,  if  the  Registered 
Professional  is  a  member  of  the  Canadian  Association  of  Heritage  Professionals,  the 
Registered Professional shall provide evidence of their membership and specialization when 
submitting such executed and sealed Confirmation of Commitment; 

 
(b) supervise  the  Work  and  ensure  compliance  of  the  Work  with  the  Conservation  Plans  in 

Appendix 4; 
 

(c) provide regular reports to the City on the progress of the Work; 
 

(d) upon  substantial  completion  of  the  Work,  provide  to  the  City  an  executed  and  sealed 
Certification of Compliance in the form attached as Appendix 3; and 

 
(e) notify the City within one business day  if the Registered Professional's engagement by the 

Owner is terminated for any reason. 

 
Permits and Licenses  
 

8. Prior to commencement of the Work, the Owner shall obtain from the City all necessary permits 
and licenses, including a building permit and heritage alteration permit. 
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9. The Owner agrees that the City may, notwithstanding that such a permit may be issuable under 
the City’s zoning and building regulations and the BC Building Code, withhold a building permit 
applied  for  in  respect of  the Work  if  the work  that  the Owner wishes  to undertake  is not  in 
accordance with the Conservation Plans or the Design Plans. 

 
10. The Owner shall obtain written approval  from  the City’s Director of Development Services  for 

any  changes  to  the  Work,  and  obtain  any  amended  permits  that  may  be  required  for  such 
changes to the Work, including a building permit and heritage alteration permit.  

 
Timing and Phasing  
 

11. The Owner shall commence and complete all actions required for the completion of the Work, 
as set out in the Conservation Plans and Design Plans, within three years following the date on 
which the Owner deposits the Subdivision Plan in the Land Title Office. 

 
No Separate Sale of New Parcels 

 
12. The Owner shall, concurrently with the deposit of the Subdivision Plan, deposit in the Land Title 

Office a covenant under s.219 of the Land Title Act in favour of the City, in the form attached as 
Appendix 6, by which  the Owner covenants and agrees not  to  transfer  separately  the parcels 
created by the Subdivision Plan until the Owner has completed the Work for the preservation, 
restoration, and rehabilitation of the Heritage Houses to the satisfaction of the City’s Director of 
Development Services.  

 
13. The City shall execute and deliver to the Owner a discharge of the covenant described in section 

12 above on the request and at the sole cost of the Owner if the Owner has complied with the 
requirements  of  this  Agreement  for  the  preservation,  restoration,  and  rehabilitation  of  the 
Heritage Houses and wishes  to  transfer  the parcel containing  the H.R. Davidson House or any 
one of  the Heritage Houses  separately  from  the other parcels  charged by  the  covenant,  and 
have provided the Certification of Compliance described in section 7(d) above in respect of the 
Heritage Houses.  

 
Ongoing Maintenance 

 
14. Following completion of the Work, the Owner shall maintain the H.R. Davidson House and the 

Heritage Houses in good repair in accordance with the maintenance requirements set out  in the 
Conservation  Plans and the maintenance standards set out in City of New Westminster Heritage 
Properties Minimum Maintenance  Standards Bylaw No.  7971, 2018,  as  amended or  replaced 
from time to time. 
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Damage to or Destruction of Heritage Buildings 

 
15. If, in the opinion of the City, the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage Houses are damaged, the 

Owner shall obtain a heritage alteration permit and any other necessary permits and  licenses 
and,  in  a  timely  manner,  shall  restore  and  repair  the  H.R.  Davidson  House  or  the  Heritage 
Houses to the same condition and appearance that existed before the damage occurred. 

 
16. If the H.R. Davidson House or one or more of the Heritage Houses  is completely destroyed, as 

defined by City of New Westminster Building Bylaw No. 6897, 2003, the Owner shall construct a 
replica, using equivalent contemporary materials if necessary, of the H.R. Davidson House or the 
destroyed Heritage House that complies in all respects with the Conservation Plans, the Design 
Plans, and with City of New Westminster Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001 as amended (the “Zoning 
Bylaw”), and as varied by this Agreement, after having obtained a heritage alteration permit and 
any other necessary permits and licenses. 

 
 

17. The Owner shall use its best efforts to commence and complete any repairs to the H.R. Davidson 
House  or  the  Heritage  Houses,  or  the  construction  of  any  replica  building,  with  reasonable 
dispatch. 

 
Inspection 

 
18. Upon request by the City, the Owner shall advise or cause the Registered Professional to advise 

the City's Development Services Department, Planning Division, of the status of the Work, and, 
without  limiting  the  City's  power  of  inspection  conferred  by  statute  and  in  addition  to  such 
powers, the City shall be entitled at all reasonable times and from time to time to enter onto the 
Land  for  the purpose of ensuring  that  the Owner  is  fully observing and performing all of  the 
restrictions and requirements in this Agreement to  be observed and performed by the Owner. 
 

19. The City may, notwithstanding  that a  final  inspection may be  issuable under  the City’s zoning 
and building  regulations  and  the BC Building Code, withhold  a  final  inspection  applied  for  in 
respect of the Heritage Houses if the Owner has not completed the Work to the satisfaction of 
the City’s Director of Development Services. 

 
Conformity with City Bylaws 

 
20. The Owner acknowledges and agrees  that, except as expressly varied by  this Agreement, any 

development  or  use  of  the  Land,  including  any  preservation,  rehabilitation,  restoration,  and 
repairs done with respect to the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage Houses, must comply with 
all applicable bylaws of the  City. 
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No Application to Building Interiors 

 
21. Unless  otherwise  stated  in  this  Agreement  or  in  the  Conservation  Plans,  the  terms  and 

conditions of this Agreement respecting the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage Houses apply 
only to the structure and exterior of the buildings,  including without  limitation the foundation, 
walls, roof, and all exterior doors, windows and architectural  ornamentation. 

 
Future Alterations 

 
22. Following completion of the Work in accordance with this Agreement, the Owner shall not alter 

the heritage character or the exterior appearance of  the H.R. Davidson House or  the Heritage 
Houses, except as permitted by a heritage alteration permit issued by the City. 

 

 
Statutory Authority Retained 

 
23. Nothing  in this Agreement shall  limit,  impair, fetter or derogate from the statutory   powers of 

the City, all of which powers may be exercised by the City from time to time and at any time to 
the fullest extent that the City is enabled. 

 
Indemnity 

 
24. The Owner  hereby  releases,  indemnifies,  and  saves  the  City,  its  officers,  employees,  elected 

officials, agents and assigns harmless from and against any and all actions, causes of action, losses, 
damages, costs, claims, debts and demands whatsoever by any person, arising out of or  in any 
way due to the existence or effect of any of the restrictions or requirements in this Agreement, 
or the breach or non‐performance by the Owner of any term or provision of this Agreement, or 
by  reason  of  any  work  or  action  of  the  Owner  in  performance  of  its  obligations  under  this 
Agreement or by reason of any wrongful act or omission, default, or negligence of the Owner. 

 
25. In no case shall the City be liable or responsible in any way for: 

 
(a) any personal injury, death or consequential damage of any nature whatsoever, howsoever 

caused, that be suffered or sustained by the Owner or by any other person who may be on 
the Land; or 

 
(b) any  loss or   damage of   any nature whatsoever, howsoever   caused  to    the Land, or any 

improvements  or  personal  property  thereon  belonging  to  the  Owner  or  to  any  other 
person, arising directly or indirectly from compliance with the restrictions and requirements 
in this Agreement, wrongful or negligent failure or omission to comply with the restrictions 
and requirements in this Agreement or refusal, omission or failure of the City to enforce or 
require compliance by the Owner with the restrictions or requirements  in this Agreement 
or with any other term, condition, or provision of this Agreement. 
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No Waiver 

 
26. No restrictions, requirements, or other provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed to   have 

been waived by the City unless a written waiver signed by an officer of the City has first been 
obtained,  and  without  limiting  the  generality  of  the  foregoing,  no  condoning,  excusing  or 
overlooking by the City on previous occasions of any default, nor any previous written waiver, 
shall be taken to operate as a waiver by the City of any subsequent  default or in any way defeat 
or affect the rights and remedies of the City. 

 
Interpretation 

 
27. In  this  Agreement,  "Owner"  shall  mean  all  registered  owners  of  the  Land  or  subsequent 

registered owners of the Land, as the context requires or permits.  
 

28. Nothing in this Agreement commits the Approving Officer to approve the proposed subdivision 
of the Land.  

 
Enforcement of Agreement 

 
29. The Owner acknowledges that it is an offence under Section 621(1)(c) of the Local Government 

Act to alter the Land, the H.R. Davidson House or the Heritage Houses  in contravention of this 
Agreement, punishable by a fine of up to $50,000.00 or imprisonment for a term of up to 2 years, 
or both. 

 
30. The Owner acknowledges that it is an offence under Section 621(1)(b) of the Local Government 

Act  to  fail  to  comply with  the  requirements  and  conditions of  any heritage  alteration permit 
issued to the Owner pursuant to this Agreement and Section 617 of the Local Government Act, 
punishable in the manner described in the preceding section. 

 
31. The Owner acknowledges that,  if the Owner alters the Land or the H.R. Davidson House or the 

Heritage Houses in contravention of this Agreement, the City may apply to the British Columbia 
Supreme Court for: 

 
(a) an order that the Owner restore the Land or the H.R. Davidson House or  the Heritage 

Houses, or both, to their condition before the contravention; 
 

(b)  an order that the Owner undertake compensatory conservation   work on the Land or 
the H.R. Davidson House, or the Heritage Houses; 

 
(c)  an  order  requiring  the  Owner  to  take  other  measures  specified  by  the  Court  to 

ameliorate the effects of the contravention; and 
 

(d)  an order authorizing the City to perform any and all such work at the expense of the 
Owner. 
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32. The Owner acknowledges that if the City undertakes work to satisfy the terms,  requirements or 
conditions of any heritage alteration permit  issued to the   Owner   pursuant to this Agreement 
upon  the Owner's  failure  to do  so,  the City may add  the  cost of  the work and any  incidental 
expenses  to  the  taxes  payable  with  respect  to  the  Land,  or  may  recover  the  cost  from  any 
security  that  the Owner has provided  to  the City  to guarantee  the performance of  the  terms, 
requirements or conditions of the permit, or both. 

 
33. The Owner acknowledges  that  the City may  file a notice on  title  to  the  Land  in  the  land  title 

office if the terms and conditions of this Agreement have been contravened. 
 

34. The City may notify the Owner in writing of any alleged breach of this Agreement and the Owner 
shall have the time specified  in the notice to remedy the breach.  In the event that the Owner 
fails to remedy the breach within the time specified, the City may enforce this Agreement by: 

 
(a) seeking an order for specific performance of the Agreement; 

 
(b) any other means specified in this Agreement; or 

 
(c) any means specified in the Community Charter or the Local Government Act, 

 
and the City's resort to any remedy for a breach of this Agreement does not  limit  its right to 
resort to any other remedy available at law or in equity. 
 

Consultation  
 

35. If a concern arises out of the ongoing implementation of the Agreement, either party may 
request a meeting with the other party to discuss and seek a resolution to the concern.  The 
parties shall meet within a reasonable time and work in good faith towards a resolution of the 
matter. 

 
Headings 
 

36. The  headings  in  this  Agreement  are  inserted  for  convenience  only  and  shall  not  affect  the 
interpretation of this Agreement or any of its provisions. 

 
Appendices 

 
37. All appendices to this Agreement are incorporated into and form part of this Agreement. 

 
Number and Gender 

 
38. Whenever  the  singular  or masculine  or  neuter  is  used  in  this Agreement,  the  same  shall  be 

construed to mean the plural or feminine or body corporate where the context so requires. 
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  Joint and Several 
 

39. If at any  time more  than one person  (as defined  in  the  Interpretation Act  (British Columbia)) 
owns the Land, each of those persons will be jointly and severally liable for all of the obligations 
of the Owner under this Agreement. 

 
Successors Bound 

 

40. All restrictions, rights and liabilities herein imposed upon or given to the respective parties shall 
extend to and be binding upon their respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors and 
assigns.  

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Owner and the City have executed this Agreement as of the date written 
above. 
 

Signed, Sealed and Delivered in the     ) 

Presence of:           ) 

             ) 

             )  __________________________________ 

 ________________________________  )  Stephen Norman 

Name           ) 

             ) 

________________________________  )  __________________________________ 

Address          )   

             ) 

________________________________  ) 

Occupation          ) 

              

 

THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER 

by its authorized signatories: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________    __________________________________ 

Mayor:             City Clerk: 
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APPENDIX 1 

 
SITE PLAN 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

CONFIRMATION OF COMMITMENT BY REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL 
 

 
Date: _______________________________ 
 
 
City of New Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9 
 
Attention:  Director of Development Services 
 
 
Re:  Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queens Avenue 
 
The undersigned hereby undertakes to be responsible for field reviews of the construction carried out at 
the captioned address for compliance with the requirements of Appendices 1, 4, and 5 of the Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement applicable to the property, which the undersigned acknowledges having 
received and reviewed, and undertakes to notify the City of New Westminster in writing as soon as 
possible if the undersigned’s contract for field review is terminated at any time during construction. This 
letter is not being provided in connection with Part 2 of the British Columbia Building Code, but in 
connection only with the requirements of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement. 
 
 
 
_____________________________________ 
Registered Professional’s Name 
 
 
 
_____________________________________ 
Address 
 
                  Signature and Seal 
 
_____________________________________ 
Telephone No.  
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APPENDIX 3 
 

CERTIFICATION OF REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL 
 
 
 
Date: _____________________________ 
 
 
 
City of New Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9 
 
Attention: Director of Development Services 
 
 
 
Re:  Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queens Avenue 
 
 
I hereby give assurance that I have fulfilled my obligations for field review as indicated in my letter to 
the City of New Westminster dated _________________________ in relation to the captioned property, 
and that the architectural components of the work comply in all material respects with the 
requirements of Appendices 1, 4, and 5 of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement referred to in that 
letter. This letter is not being provided in connection with Part 2 of the British Columbia Building Code, 
but in connection only with the requirements of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement. 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Registered Professional’s Name 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Address 
 
                  Signature and Seal 
 
___________________________________ 
Telephone No. 
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APPENDIX 4 
 

HERITAGE CONSERVATION PLANS 
   



Heritage Conservation Plan 

219 Manitoba Street, New Westminster, BC 

Sandick House ~ 1909 (originally located at 217 St. Patrick Street) 

Elana Zysblat, CAHP - Ance Building Services :: John Atkin - History + Research                November 2018
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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

Built in 1909, the subject house is a small, one-and-a-half storey traditional Early Cottage located on 
the north side of St. Patrick Street, between 2nd and 3rd Street in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood of 
New Westminster. 

Heritage Values 

The Sandick House holds value for its association with Queen’s Park’s Edwardian development phase 
that occurred during the years leading up to the First World War. Although significant development in 
the neighbourhood began in the 1890s, a major growth spurt occurred from roughly 1905 until 1913. 
It was during this time period that Queen’s Park became one of the most appealing neighbourhoods 
in New Westminster, attracting many wealthy elites, as well as those, like the Sandicks, who built 
homes with more modest means. 

The Sandick House holds value for its continuous single-family use for over 100 years. From 1909 to 
2009, the building was home to only two families; the Sandick family from 1909-1929, and the 
Robinson family from 1929-2009. Born in 1913, Miss Jean Robinson lived in the subject house for her 
entire adult life. The daughter of Charles & Edith Robinson, Miss Robinson moved in when her parents 
purchased the home in 1929, and remained there for nearly 80 years, until shortly before her death in 
2009. This degree of continuity is very rare for homes in the region. 
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The subject property has value for its association with the Sandick family - early Queen’s Park residents 
who came to the west coast area as retirees; and with the Robinson family, whose long-term ties to the 
property span two generations and roughly 80 years.  

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 
working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 
with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 
Cottage architectural style. This example is rare in that it retains all of its original exterior materials. 

Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1909 

- original location on St. Patrick Street with deep setback from the street  

- modest residential design, size and form 

- hipped-roof design with small, front-facing dormer 

- cut-away porch enclosing the front entrance with single wood turned column 

- wood double-hung and casement windows with original trim 

- wood cladding 

- ornate brick chimney 
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Historic Brief 

Although parks and public plazas 
w e r e a l l o c a t e d i n N e w 
Westminster’s first plan drawn by 
the Royal Engineers in the early 
1860s, there was almost no 
development beyond the Royal 
City’s original northern boundary 
of Royal Avenue until the 1880s.  

The announcement of the arrival 
of the CPR to Vancouver, with a 
branch line to New Westminster, 
sparked a significant  building 
boom between 1887-1898, 
transforming the small town into 
a real city.  

At the time this map (right) was 
drawn in 1892, New Westminster 
not only had a train station, but 
also a streetcar system, electric 
street lights, and expanded 
boundaries well beyond Royal 
Avenue to include suburbs such 
as Queen’s Park, Sapperton and 
Queensborough. Queen’s Park 
was refined and laid-out with 
public gardens, walkways and 
sports fields.  

It was during this Victorian-era growth and investments in infrastructure that residential development 
really began in the streets around Queen’s Park which would become a neighbourhood named after 
the park. Numerous late 1880s and early 1890s grand homes were built in the Queen’s Park 
neighbourhood, establishing its reputation as a prestigious area located at a commanding distance 
from the industrial riverfront and busy downtown core. 

After the devastating fire of 1898, which burned down much of New Westminster but did not reach  
Queen’s Park or other areas north of Royal Avenue, another 12-year growth spurt commenced in the 
city. Specific improvements to Queen’s Park were sparked by the 1905 Canadian National Exhibition 
held in the park, for which new exhibition buildings were constructed. Paving and concrete sidewalks  
were introduced to the neighbourhood in 1906 and by 1913 the number of homes in Queen’s Park 
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had doubled. The subject house at 217 St. Patrick Street, built in 1909, is linked directly to this 
Edwardian-era growth and the general economic and building boom throughout the Lower Mainland 
in the years before World War I. 

217 St. Patrick Street - History

The subject property was built in 1909 by retired farmer John Sandick (1842-1930) and his wife 
Elleanor (1849-1928), both Ontario-born newcomers to New Westminster. The pre-World War I 
building boom saw the filling in of about 50% of lots in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, except for 
the blocks which housed the streetcar line where the majority of lots were developed before the war. 
217 St. Patrick was the third house built on this block of St. Patrick between 2nd and 3rd Streets. The 
below newspaper ad from April 1909 provides precise insight into the land and dwelling costs of the 
time and could very well be referring to the subject block or even the subject property. It advertises an 
undeveloped 66’ x 132’ lot on the north side of St. Patrick for $650 while the same sized lot with a 
‘nice new cottage’ was for sale for $2000.

On the eve of World War I there were eight houses on the block in total, seven of which survive today. 
This would be the status quo until the late 1920s and early 1930s when the rest of the lots on the 
block were developed. The Sandicks resided here for 20 years until 1928 when Elleanor died and John 
returned to his hometown in Ontario where he too passed away in 1930.

The second family to call 217 St. Patrick Street home was that of Charles and Edith Robinson and their 
daughters Frances and Jean. Prior to purchasing the subject house in 1929, the family resided in 
Sapperton and Charles had been employed as a watchman at a sawmill. While living in the subject 
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New Westminster Daily News newspaper - April 14, 1909.                            source: UBC Special Collections
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house Charles worked as a school janitor. Charles Sandick retired in 1934 and died in 1940. Edith and 
Jean cohabited in the house until Edith passed away in 1960. Jean Robinson, a secretary and then 
traffic manager at Barnett Lumber Co. lived in the subject house on her own until close to her death in 
2009. Altogether, members of the Robinson family owned and inhabited the subject house for roughly 
80 years. 

The house style has been coined Early Cottage by the Vancouver Heritage Foundation and is 
characterized by a modest 1.5 storey hip roofed cottage with a small dormer, front verandah and a 
very practical layout. Although the verandah is often full-width, some variations, as in the case of 217 
St. Patrick, feature a cutaway front porch occupying half the façade’s width, providing more enclosed 
living space in the small scale house. Examples of the early cottage can be found all over the Lower 
Mainland, dating as early as 1890 and as late as 1925  - although the majority tend to have been built 
in the Edwardian era between 1907 and 1910. Early, small houses were sometimes relocated on the 
property to accommodate new or larger houses. Photographs of two additional New Westminster 
examples can be seen below. Although the subject house has been covered in vinyl siding and its 
wood front stairs have been rebuilt in concrete, the original form, roofline, eaves, and wood windows 
survive. The turned wood front porch column is hidden behind metal casing, and the original cladding 
likely survives underneath the vinyl siding.
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Research Findings 

Civic Address: 217 St. Patrick Street, New Westminster BC 

Legal Description:  
  
Lot: 23  Suburban Block: 7 of lot 2, 3, 30, & 31 New West District: Plan NWP2620   
          
Date of Construction: 1909 (New Westminster CityViews & directories) 

Builder: John Sandick (CityViews)  

Architect: unknown 

Original occupants: John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

Residents at 217 St Patrick Street 

- 1909-28: 
- John & Elleanor (Nellie) Sandick 

- 1929-39: 
- Charles E & Edith Maud Robinson (Charles d. January, 1940) 
- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1940-60: 
- Edith Maud Robinson (d. January, 1960) 
- Miss Jean Robinson 

- 1961-2009: 
- Miss Jean Robinson 
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Current Photographs 
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side view (west) 
showing original wood 
cladding and trim 
beneath vinyl siding, as 
well as original turned 
porch column.

side view (east)
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Conservation Objectives 
The building originally constructed at 217 St. Patrick Street will be relocated to the rear of a large 
property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 
Manitoba Street with the new address of 219 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 
vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 
introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 
development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 
modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 
finished, full-height basement level will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 
existing 900 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 
Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 
development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 
Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 
Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 
integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value.

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 
of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value.

Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 
historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 
heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Architectural renderings of the restored, Early Cottages on Manitoba St. Source: Dave Nicol Design.
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Site Plan
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The red outline on the 
proposed site plan 
(right), illustrates the 
current location of the 
existing historic house 
(218 Queen’s Avenue) 
and its garage, sited 
at the north edge of 
its large lot. 

The proposed 
location of the two 
Early Cottages on 
Manitoba Street are 
coloured in green 
(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 
incorporates a new 
lane separating the 
Manitoba properties 
from the Queen’s 
Avenue property, as 
well as parking spaces 
for all three lots - 
coloured in pink.

The existing four 
neighbouring houses 
on Manitoba Street 
are marked in grey. 
The propose 
development would 
fill-in the 200 bloc of 
Manitoba 
introducing 
compatibly sized and 
sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 
failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building was clad in several layers of siding 
- vinyl, asbestos shingles, and cedar shingles, 
but a portion of these were removed to inspect 
the original wood siding cladding. The visible 
wood siding, cladding the entire exterior plane, 
appears to be in good condition, as are the 
surviving trim boards, wood soffits and front 
porch column. 

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing metal shingle roof is in excellent 
condition. The gutters were installed at the 
same time and are in functional, good 
condition.  

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 
windows on the main floor and fixed dived-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 
wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 
new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 
operability - as they are mostly are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to 
accommodate the application of the metal siding and are thus in fair condition. 

Doors - The original wood front in good condition. The original wood rear door is in fair condition. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition. 
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation:

Rehabilitate the property by: 
• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 
• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 
mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 
discreet concrete foundation.

c. Exterior Elements - Preservation and Restoration: 

• Preserve the wood cladding, wood trim around the doors and 
windows, the soffits, and wood porch column. Replicate in kind any 
base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall replicated water 
table board, if the existing board doesn’t survive the relocation, at 
new foundation. 

d. Roof and gutter - Preservation:

• Preserve existing metal roof. 

• Preserve gutters. Plan to replace gutters and downspouts within 5-10 years.

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration:

• Repair the wood windows and original doors as needed to 
ensure their operability. 

• Reinstate window sill ends 

• Replace glass on upper sash of facade window (currently non-
original translucent, textured glass at living room) with 
transparent glass 

f. Front porch - Restoration:
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Rebuild wood front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 

A - Retain original turned porch column 
B - Reinstate capped wood railing comprised of square spindles at historic height on front and side of 
porch (approximately 30” high) 
C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 
34” to meet code. 
D - Introduce newel posts replicating the lower portion of the original porch column at the top and 
base of the stair enclosure, one on either side 
E - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 
F - The stair rail should mimic the porch railing but with a wide base to cap the stair enclosure 
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g. Finishes - Restoration:

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint:

Body cladding and porch railing- Strathcona Gold VC-9 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

Trim, soffits, railing cap and sills - Oxford Ivory VC-1 (Benjamin Moore True Colours) 

Window sash and porch column - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore)

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26 

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours)
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 
affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 
Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 
the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 
Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 
is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 
1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 
residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 
properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 
first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 
precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 
single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 
method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 
well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area.
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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 
good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 
local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 
maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 
maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 
condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 
from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 
rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 
12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 
of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer. 

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily. 

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 
efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 
indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 
critical in preventing water ingress into buildings. 

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 
corrective repair/replacement action: 

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 
deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years. 

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years. 

d.     Windows and Doors

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs. 

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually. 

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity. 
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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for:

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips;
o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees;
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 
downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure. 

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 
building onto concrete splash pads. 

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground. 

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 
maintenance problems. 

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually. 

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 
hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©. 

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 
and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems. 
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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  

Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888), Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of New Westminster 

Building permit records - CityViews database, New Westminster Heritage Inventory Vol 2., Barman, Burton & 

Cook. 2009. Queen’s Park Historical Context Statement

New Westminster Museum and Archives 

Archival photographs 

New Westminster Public Library 

Historic directories, Fire insurance maps, Municipal Voters Lists 

Columbian Daily newspaper - various archival editions  

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Jean Robinson obituary - January 7, 2009 http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/vancouversun/obituary.aspx?n=jean-

robinson&pid=122304287 

Site visits 

April 8, 2017 and  July 17, 2018 
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Statement of Significance 

Description of Historic Place 

1011 East 45th Avenue is a one storey (with basement) vernacular cottage on the north side of East 
45th Avenue at the southern edge of Memorial Park in the Sunset neighbourhood of Vancouver, BC. 

Heritage Values 

Constructed in 1911, 1011 East 45th Avenue is valued for its vernacular cottage form, the association 
with the area’s development linked to the expansion of street car service and its history as a rental 
property. 

Offering frequent service to downtown and jobs, the southward expansion of street car service in the 
early part of the 20th Century opened up large parts of the city to development. The house at 1011 
East 45th Avenue was built following the completion of the Fraser Street street car line in 1910 and is 
valued for its vernacular cottage form of hip roof, central dormer and full porch that stood in contrast 
to the later development of the area. 

1011 East 45th Avenue is valued as an example of local, small scale speculation and development with 
the builder placing three small cottages, whose design originates in one of the many available plan 
books, across the lot line to orient them to 45th. Avenue instead of Windsor Street. Additional value 
lies in the homes long history as a rental property reflecting early neighbourhood settlement patterns. 

The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a typical choice for 
working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian era. Its front porch, hipped roof 
with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and modest square-footage all illustrate the Early 
Cottage architectural style.  
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Character Defining Elements 

- continuous residential use since 1911 
- residential form and massing as expressed in its vernacular cottage form of above ground 

basement, hip roof with central dormer and full front porch with a canted bay window 
- original window openings and assembles featuring a 3/4 height bottom sash and 1/4 height top 

sash for the front and side windows, square 4 paned windows at the basement level 
- drop siding on the two side walls and on the front wall at the porch level 
- lap siding on the back wall and below the front porch deck 

Other examples of Early Cottages in New Westminster:

and in Vancouver:
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426 Ash St. in 1907 source: NWPL #30                                       323 Ash St. in 1982 source: NWMA IHP14617

2224 Victoria Drive, Vancouver
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Historic Brief 

1011 East 45th Avenue was built during the rapid expansion of the streetcar network which opened up 
swathes of the city to development. 1011 East 45th Avenue was a small scale piece of speculation by 
an unknown builder who bought 2 lots on the then 47th Avenue between Windsor and Ross Streets 
and put up three small houses across the lot lines to face 45th Avenue. 

The first tenant at 1011 East 45th Avenue was the English-bornJohn Herbert who had immigrated to 
Canada the year before the house was constructed. He and his wife Ruth would have 5 children and he 
worked as a labourer and a trackman for the BC Electric Railway. Herbert and his family were in the 
house until 1917 when he moved to the west side of the city. 

Memorial Park which is to the north of the property was originally known as Wilson Park and was 
created by the municipality of South Vancouver from land acquired through the non-payment of taxes. 
South Vancouver Municipal Engineer E. Dundas Todd designed the park as a memorial to soldiers who 
lost their lives in World War I. The park opened on May 22, 1926. 

The war memorial that had stood at South Vancouver’s city hall was relocated to the park and was 
unveiled to the public on November 11, 1939.  

Research Findings 

Original Civic Address: 1011 East 45th Avenue, Vancouver BC 

Original Legal Address: District Lot  664 Block 17  Lot B 

Date of construction: 1911 

Source: Vancouver water applications, BC Directories 

Builder: unknown 

Original occupant: John Herbert, a trackman with the BC Electric Railway 

Occupants: the occupants of 1011 East 45th Avenue tended to be short term residents for much of 
the property’s history. A small sample shows the turnover: 

1912 - 1917: John Herbert, BCER trackman 
1920: _ Robins 
1921- 1923: Mrs. Mary Huggert 
1924: J. Parr, driver 
1925: A.F. Leese 
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Current Photographs (November 2018) 
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Top: front of the house facing 45th Avenue showing porch and cant bay, dormer and above ground basement. 

Middle: the east and west sides of the house, the shingles are a later renovation. 

Bottom: the rear of the house showing enclosed porch and addition. Original drop siding and colour found 
under the cedar shingles .
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Conservation Objectives 
The building originally constructed at 1011 E 45th Avenue in Vancouver will be relocated to the rear of 
a large property within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood (218 Queen’s Avenue) and be sited fronting 
Manitoba Street with the new address of 221 Manitoba Street. Another Early Cottage of a similar 
vintage will be relocated to the same property, adjacent to the new location of the subject house, 
introducing a pair of restored Early Cottages to a currently sparse block of only four houses. This 
development will fill in the 200 block of Manitoba Street, creating a streetscape of six compatible 
modest-sized homes. The subject house will continue with its single, detached residential use. A 
finished, full-height basement suite will be introduced, essentially doubling the square footage of the 
existing 1000 sq ft house. The proposed development will transform the property at 218 Queen’s 
Avenue’s into three individual lots, each with private outdoor areas and parking spaces. The proposed 
development, including the relocation of the subject house, do not negatively impact the Heritage 
Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the historic place.  

Restoration is the overall conservation treatment for the subject house. 
Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.  

Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and 
integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value.

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic place or 
of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value.

Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an 
historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its 
heritage value. 

The above conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition).  
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Architectural renderings of the restored, Early Cottages on Manitoba St. Source: Dave Nicol Design.
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Site Plan
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The red outline on the 
proposed site plan 
(right), illustrates the 
current location of the 
existing historic house 
(218 Queen’s Avenue) 
and its garage, sited 
at the north edge of 
its large lot. 

The proposed 
location of the two 
Early Cottages on 
Manitoba Street are 
coloured in green 
(219) and blue (221).  

The development also 
incorporates a new 
lane separating the 
Manitoba properties 
from the Queen’s 
Avenue property, as 
well as parking spaces 
for all three lots - 
coloured in pink.

The existing four 
neighbouring houses 
on Manitoba Street 
are marked in grey. 
The propose 
development would 
fill-in the 200 bloc of 
Manitoba 
introducing 
compatibly sized and 
sited historic homes.
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Condition Assessment 

Overall the building is in fair to good condition. 

a. Structure 

The building lines are true to the eye - there is no 
visual evidence of structural distortion or obvious 
failures. 

b. Exterior Elements 

The building is clad in wood drop siding and cedar 
shingles on top of this on the side elevations and 
half of the rear elevation, likely during a later 
renovation. The visible wood siding, cladding the 
entire exterior plane, is in fair condition. It appears 
dry and fragile due to lack of paint and 
maintenance. The surviving trim boards are in fair 
to good condition, with many sections missing, 
however, apart from the facade trim, all other trim 
boards were added on top of the cedar shingle 
layer and are not original to the house. The soffits 
have been clad in vinyl and could not be assessed. 
The front porch columns are hollow assemblies 
installed in recent decades, not original to the 
building.  

c. Roofing and gutters 

The existing roof, softies and gutters are in poor condition and will be removed for relocation. 

d. Windows and Doors 

Windows - the original wood windows survive throughout on the building, with horned double-hung 
windows on the main floor and fixed divided-light windows at the basement level. A textured glass 
wood sidelight survives near the original wood front door. The dormer wood window is a relatively 
new replica. The windows are in fair condition in need of repair and maintenance to ensure their 
operability - as most are painted shut. The ends of the wood windows sills were cut to accommodate 
the application of the vinyl siding and are thus in fair condition. No original or early exterior doors 
survive on the house. 

e. Finishes 

The painted finish on the exterior wood cladding is in fair condition.
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A combination of drop siding and cedar shingles and 
missing trim boards.
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Recommended Conservation Procedures 

a. Structure and site - Rehabilitation and Preservation:

Rehabilitate the property by: 
• Relocating the historic house to the 200 block of Manitoba alongside another Early Cottage; 
• Constructing a concrete parking pad 

Restore the historic building structure in its new location and Rehabilitate the building with new 
mechanical systems and new basement foundation and interior walls. 

b. Foundation - Rehabilitation: 

• As part of the relocation of the historic building, construct a new foundation replicating the original 
discreet concrete foundation.

c. Exterior Elements - Restoration: 

• Preserve (where possible) the wood cladding. Replicate in kind 
any base cladding removed for the relocation. Reinstall 
replicated water table board as per the existing water table 
board, if it doesn’t survive the relocation, at new foundation. 
Introduce replicated solid wood columns as per sketch on page 
12, archival photos on page 4 in one of the two options to the 
right- turned columns or square, cambered columns. In both 
cases the column should have a decorative base and cap with 
moulding. The columns should have a 4” or 5” diameter, not 
bigger. 

• Reinstate 1x trim boards on corners and around windows and 
doors, the precise width to be determined as per the shadows 
of the removed trim boards on the drop on the siding. 
Reinstate projecting wood window sills. Restore wood soffits. 
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Water table 
on 219 Manitoba to 
be introduced at 221 
Manitoba

turned column 
If flared, ideal 
dimensions would 
be a 3” diameter 
at top and a 4”- 6” 
diameter at base. 
If not flared, 
averaging a 4.5” 
diameter at centre.

square column 
If chamfered, 
traditions vary from 
only chamfering  the 
top 2/3rds or the 
entire column, 
leaving a 4”- 
6”unchamfered 
section at each end.
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d. Roof and gutter - Rehabilitation: 

• Install new roof and gutters. 

e. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

• Repair the wood windows as needed to ensure their operability. 

• Install Edwardian-era replica or salvaged partially glazed wood front door, similar to the original 
panelled door on 219 Manitoba or like in the photos below. 

• Reinstate projecting, traditionally angled wood window sill ends. 
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g. Front porch - Restoration: 
 

Rebuild front stairs, stair enclosure and front porch balustrade in wood. 
A - Introduce replica or reclaimed porch columns with a 4” or 5” diameter or depth. Full or rail height 
options both work (the above sketch illustrates rail height columns). 
B - Build capped, enclosed balustrade, clad in siding at historic height on front and sides of porch 
(approximately 30” high). Incorporate drainage slots at the wall base on either side. 
C - Introduce a round profile metal booster rail (can be made of plumbing tubing) to bring rail up to 
34” to meet code. 
D - Enclose and clad the stair case with siding to match the original cladding 
F - The stair rail can be internal to the enclosure or positioned on top of the wood cap. A subtle metal 
rail will not compete with the replicated stars enclosure design. 
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h. Finishes - Restoration:

Repaint in original colour scheme as found by scraping down to original layers of paint:

Body cladding and porch railing- CPR Red (Benjamin Moore 2080-10) 

Trim, soffits, railing caps and sills, porch columns - Kitsilano Gold VC-11 (Benjamin 
Moore True Colours) 

Window sash - Salamander 2050-10 (Benjamin Moore)

Front door - Clear lacquer/stain (or sash colour, above, if a painted finish is desired) 

Front stairs - Edwardian porch grey VC-26

Metal booster rails or hand rails - Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin Moore True Colours)
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Future Changes 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal 
affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the 
Statement of Significance and must be approved through a Heritage Alteration permit. 

Proposed Alterations  

The proposed alterations to the property as part of its Heritage Revitalization Agreement will improve 
the sustainability of the property without negatively impacting its Heritage Value or Character Defining 
Elements and are aligned with the Standards and Guidelines for Conservation in Canada. Infill housing 
is a historic form of development which has existed in New Westminster since its establishment in the 
1880s and the Early Cottage is a common, historic house style in Queen’s Park. There are records of 
residential properties that were initially developed with two houses on one property, as well as 
properties that were densified with the introduction of an infill house years or decades after the lot was 
first developed. The proposed alterations to this property are in keeping with this historic and 
precedented approach and represent a sensitive and subtle form of densification which retains the 
single-family scale of Queen’s Park. This historic form of densification continues to be an excellent 
method of providing greatly needed housing in already established neighbourhoods while integrating 
well into the existing infrastructure and character of the area.
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Maintenance Plan 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in 
good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow 
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The 
local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is 
maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior. 

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources, 
maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable 
condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration 
from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, 
rainwater works and destructive pests. 

Establish a maintenance plan using the information below: 

Maintenance Checklist 

 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.  

• It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 
12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.  

• Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building. 

b.     Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking 
of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer. 

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily. 

• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of 
efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can 
indicate a moisture problem.  
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c.      Wood Elements 

• In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is 
critical in preventing water ingress into buildings. 

• Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take 
corrective repair/replacement action: 

o wood in contact with ground or plantings; 

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits; 

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners; 

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.); 

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS PROCEDURES; 

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation). 

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for 
deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years. 

•    Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years. 

d.     Windows and Doors

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs. 

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. 

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually. 

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity. 
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f.     Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for:

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips;
o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent  trees;
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope. 

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.  

• Plan for roof replacement every 18-22. 

• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively slope to 
downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building.  

• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure. 

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away from 
building onto concrete splash pads. 

g.     General Cleaning 

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot, 
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground. 

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable 
maintenance problems. 

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually. 

• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure 
hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©. 

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking 
and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems. 
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Research Resources 

BC and National Archives  

Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and 

baptisms (1836-1888) 

National Library & Archives of Canada 

Government of Canada Censuses 1881,1891, 1901 and 1911 

City of Vancouver Archives 

Historic water connection applications and fire insurance maps 

New Westminster Museum and Archives 

Archival photographs 

Vancouver Public Library Special Collections  

digitized historic BC directories 

Publications and websites 

ancestry.ca - Canada Census of 1921  

Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City as it was. 

Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co. 

Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.  

Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House. 

Site visit 

April 30 and  October 17, 2018
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DESIGN PLANS 
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APPENDIX 6 
 

NO SEPARATE SALES COVENANT 
   



 

 

TERMS OF INSTRUMENT – PART 2 

SECTION 219 COVENANT – NO SEPARATE SALE OF SUBDIVIDED PARCELS 

THIS AGREEMENT dated for reference the ____ day of _______________, 20___ is 

BETWEEN: 

STEPHEN NORMAN 
218 Queens Avenue 
New Westminster, BC  V3L 1J9 

(collectively, the “Owner”) 

AND: 

CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER, City Hall, 511 Royal 
Avenue, New Westminster, BC  V3L 1H9 

(the “City”) 

WHEREAS: 

A. The Owner  is  the  registered owner  in  fee  simple of  those  lands  in New Westminster, 
British Columbia  legally described as NO PID, _______________________ and NO PID, 
_______________________ (together, the “Lands”); 

B. Pursuant to a Heritage Revitalization Agreement between the City and the Owner, dated 
for reference March 8th, 2019 (the “HRA”), the Owner is required to deposit in the Land 
Title Office, concurrently with  the  subdivision plan creating  the Lands as  separate  fee 
simple parcels, a  covenant under  s.219 of  the  Land Title Act  in  favour of  the City, by 
which  the Owner covenants and agrees not  to  transfer  separately  the Lands until  the 
Owner has complied with the requirements of the HRA for the preservation, restoration, 
and rehabilitation of the Heritage House (as defined in the HRA); 

C. Section  219  of  the  Land  Title  Act  (British  Columbia)  provides  that  there  may  be 
registered as a charge against the title to any land a covenant in favour of a municipality 
in respect of the use of land, the use of a building on or to be erected on  land, or that 
parcels of  land designated  in the covenant are not to be sold or otherwise transferred 
separately; 

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the sum of $10.00 now paid by the City to the Owner and 
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which the Owner hereby 
acknowledges,  the parties  covenant and agree pursuant  to Section 219 of  the  Land Title Act 
(British Columbia) as follows: 
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1. Lands  Not  to  be  Separately  Sold  or  Transferred  –  The  Lands  shall  not  be  sold  or 
otherwise transferred separately. 

2. Discharge – The City shall, at the written request of the Owner, execute and deliver to 
the Owner a registrable discharge of this Agreement but only if the City has determined, 
in  its sole and unfettered discretion, that the Owner has completed and complied with 
all requirements  in the HRA for the preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation of the 
Heritage House by the deadlines set out therein. 

3. Notice – All notices and other communications required or permitted to be given under 
this Agreement must be  in writing and must be sent by registered mail or delivered as 
follows: 

(a) if to the Owner, to the address shown on the Land Title Office title search to the 
Lands, 

(b) if to the City, as follows: 

City of New Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue  
New Westminster, BC, V3L 1H9 
Attention: Heritage Planner 
 

Any notice or other communication that  is delivered  is considered to have been given 
on  the  next  business  day  after  it  is  dispatched  for  delivery.  Any  notice  or  other 
communication that is sent by registered mail is considered to have been given five days 
after  the day on which  it  is mailed  at  a Canada Post office.  If  there  is  an  existing or 
threatened strike or labour disruption that has caused, or may cause, an interruption in 
the  mail,  any  notice  or  other  communication  must  be  delivered  until  ordinary  mail 
services  is  restored or assured.  If a party changes  it address  it must  immediately give 
notice of its new address to the other party as provided in this section. 

4. Interpretation – In this Agreement: 

(a) reference to the singular includes a reference to the plural, and vice versa, unless 
the context requires otherwise; 

(b) article and section headings have been  inserted  for ease of reference only and 
are not to be used in interpreting this Agreement; 

(c) reference  to  a  particular  numbered  section  or  article  is  a  reference  to  the 
correspondingly numbered section or article of this Agreement; 

(d) reference to the “Lands” or to any other parcel of land is a reference also to any 
parcel  into  which  those  lands  are  subdivided  or  consolidated  by  any  means 
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(including the removal of interior parcel boundaries) and to each parcel created 
by any such subdivision or consolidations; 

(e) if a word or expression  is defined  in this Agreement, other parts of speech and 
grammatical  forms  of  the  same  word  or  expression  have  corresponding 
meanings; 

(f) reference  to  any  enactment  includes  any  regulations,  orders,  permits  or 
directives made or issued under the authority of that enactment; 

(g) unless otherwise expressly provided, reference to any enactment  is a reference 
to that enactment as consolidated, revised, amended, re‐enacted or replaced; 

(h) time is of the essence; 

(i) all provisions are to be interpreted as always speaking; 

(j) reference  to a “party”  is a  reference  to a party  to  this Agreement and  to  their 
respective  heirs,  executors,  successors  (including  successors  in  title),  trustees, 
administrators and receivers; 

(k) reference  to  the City  is a  reference also  to  its elected and appointed officials, 
officers, employees and agents; 

(l) where the word “including” is followed by a list, the contents of the list are not 
intended  to  circumscribe  the  generality of  the  expression  preceding  the word 
“including”; and 

(m) any act, decision, determination, consideration, opinion, consent or exercise of 
discretion  by  a  party  or  person  as  provided  in  this  Agreement  must  be 
performed, made,  formed or exercised acting  reasonably, except  that any act, 
decision, determination, consideration, consent, opinion or exercise of discretion 
that  is  said  to  be  within  the  “sole  discretion”  of  a  party  or  person  may  be 
performed,  made,  formed  or  exercised  by  that  party  or  person  in  the  sole, 
unfettered and absolute discretion of that party or person. 

5. No  Waiver  –  No  provision  or  breach  of  this  Agreement,  nor  any  default,  is  to  be 
considered to have been waived or acquiesced to by a party unless the waiver is express 
and is in writing by the party. The waiver by a party of any breach by the other party of 
any provision, or default, is not to be construed as or constituted a waiver of any further 
or other breach of the same or any other provision or default. 

6. No  Effect  on  Laws  or  Powers  –  This  Agreement  and  the  Owner’s  contributions, 
obligations and agreements set out in this Agreement do not: 
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(a) affect or limit the discretion, rights, duties or powers of the City or the Approving 
Officer under any enactment or at common law, including in relation to the use, 
development, servicing or subdivision of the Lands; 

(b) impose  on  the  City  or  the  Approving  Officer  any  legal  duty  or  obligation, 
including  any  duty  of  care  or  contractual  or  other  legal  duty  or  obligation,  to 
enforce this Agreement; 

(c) affect or limit any enactment relating to the use, development or subdivision of 
the Lands; or 

(d) relieve the Owner  from complying with any enactment,  including  in relation to 
the use, development, servicing, or subdivision of the Lands. 

7. Remedies  for Breach –  The Owner  agrees  that, without  affecting  any other  rights or 
remedies  the  City  may  have  in  respect  of  any  breach  of  this  Agreement,  the  City  is 
entitled, in light of the public interest in securing strict performance of this Agreement, 
to seek and obtain from the British Columbia Supreme Court a mandatory or prohibitory 
injunction, or order for specific performance, in respect of the breach. 

8. Binding Effect – This Agreement enures to the benefit of and is binding upon the parties 
and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, trustees, receivers and successors 
(including successors in title). 

9. Covenant Runs With the Lands – Every provision of this Agreement and every obligation 
and  covenant  of  the Owner  in  this Agreement,  constitutes  a  deed  and  a  contractual 
obligation, and also a  covenant granted by  the Owner  to  the City  in accordance with 
section 219 of the Land Title Act, and this Agreement burdens the Lands to the extent 
provided  in  this Agreement, and  runs with  them and binds  the Owner’s  successors  in 
title. This Agreement also burdens and runs with every parcel into which the Lands are 
consolidated  (including by the removal of  interior parcel boundaries) or subdivided by 
any means,  including by subdivision under the Land Title Act or by strata plan or bare 
land strata plan under the Strata Property Act. 

10. Further Acts – The Owner shall do everything reasonably necessary to give effect to the 
intent of this Agreement, including execution of further instruments. 

11. Severance – If any part of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable 
by a court having the  jurisdiction to do so, that part  is to be considered to have been 
severed from the rest of this Agreement and the rest of this Agreement remains in force 
unaffected by that holding or by the severance of that part. 

12. Amendment  –  This  Agreement  may  be  amended  from  time  to  time  by  agreement 
between  the  Owner  and  the  City.  Except  as  otherwise  expressly  provided  in  this 
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Agreement, amendments  to  this Agreement must be by an  instrument  in writing duly 
executed by the Owner and the City. 

13. Deed and Contract – By executing and delivering  this Agreement each of  the parties 
intends to create both a new contract and a deed of covenant executed and delivered 
under seal. 

As  evidence  of  their  agreement  to  be  bound  by  the  above  terms,  the  parties  each  have 
executed and delivered this Agreement under seal by executing Part I of the Land Title Act Form 
C to which this Agreement is attached and which forms part of this Agreement. 

 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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VARIATIONS TO ZONING BYLAW NO. 6680, 2001 
 
 

  Queen’s Park Single 
Detached Residential 
District (RS‐4) 
Requirement/Allowance
 

218 Queen’s 
Avenue 

221 Manitoba 
Street 

219 Manitoba 
Street 

Minimum Lot 
Size 

6,000 square feet 
(557.4 square meters) 

No variance  5,651 square feet 
(525 square 
meters) 

5,651 square feet
(525  square 
meters) 

Front Yard 
Setback 

19 feet 
(5.8 meters) 

9 feet 
(2.7 meters) 

No variance  No variance 

(Left) Side Yard 
Setback  

5 feet 
(1.5 meters) 

4.1 feet 
(1.3 meters) 

No variance  No variance 

Height (Roof 
Peak) 

35 feet  
(10.7 meters) 

38 feet 
(11.6 meters) 

No variance  No variance 

Height (Roof 
Midpoint) 

25 feet 
(7.6 meters) 

32 feet 
(9.8 meters) 

No variance  No variance 
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R E P O R T  
Development Services  

 
To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: 3/11/2019 
    
From: Emilie K Adin, MCIP 

Director of Development Services 
File: 13.2608.20 

  Item #: 13/2019 
 
Subject: 

 
218 Queen's Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Heritage 
Designations - Bylaw for Consideration of Readings 

 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommends that Council consider 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement (218 Queens Avenue) Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 for 
First and Second Reading, and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on April 29, 
2019. 

 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) (Appendix A) would allow the subdivision of 
a Designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area into three 
RS-4 single-detached dwelling properties. In exchange for these zoning relaxations, the 
applicant proposes to restore and protect these houses with Heritage Designation Bylaws. 
Zoning Bylaw relaxations would permit the two newly created lots to be 344 sq.ft. (or 32 
sq.m.) smaller than the minimum lot size required in this property’s zone. Zoning Bylaw 
relaxations would also regularize four non-conformities on the existing heritage house, 
which are roof midpoint height, roof peak height, side yard and front yard setbacks. The 
existing heritage house is not proposed to be altered. 
 
In June 2018, Council issued a Temporary Use Permit (TUP) for this site to allow the owner 
to host suitable heritage houses on the property while the negotiations for the HRA were 
underway and two candidate houses were moved onto the site for storage in December 2018. 
 

Back to AgendaBack to AgendaBack to Agenda
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The application complies with the Official Community Plan (OCP) land use designation for 
this site and has been supported by the Community Heritage Commission and Advisory 
Planning Commission, and staff considers that this project provides a balance of heritage, 
restoration, and development benefits. 
 
1.  PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of this report is to request that the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC) 
forward the HRA Bylaw to Council for consideration of First and Second Readings and 
forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on April 29, 2019. 
 
2.  POLICY AND REGULATIONS 
  
2.1 Official Community Plan (OCP) Land Use Designation 
 
The Official Community Plan (OCP) designation for this site is “Residential: Detached and 
Semi-Detached” which allows low density residential, primarily in the form of single 
detached dwellings with secondary suites, duplexes, and accessory dwelling units (e.g. 
laneway house, carriage house). The OCP also indicates that, through a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement (HRA), a property may be eligible for incentives such as a smaller 
minimum lot size, an increase in density, or reduced parking requirements, which would 
make it viable to conserve assets with heritage merit.  
 
The proposed application is consistent with the OCP designation for this site. 
 
2.2  Zoning Bylaw 
 
The zoning for the site is RS-4 (Queen’s Park Single Detached Dwelling District). The intent 
of this district is to allow single detached dwellings with secondary suites and a laneway or 
carriage house. In this zone, the maximum Floor Space Ratio (FSR) for principal houses 
which are protected under the Heritage Conservation Area is 0.7. The new lots which would 
be created through the subdivision proposed in this application would also be RS-4, but 
would not be consistent with the regulations of that zone. A Heritage Revitalization 
Agreement is being proposed to facilitate the required relaxations.  
 
2.3  Heritage Revitalization Agreements  
 
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City and 
a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-term legal 
protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, including a smaller minimum 
lot size, are considered. An HRA does not change the zoning of the property, rather it adds a 
new layer which identifies the elements of the zone that are being varied or supplemented. 
An HRA is not legally precedent setting as each one is unique to a specific site.  
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Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada  
 
Council adopted the “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada” (Standards and Guidelines) in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects within 
the city. The goal of the Standards and Guidelines is to promote heritage conservation best 
practice while ensuring respectful and sensitive new construction. HRA proposals are 
carefully evaluated by staff to confirm compliance with these guidelines. 
 
2.4  Heritage Designation Bylaw 
 
A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a Heritage 
Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that 
places long-term legal protection on the land title of a property and which is the primary 
form of regulation that can prohibit demolition. Any changes to a protected heritage property 
must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a Heritage Alteration 
Permit.  
 
2.5 Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (QPHCA) 
 
The subject property is protected under the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The 
houses being relocated would also be of an age that the new properties, if approved, would 
also be protected under the Heritage Conservation Area. However, the proposed Heritage 
Designation and HRA would provide a higher level of protection, design control, and 
development regulations than the Heritage Conservation Area. The additional protection and 
sensitive infill proposed by this HRA is consistent with the goals of the Heritage 
Conservation Area.   
 
QPHCA Design Guidelines 
 
The QPHCA Design Guidelines are the basis for assessing projects within the Queen’s Park 
neighbourhood, based on an examination of the existing conditions of the area and the 
building. The guidelines aim to respect the integrity of historic buildings while ensuring new 
construction is sympathetic to the character of the neighbourhood. This proposal has been 
evaluated by staff to confirm compliance with these guidelines.  
 
2.6 Temporary Use Permit 
 
A Temporary Use Permit (TUP) is issued by Council to allow a land use not permitted in the 
current zoning of a property to be situated on site for a limited period of time. A TUP has a 
maximum term of three years site can be used in accordance with the terms of the permit 
until the expiration date. The permit can be renewed once by Council for the same maximum 
term.  
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3.  BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 Site Characteristics  
 
The 1910 house at 218 Queen’s Avenue (Davidson House) has been protected through a 
Heritage Designation Bylaw since 1993. The house is 5,244 sq. ft. (487.2 sq.m.) and faces 
onto Queen’s Avenue, mid-block between Second and Third Streets. The lot has dual 
frontage: Queen’s Avenue at the front and Manitoba Street at the rear. Overall, the lot is 
relatively flat, and is very large for a single-detached dwelling, as compared to others in the 
city. The Floor Space Ratio (FSR) for the site is 0.232, approximately a third of the  Zoning 
Bylaw entitlement for the site. Below is a table of statistics for the existing site and heritage 
house: 
 
Table 1: Existing Site and House Statistics 
 Existing Statistics 
Total Site Area 22,617 sq. ft.  (2,101 sq.m.) 
Lot Frontage 85.8 ft. (26.2 m) 
Lot Depth 263.8 ft.  (80.4 m) 
Total Floor Space 5,244 sq.ft. (487.2 sq.m.) 
Floor Space Ratio 0.232  
Site Coverage 9%  

 
3.2 Neighbourhood Context 
 
The subject site is located in the southern section of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, a 
Heritage Conservation Area. The site is located three blocks west of Queen’s Park and one 
block east of Tipperary Park and two blocks north of Royal Avenue. A site context map is 
included in this report as Appendix B.  
 
All neighbouring properties on Queen’s Avenue are zoned RS-4 and are single-detached 
dwellings. The properties on either side of the Manitoba Street frontage are zoned RS-4 and 
are single-detached dwellings. The RS-4 lots on the block (Third Street to Peele Street and 
Queen’s Avenue to Manitoba Street) range in size from 10,765 sq.ft. (1,000 sq.m.) to 4,935 
sq.ft. (458.5 sq.m.), with an average lot size of 5,460 sq.ft. (507.3 sq.m.).  
 
Across the street on Manitoba Street are two low rise apartment buildings zoned RM-2, and 
at the corner of Manitoba and Third Streets is Robson Manor (zoned for institutional use), 
current home of the Urban Academy School until it is relocated to 100 Braid Street.  
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3.3 Temporary Use Permit 
 
On June 25, 2018, Council issued a TUP for this site to allow the owner to host suitable 
heritage houses on the property while the negotiations for the HRA were underway. Should 
the HRA not be approved, or if the houses stored on the lot do not meet the final parameters 
of the HRA, the owner is responsible for their removal. Two candidate houses were moved 
onto the site for storage in December 2018 and are presented as part of the proposal.  
 
4.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
 
4.1  Project Overview  
 
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) has been proposed for this site which would 
allow subdivision of the existing residential lot into three smaller lots, where the largest of 
the three lots (proposed at 9,626.8 sq.ft./894.4 sq.m.) would face Queen’s Avenue, and two 
smaller lots (both approximately 5,656 sq.ft./525.5 sq.m.) would face Manitoba Street. The 
two smaller lots would be 344 sq.ft. (32 sq.m.) smaller than the minimum size required under 
the RS-4 zone, and as such both would require a relaxation through the HRA. The proposed 
site plan is included in this report as Appendix C. 
 
In exchange for the requested zoning relaxations for lot size, the applicant proposes to 
restore and relocate a heritage house onto each new lot on Manitoba Street. The applicant 
also proposes to protect the heritage houses (the Sandick House at 219 Manitoba Street  and 
the Herbert House at 221 Manitoba Street) through two new Heritage Designation Bylaws. 
These bylaws would be adopted should the subdivision be approved. Statements of 
Significance, which describe the heritage value of the houses, are provided in Appendix D. 
Heritage Conservation Plans, which describe the proposed restoration work for each house, 
are also included in this report in Appendix E.  
 
The subject site is large enough to be subdivided into three lots without variances under the 
RS-4 zoning. However, the property is subject to a current Heritage Designation Bylaw, 
protecting the existing heritage house (Davidson House) which is sited in such a way as to 
require a wide and deep lot along Queen’s Avenue. Relaxations to the zoning are also being 
proposed to regularize four existing, non-conforming elements of the Davidson house: front 
yard setback, side yard setback (left) and height (midpoint and peak). The relaxations 
proposed for the subject site are summarized in Tables 2 to 4, in Section 4.4 of  this report. 
 
At this time, the Davidson House would remain as one principal unit at this time, and one of 
the relocated houses would have a secondary suite. No laneway houses are proposed as part 
of this application. Though not proposed through the HRA, if the HRA were to be adopted, 
secondary suites or laneway houses could be permitted on these lots in the future through 
Council’s consideration of a Heritage Alteration Permit.  
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4.2  Circulation, Access, and Parking 
 
A dedication would be required for an extension of the lane accessed from Peele Street 
which currently ends at the subject site. Parking for all three properties would be accessed at 
the rear from the lane extension, resulting in no additional driveway crossings on Manitoba 
Street or Queen’s Avenue. A sidewalk and boulevard exists on Queen’s Avenue, and 
sidewalk construction would be required on the Manitoba Street frontage for both new 
properties. 
 
No parking relaxations are requested as part of this proposal. If secondary suites or laneway 
houses were to be considered on this property in the future, additional parking spaces would 
be required.  
 
4.3  Trees and Landscaping 
 
In 2016, Tree Protection and Regulation measures were adopted to preserve trees on both 
private and public property and to assist in growing the city's urban forest to achieve this, 
development applications must also apply for a Tree Permit. Through that process, six 
protected trees on this site were removed, and eleven replacement trees were required. Nine 
trees are currently proposed to be accommodated on site, as per the site plan (Appendix C), 
and cash in lieu paid for the two remaining trees. There are sixteen protected trees on site 
(includes all three proposed lots, neighbouring properties, and boulevard trees). 
 
4.4  Proposed Statistics and Variances  
 
The project statistics, including relaxations being sought through the HRA, are as 
summarized in tables 2 to 4. Statistics which require a relaxation are highlighted in grey. 
 
Table 2: Proposed Statistics and Relaxations for 218 Queen’s Ave (Davidson House) 
 RS-4 Requirement Proposed Relaxation 
Lot Area 6,000 sq.ft. 

(557.4 sq.m.) 
9,625 sq.ft. 
(894.2 sq.m.) 

--- 

Total Floor Area Max. 6,738 sq.ft. 
         (626.0 sq.m.) 

5,244 sq.ft. 
(487.2 sq.m.) 

--- 

Floor Space Ratio Max. 0.7 0.55 --- 
Site Coverage 35% 25% --- 
Front Yard Setback 19 ft. (5.8m) 9 ft. (2.7m)  10 ft. (3m) 
Rear Yard Setback 25 ft. (7.6m) 62 ft.(19m)  --- 
Side Yard Setback (Right) 5.0 ft. (1.5 m) 25 ft. (7.75m) --- 
Side Yard Setback (Left) 5.0 ft. (1.5m) 4.1 ft. (1.3m) 0.9 ft. (0.3m) 
Height (Roof Peak) 35 ft. (10.7m) 38 ft. (11.6m) 3 ft. (0.9m) 
Height (Roof Midpoint) 25 ft. (7.6m) 32 ft. (9.8m) 7 ft. (2.2m) 
Parking 1 Space 2 Spaces --- 
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Table 3: Proposed Statistics and Relaxations for 219 Manitoba St (Sa ndick House) 
 RS-4 Requirement Proposed Relaxation 
Lot Area 6,000 sq.ft. 

(557.4 sq.m.) 
5,656 sq.ft. 
(525.5 sq.m.) 

344 sq.ft. 
(32 sq.m.) 

Total Floor Area Max. 3,959 sq. ft. 
         (367.8 sq.m.) 

2,159 sq.ft. 
(200 sq.m.) 

--- 

Floor Space Ratio Max. 0.7 0.38 --- 
Site Coverage 35% 17% --- 
Front Yard Setback 19 ft. (5.7m) 25 ft. (7.75m) --- 
Rear Yard Setback 25 ft. (7.6m) 67 ft. (20.4m) --- 
Side Yard Setback (Right) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 8.7ft. (2.65m) --- 
Side Yard Setback  (Left) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 10 ft. (3m) --- 
Parking 1 Space 1 Space --- 

 
 
Table 4: Proposed Statistics and Relaxations for 221 Manitoba St (Herbert House) 
 RS-4 Requirement Proposed Relaxation 
Lot Area 6,000 sq.ft. 

(557.4 sq.m.) 
5,656 sq.ft.  
(525.5 sq.m.) 

344 sq.ft. 
(32 sq.m.) 

Total Floor Area Max. 3,959 sq. ft. 
         (367.8 sq.m.) 

2,185 sq.ft. 
(202 sq.m.) 

--- 

Floor Space Ratio Max. 0.7 0.39 --- 
Site Coverage 35% 20.5% --- 
Front Yard Setback 17 ft. (5.2m) 17 ft. (5.2m) --- 
Rear Yard Setback 25 ft. (7.6m) 67 ft. (20.4m) --- 
Side Yard Setback (Right) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 8.7 ft. (2.7m) --- 
Side Yard Setback (Left) 4.3 ft. (1.3m) 10 ft. (3m) --- 
Parking 2 Spaces 2 Spaces  

 
5.  DISCUSSION 
  
When Council considers entering into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) with a 
property owner, one of the objectives is to balance the benefits to the property owner with 
the benefits to the public. Subdividing one property into three fee-simple, single-detached 
dwelling properties creates substantial value for the property owner in this case. The benefit 
to the community through protecting heritage assets should be balanced with the benefit of 
those new properties to the property owner. Additionally, the Zoning Bylaw relaxations 
should be suited to the context of the site, and consistent with the City’s policies. Staff 
considers this project to provide a balance of heritage, restoration and development benefits. 
Further discussion follows.  
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5.1 Heritage Designation 
 
The proposed HRA would secure Heritage Designation for two additional heritage houses 
(the Sandick House and the Herbert House), which would potentially be demolished if 
relocation could not be achieved. This Designation would provide long-term legal protection 
for the buildings. The Statements of Significance for these houses indicates that they have 
historical, social, and aesthetic value. The relocated heritage houses would also be fully 
restored, per the specifications described in the attached Heritage Conservation Plans 
(Appendix E). The addition of two heritage houses is consistent with the goals and policies 
of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, and bolsters the heritage character of the 
neighbourhood. 
 
5.2 Relaxations 
 
Regularization of Existing Conditions 
 
The regularization of four existing conditions for the Davidson House at 218 Queen’s 
Avenue is consistent with the goals of the site’s Heritage Designation Bylaw and the 
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area policy, and is supportive of the retention of the 
building, which is already legally protected through a Heritage Designation Bylaw.  
 
Minimum Lot Size 
 
The proposed lot size for the Manitoba Street properties, though smaller than the maximum 
required by the RS-4 zoning, is consistent with the average lot size sizes of other similar 
HRAs, as well as with the average lot size of other properties on the block. No relaxations 
are requested for Floor Space Ratio of any of the three houses. The uses and density of the 
proposed development is consistent with the underlying intent of the RS-4 zoning. The 
proposed addition of two single detached dwellings on Manitoba Street is consistent with the 
streetscape context and the overall neighbourhood context of Queen’s Park.  
 
6.  PUBLIC CONSULTATION 
 
6.1 Advisory Planning Commission 
 
The project proposal was reviewed by the Advisory Planning Commission at their meeting 
on January 15, 2019 and was supported by the Commission. An excerpt of the Minutes from 
this meeting is attached in Appendix F. 
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6.2 Community Heritage Commission  
 
The project proposal was reviewed by the Community Heritage Commission at their meeting 
on May 29, 2018. At this time, the Commission was presented an overview of the project, as 
the houses had yet to be selected and conservation work to each house had yet to be 
determined. The Commission supported the project in principle. An excerpt of the Minutes 
from this meeting is attached in Appendix G. 
 
Upon selection of the houses to be moved, and the scope of restoration work for each house 
determined, Heritage Conservation Plans and final Statements of Significance for the houses 
were provided to the Heritage Commission for review and comment at their meeting on 
December 5, 2018. The Community Heritage Commission supported both the house 
selection and the proposed restoration work. An excerpt of the Minutes from this meeting is 
also attached in Appendix G.  
 
6.3 Residents Association 
 
The owner presented the project proposal to the Queen’s Park Residents Association 
Directors who attended a site visit. Overall, there was general support expressed for the 
project. Concerns were raised regarding the access of vehicles from the lane, and the group 
recommended a turnaround or parking pads be provided against the lane which has been 
addressed in the site plan. Additionally, the group highly encouraged tree retention on site. A 
letter providing feedback on the application was prepared by the Residents Association’s 
Directors and is attached to this report as Appendix H.  
 
6.4 Public Open House 
 
A public open house was held on site on Saturday September 15, 2018 from 1:00-3:00pm. 
Invitations to the open house were delivered two weeks in advance of the event to properties 
within 100metres of the site (approximately 170 units). Fifteen local residents attended the 
open house. No concerns were raised at the event or in written feedback. Five feedback 
forms were received with comments which supported the project. 
 
7.  PROCESS AND NEXT STEPS 
 
 The steps in the application review process are, as follows, with the current step highlighted 
in grey:  
 
# Application Review Stage Date 
1 Application circulated to City Departments for review March 21, 2018 
2 Preliminary report to the Land Use and Planning Committee April 9, 2018 
3 Review by the Community Heritage Commission May 29, 2018 
4 Presentation to the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association June 26, 2018 
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5 Applicant-led Public Open House September 15, 2018 
6 Review by the Advisory Planning Commission and public 

hearing 
January 15, 2019 

7 Report to Land Use and Planning Committee and referral of 
application to Council for consideration of readings 

March 11, 2019 

8 Council consideration of First and Second Reading of Bylaws April 8, 2019 
9 Public Hearing and Council consideration of Third Reading of 

Bylaw 
April 29, 2019 

10 Completion of Adoption Requirements May 2019 
11 Council consideration of Adoption of Bylaw May 6, 2019 

 
Following adoption of the HRA Bylaw and the completion of lot subdivision, Heritage 
Designation Bylaws for the Sandick House at 219 Manitoba Street and the Herbert House at 
221 Manitoba Street would be brought forward for Council consideration and adoption.   
 
A Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) would be required for the subdivision and for the 
restoration to the relocated heritage houses. The HAP could be issued by the Director of 
Development Services.  
 
8.  ADOPTION REQUIREMENTS 
 
Prior to the HRA bylaw being brought forward for Council’s consideration of adoption, 
the HRA bylaw would be signed by the property owners, and all outstanding technical items 
would be addressed. 
 
9. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIASON 
 
The City has a team based approach for reviewing development applications.  A staff-led 
project team was assigned for reviewing this project consisting of staff from the Building, 
Planning (Development Services) and Engineering Departments. Their comments have been 
addressed in the proposal. The Engineering Servicing Memo for the project, prepared on 
January 29, 2019, is attached as Appendix I.  
 
10. OPTIONS 
 
The following options are presented for the Land Use and Planning Committee’s 
consideration: 
 

1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council consider 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement (218 Queens Avenue) Bylaw 8064, 2019 for First 
and Second Reading, and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on April 29, 2019.  

 
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback. 
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Staff recommends Option 1.  
 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Appendix A: Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 
Appendix B: Site Context Map 
Appendix C: Site Plans and Architectural Drawings 
Appendix D: Statements of Significance 
Appendix E: Heritage Conservation Plans 
Appendix F: Excerpt of January 15, 2019 Advisory Planning Commission Meeting 
                     Minutes 
Appendix G: Excerpts of May 29, 2018 and December 5, 2018 Community Heritage  
                     Commission Meeting Minutes Commission Meeting Minutes 
Appendix H: Queen’s Park Residents Association Feedback Letter 
Appendix I: Engineering Servicing Memo 
 
 
 
This report has been prepared by: 
Britney Quail, Heritage Planner 
 
This report was reviewed by: 
Jackie Teed, Manager of Planning 
 
 
   

 

  

Emilie K Adin, MCIP 
Director of Development Services 
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Statements of Significance   
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE RESIDENCE 
219 MANITOBA STREET (SANDICK HOUSE) 
 

 
 
DESCRIPTION OF HISTORIC PLACE 
 
Built in 1909, the subject house is a small, one-and-a-half storey traditional Early Cottage 
located on the north side of St. Patrick Street, between 2nd and 3rd Street in the Queen’s 
Park neighbourhood of New Westminster. 
 
HERITAGE VALUE 
 
The Sandick House holds value for its association with Queen’s Park’s Edwardian 
development phase that occurred during the years leading up to the First World War. 
Although significant development in the neighbourhood began in the 1890s, a major 
growth spurt occurred from roughly 1905 until 1913. It was during this time period that 
Queen’s Park became one of the most appealing neighbourhoods in New Westminster, 
attracting many wealthy elites, as well as those, like the Sandicks, who built homes with 
more modest means. 
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The Sandick House holds value for its continuous single-family use for over 100 years. 
From 1909 to 2009, the building was home to only two families; the Sandick family from 
1909-1929, and the Robinson family from 1929-2009. Born in 1913, Miss Jean Robinson 
lived in the subject house for her entire adult life. The daughter of Charles & Edith 
Robinson, Miss Robinson moved in when her parents purchased the home in 1929, and 
remained there for nearly 80 years, until shortly before her death in 2009. This degree of 
continuity is very rare for homes in the region. 
 
The subject property has value for its association with the Sandick family - early Queen’s 
Park residents who came to the west coast area as retirees; and with the Robinson family, 
whose long-term ties to the property span two generations and roughly 80 years. 
 
The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a 
typical choice for working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian 
era. Its front porch, hipped roof with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and 
modest square-footage all illustrate the Early Cottage architectural style. This example is 
rare in that it retains all of its original exterior materials. 
 
CHARACTER DEFINING ELEMENTS 
 

• continuous residential use since 1909 
• original location on St. Patrick Street with deep setback from the street 
• modest residential design, size and form 
• hipped-roof design with small, front-facing dormer 
• cut-away porch enclosing the front entrance with single wood turned column 
• wood double-hung and casement windows with original trim 
• wood cladding 
• ornate brick chimney 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE RESIDENCE 
221 MANITOBA STREET (HERBERT HOUSE) 
 

 
 
DESCRIPTION OF HISTORIC PLACE 
 
1011 East 45th Avenue is a one storey (with basement) vernacular cottage on the north 
side of East 45th Avenue at the southern edge of Memorial Park in the Sunset 
neighbourhood of Vancouver, BC. 
 
HERITAGE VALUE 
 
Constructed in 1911, 1011 East 45th Avenue is valued for its vernacular cottage form, the 
association with the area’s development linked to the expansion of street car service and 
its history as a rental property. 
 
Offering frequent service to downtown and jobs, the southward expansion of street car 
service in the early part of the 20th Century opened up large parts of the city to 
development. The house at 1011 East 45th Avenue was built following the completion of 
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the Fraser Street street car line in 1910 and is valued for its vernacular cottage form of 
hip roof, central dormer and full porch that stood in contrast to the later development of 
the area. 
 
1011 East 45th Avenue is valued as an example of local, small scale speculation and 
development with the builder placing three small cottages, whose design originates in one 
of the many available plan books, across the lot line to orient them to 45th. Avenue 
instead of Windsor Street. Additional value lies in the homes long history as a rental 
property reflecting early neighbourhood settlement patterns. 
 
The subject property holds value for its vernacular, Early Cottage design that was a 
typical choice for working-class families in the Lower Mainland during the Edwardian 
era. Its front porch, hipped roof with front-facing dormer, rectangular massing, and 
modest square-footage all illustrate the Early Cottage architectural style. 
 
CHARACTER DEFINING ELEMENTS 
 

• continuous residential use since 1911 
• residential form and massing as expressed in its vernacular cottage form of above 

ground basement, hip roof with central dormer and full front porch with a canted 
bay window 

• original window openings and assembles featuring a 3/4 height bottom sash and ¼ 
height top sash for the front and side windows, square 4 paned windows at the 
basement level 

• drop siding on the two side walls and on the front wall at the porch level 
• lap siding on the back wall and below the front porch deck 
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Excerpt of January 15, 2019 Advisory Planning 
Commission Meeting Minutes 
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January 15, 2019 

 

ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION 
 

Tuesday, January 15, 2019 at 6:30 p.m. 
Council Chamber, City Hall 

 

MINUTES - Extract 
 
4.1 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
 

Britney Quail, summarized the staff report dated January 15, 2019, regarding a 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) proposal to subdivide a Designated 
heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area into three RS-4 
single-detached dwelling properties.  

 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 
information: 

 
• Parking pads are proposed at the rear of the two new properties, and the 

existing garage would be moved and repurposed by the existing residence; 
• The open house produced generally supportive comments, with nothing 

significant or concerning being submitted at the event; 
• The development has undergone one tree permit process as part of the 

Temporary Use Permit awarded in June and a second tree permit is 
underway currently; 

• The tree permit process allowed the property owner to clear three protected 
trees, and required protection of six others to prepare for the new houses to 
be stored; and, 

• The species of the replacement trees is not yet known.  
 
Elena Zysblat, Heritage Consultant, and Steve Norman, Owner, provided the 
Commission with a PowerPoint presentation covering the following information: 
 

• The history of house raising and moving, which is a well-established and 
common practice in North America and New Westminster; 

• The property’s uniqueness as one of the last large land parcels in Queen’s 
Park to be subdivided; 

• Details on the design and size of the two proposed houses, which are 
similar in style to adjacent houses on Manitoba Street and very common in 
Queen’s Park; and, 

• Details of the planned restorations to the houses, and their protection under 
the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (HCA), and the potential for 
carriage houses or secondary suites  on the properties in future. 
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In response to questions from the Commission, Mr. Norman provided the 
following information: 

• The replacement trees would likely be columnar trees, such as poplars; 
• Both proposed houses were donated, were saved from demolition elsewhere 

in the region, and were selected due to their size; and, 
• The sidewalk proposed on Manitoba has been stipulated as a requirement 

by the City’s Engineering department, and it would be constructed as a new 
addition to  the current streetscape.  

 
The Chair called for any speakers from the public. 

 
Monica Forberger, Resident, expressed her support for the HRA, noting that it is 
agreeable to see two heritage houses of similar size being saved and incorporated 
into the neighbourhood. Ms. Forberger was also supportive of the parking pads for 
the two new houses, noting that parking on Manitoba Street can often be limited. 
 
The Chair called a further two times for speakers from the public and none came 
forward. 

 
The Commission made the following comments in regards to the proposed 
development: 

 
• Appreciation was shown for saving the two heritage houses and the added 

value the proposal would provide to the neighbourhood; 
• The proposed new houses match the scale and character of Manitoba 

Street; 
• The project is consistent with the objectives of the Queen’s Park HCA 

and the preservation of heritage properties; 
• The proposal provides an appropriate means of increasing density in the 

neighbourhood and would create relatively affordable houses and more 
potential density through the future infill opportunity; 

• The sidewalk on Manitoba Street would likely be appreciated by the new 
owners; 

• The remaining yard appears personal and large enough for the existing 
house; 

• There may have been a missed opportunity to integrate landscaping 
comments or feedback into this project; and, 

• It would have been helpful to include the arborist information in order to 
provide the Commission with the ability to balance the removal of trees, 
and the resulting effects to the tree canopy, with the project. 
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MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the Advisory Planning Commission recommend that Council support the 
project proposed for 218 Queen’s Avenue. 

CARRIED 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION 

 
May 29, 2018, 6:00p.m. 

Committee Room #2, City Hall 
 

MINUTES – Extract 
 

5.2 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application 
 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated May 29, 2018, 
regarding an HRA application for 218 Queen’s Avenue which would subdivide a 
designated heritage property in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area and 
create three single-detached dwelling lots, and provided the following information: 
 

• The two new properties would be located on Manitoba Street; 
• To accommodate the lane and subdivided lots, and allow an increase in 

FSR on the primary house, the applicant is moving forward with an HRA; 
• Two houses, which fit certain parameters, would be re-located on to the site 

to face on Manitoba Street, but which particular houses will be acquired is 
not yet known; and, 

• Council has issued a Temporary Use Permit to re-locate houses onto the lot 
prior to the adoption of the HRA bylaw, and an Opportunity to be Heard 
will occur June 25, 2018. 

 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 
information: 

 
• The newly created lots would be 43 feet across, which is wider than most 

lots in the City, and would comfortably fit one house per lot; 
• The logistics of how to move the houses in will depend on the houses 

selected; 
• The HRA would be for two lots and two houses – if the applicant requested 

a change to this arrangement, they would have to re-start the process; 
• The applicant is aware of all the costs associated with moving heritage 

houses; 
• The public consultation process is still in process on this project; and, 
• If the City became aware of a heritage house to save, staff could approach 

the owner of the house and the applicant, but the City would have no 
authority to require the house to be used in the HRA. 

 
Steve Norman, owner of 218 Queen’s Avenue, made the following comments: 
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• The limiting factor of the project is the width of Manitoba Street in terms of 
the ability to accommodate move-in of the house – the maximum 
supportable house would be 24 feet wide, and excavation may be 
necessary; 

• The removal of a hedge may be necessary to give access; 
• The truck proposed for moving of the houses has hydraulic lifts that would 

help with the turning radius required; 
• It is possible that the houses may arrive at different times, therefore the first 

may not be permanently situated until the second house arrives; 
• One heritage house has been identified already; and, 
• This project has been developed out of care for heritage houses. 

 
Upon discussion, the Commission commended the owner for the project and noted 
that his commitment to retaining and promoting heritage houses is admirable. 
 
MOVED and SECONDED  
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council 
support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 218 Queen’s 
Avenue. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION 

 
Wednesday, December 5, 2018, 6:00 p.m. 

Committee Room #2, City Hall 
 

MINUTES - Extract 
  
4.1 218 Queen’s Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Update 
 

Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, reviewed the December 5, 2018 staff 
Memorandum in regards to the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 
Queen’s Avenue, noting that the Commission had already supported the HRA in 
principle at the May 29, 2018 meeting. 
 
Ms. Quail noted that the Memorandum included the Statements of Significance for 
the two additional houses to be located on the property and asked the Commission 
for their feedback on the appropriateness of the work proposed. 
 
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following 
information: 
 

• The two additional houses selected for the site had to adhere to fairly 
specific site constraints and maneuverability limitations on the back of the 
property; and, 

• The new houses have already been secured and would likely be moved in to 
place shortly. 

 
The Commission noted that it is very suitable that the two houses are so 
compatible with each other. 
 
MOVED AND SECONDED 
THAT the Community Heritage Commission support the appropriateness of the 
houses selected to be relocated as part of the proposed Heritage Revitalization 
Agreement at 218 Queen’s Avenue ; and, 
 
THAT the Community Heritage Commission support the heritage restoration work 
proposed for each house in their respective Heritage Conservation Plans, and that 
these plans be included in the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queen’s 
Avenue. 

CARRIED 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 
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August 29, 2018 

 

To Mayor Cote and Councillors, 

The city planning department requested that Steve Norman, the home owner of 218 Queen’s Avenue, make a 

presentation regarding the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for the above mentioned property to the Queen’s 

Park Residents Association regarding the Heritage Revitalization Application.  

Unfortunately the next general meeting of the QPRA will not be held until November 4
th

 2018, therefore the 

directors of the Queen’s Park Residents Association held a special meeting on June 26, 2018 to review the details 

of the 218 Queen’s Avenue HRA. 

The presentation was very detailed and Mr. Norman, who is also a director of the QPRA, included diagrams of the 

site, a comprehensive outline of the planned HRA that would sub divide his current property into 3 lots for the 

purpose of moving 2 heritage houses onto individual lots fronting onto Manitoba Street.  We also toured the 

property to better visualize and understand the proposed placement of the houses and property lines, parking 

access, etc.  After the site tour the HRA proposal was reviewed a final time which allowed for more specific 

questions.  All in attendance agreed that this is a very ambitious project that requires a great deal of attention to 

detail to make it the best it can be for the neighbours and the neighbourhood.   

To that end the directors made several recommendations resulting from their concerns about this project: 

1. The lane extension and proposed turnaround as proposed would mean the loss of green space that could 

better be used as usable back yard space for all 3 properties. 

2. Off-Street parking access from Manitoba Street would be preferable using either individual driveways or 

more preferably a shared driveway as was done with the 2 newer homes in the east side of the 300 block 

of Third Street. 

3. The QPRA directors also encourage the retention of as many mature trees as possible. 

After reviewing the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 218 Queen’s Avenue the QPRA executive moved to 

accept the request for the HRA with the above mentioned recommendations.  It was unanimously supported.  Mr. 

Norman and Kim Jansz recused themselves for conflict of interest from this vote. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Langstroth 

QPRA President  

  

CC: Britney Quail - Heritage Planner 
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